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letter to tile New Volk Tribune,
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die iuiormation touching farming in
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There is

one

and most desirable too
the fact that
they yield a large llow of milk during the
entire season.
Their feeding qualities
are No. ], hardy and
thrifty. 1 cannot
see why they
may not become formidable
rivals of any of the other breeds for the
production of heel. Wo have never obtained better results from any breed in
feeding than the Holstein. There was
considerable prejudice among the farmers
of this vicinity
against the Holsteins at
the time of their lirsl introduction here.
This has died away as they have beheld
with their ow n eyes the positive merits of
the breed, and some of their most bitterest enemies of yore are now
ready to accept them as an acquisition, (trades are
becoming plentj among nearly all our
tanners.
At the present rate of increase
we limv
eontidentiaiiy expect within the
next ten years to see all the hillsides of
the most productive dairy districts of
" ••(•(•ester county dotted with these beautiful black and wbite cattle."
Colic

in

the

Ox

Is occasioned

Holstein

Cattle.

natural affinity hemen and eerlain
>t domestic animals.
Tints in
nid Florida, settled originally bv
i;d. i in- )iredoni ilia lit race of cattle
h.tig legg.-d and long horned \nda.a
while in tin- northern States the
horns. V'isliireI levons and ,lerall III ill'll varieties are the lavorI lie dcseelldellt oft lie lirst imporIMIS of the l.ll gr eat I le of Nol l ll ||o|.
id a an out” I iv intermixing vv itli other
•ie,-d'
Kut the later attempts to introii*I preset ve them in their purity as
di'lim hived, has lieen more successful,
tin- Holstein- are increasing in favor
dairy lireed. Mr. Inn-ion 1). Trow.
•:
Massachusetts, in reply to an inquiry
•ears tin- following
testimony to their
practical value.
In legat'd to ilie Holstein cows lot
general dairy purposes, I am able to
.k confidently having had quite an e.xve experience vv itli the same
during
■be last eight years. To sum
up the matter. I lielicve they are the
largest milk
producers in the world. We have had
ort horns for a long term of
years, and
d excellent strains of blood, and took the
Holsteins at lirst as a mere experiment.
I hey hav e, however,
proved so vastly su■
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Still some sweet improvement
I u her beauty shone :
Every graceful movement
Won me—one by one !
As the breath of Venus
Seemed the bivGzc of morn.
Blowing thus between us.
"Mhist the golden corn.
Little time for wooing
Had we. for the wind
Still

kept

Whut

on

we

undoing

sought

Oh. that autumn

t<*

bind !

morning,

hi ui} heart it beams.
look adorning
dream o!'dreams!
Still, like waters (lowing
hi the ocean shell—
Sounds of breezes Mowing
I a my spirit dwell!
St ill I see tile ticld path
U «>ulil t hat I could see
Her whose graceful beauty
Lost is now to me.
<
'liaries
Swain.
j
Love’s last
W it!i its

the sad fate that awaited him
that
awaited all bachelors in hoarding houses
in the shape nl several consecutive
it lias l)ocn vor; recently stated that
there is not public land enough left Idr days of hare Hours and the odor of soap:
of cold dinners eaten wherever it was
actual settlement tli.it is lit for agriculconvenient to set the table : of Mrs. Beneture to make a good county in Wisconsin.
The old homestead plan of the Covern- dict in a chronic state of hustle and crossness, and the servants impudent, tired
nienl is not applicable to the land that is
and sulky : of wide open doors and winleft, which is and. marsh, mountainous,
and forests. Seientilie men say that it dows where the draughts tore through.
lie was a gentleman, however. Mr.
mtist give wa\ toadilVerent arrangement.
Aiinniilon was, and so repressed his illThe arid regions are til mostly for pasturtemper and disgust and mental maledicage, and very large tracts must he granttions that house cleaning was a purely
ed I>\ the (iov'cnmicnt in order to insure
malicious instigation of his Satanic masettlements on them.
Large herds of
cattle are the only product of which they jesty for the torment of mankind.
"We'll be so nice and sweet and clean,”
are sure, and tor these it rn pi ires an imMrs. Benedict went on, with horrible
mense range, with access to the streams
that hr so far apart. There is in all cheerfulness, “and I've been thinking
that I'll have your rooms newly papered.
nearly seven hundred thousand souare Mr.
Ammidon. I'm sure you’ll like that.'”
miles of tiiis past in age region.
Farmers
"Very much when it's done, madamo."
may govci'ii themselve-s accordingly.
And lie cut his meal short and rushed
out of doors into the cool, fresh October
The Androscoggin Lakes.
evening air.
"Ah. bah! I can already experience
I Lis’|•
Magazine fur .lime lias a:i illustrated
the agonies of last s]n ine ! (tend heaven !
article 1 r«on die pen of Ldwanl Abbott on "the
\tnlro-.-ogyai Lake.-. from which we make Ihe the woman must lie made of cast iron to
follow imr -.11 act
attempt such a siege again. It is no wonTie \u'L -.uggin Lakes, as
commonly reek
der her husband died if he sutl'ered two
"iie.l. me ,-i
\:i niimher. though t lie character of
attacks of house cleaning a year, and I
tie* eoniie«*iina waters is such in two instances
that tie- manlier is sometimes reduced to four.
shall die or go crazy unless 1 leave her
Ti a> < 'up.-ii|'t ie :.ml .Moosciiieinagusd ie are
joined but 1 suppose all women are equally idiIs
broad a -1 lit as really to form one
of
body
nt ir.*’
'siier. thou...1' i!e- eonlignra!ion of the shore<
jus
lilies tin* divi-am which has been
A groan of genuine misery broke from
ailopted ii; the
noun-ael.il n:v.
I In* same m true of Mollwhuiike
his lips as he strode along, his hat jammed
muni; and \\ ojnkennrb.ieook. which are some
over iiis ey es
very unlike the handsome
tune- sjiokeu of logetheras tin* Miehardson Lake
or Lakes.
gentleman he really was, with his frank,
Mangel.-y Lake, al tin* I'pper (north
e.isi) extremity of the chain, and ('mhugog. at tin*
cherry face and pleasant mouth, with the
lower (southwestJ extremity, leave each a more white, even teeth, and the half
curling,
distinct imlividnality. being separated from the
thick dark hair, and tin* grave, intelliother- hy very palpable stream-.
All. however,
gent eyes, that nothing could rul'lle as
constitute oin- series, and tin* waters of the An
droM-oggin Miver. a- they leave l'mhugog l»y its the idea of Mrs. Benedict's semi-annual
Wo

More

Public

Land.

••

e

NN‘'stern shore, gather part oflin*ir\olimie from a
small pond which lie.-away to tin-east of Mange
i’"'
A dozen or more such smaller ponds are buried. m tin* iore.-t- and among tin* mountains that
,-mit mud these lakes, and contribute their
(juntas
to tlie mighty current
poured therefrom through
lie* Androscoggin Valley to tin* ocean.
Tin* six
lakes have an aggregate .surface of seveiitv seven
fln-v drain a tributary area of nine
s'juare 1111! -.
hundred
mare m;!e-.
My aid of dam- erected at
eoni:'•<•'!!i-a points, their storage i- increased to
M
h
JI
It
HI euhie feet, and their
j
M
M»(M
very in-.iriy
ontilou is hut from thirty-six to forty eight hours
in reaching the city of Lew iston, in whose
many
manufactories they furnish an ample and exhaust
les- j»ower. This function, taken in connection
with the extended timber lands which
envelop
them on every side, gives the chain great impor
tarn-i* n: a commercial
of
view,
and
the busy
point
lumbering life, of which in winter they form tin;
'•‘‘Hire might very
properly engross our attention
ihe ’-xelusion of other asp»*ets.
Mut ii is with
tiie.-r lake-- a- a resort of the
sportsman ami the
tourist tlmt we are now
chictly concerned. As
e n.
they are coming into wide and deserved no
';
a is t M>r! !i western corner of .Maine is a less
Adiiond :r k
No part of the world.” savs tin*
>'•‘■"’•1“ V ’•
la 1 Meport
uj><*!i tin Natural History
and
of
tin*
State, "a(fords liner trout-iish
nog.-

■’

iag.f

•*:'

a

greater

variety

of trout,

than

Maine.”

•Nad i:o par of .Maine i.- richer is this
particular
'•uiiowment than tin- up;.--r half of Franklin and
* i\I• rd
counties. Tin w ildenies.. is practically
limitless and unbroken. Tin* settiery is alwavs
pietures(jue. and often grand. The lishorman and
tile lutiiu-r may lind constant exercise in season
for rod and gun.
Lovers of nature in her wilder
mood- are already
beginning to make their wav
into tin* region in considerable numbers.
And
is
m-eded
but
time and a measurable dc
nothing
give of enterprise on the part of those who have
the handling of this vast estate to elleet its (level
<*;» 111 * 111 into one of the most delightful summer re
.-ort- which the
country contains.
As one ted able feat lire of this lake region,
among
many that commend it to seekers of health and
ph-asun*. let in.- mention its altitude, compared
with other localities that are better known. Thus
i"; iomant ie Lake VVini)i|)iseogee. in New llamj)
-hi i** *. is but oiH lf’.-t above the level of the sea. and
’Ie- water
•! Lake Superior itself are onlv (>dil.
Mai lii1' figures id the Androscoggin Lukes are as
■

follows:

F mhugog
Mielumlson

| -j;,i ;
I jal
I |S»I
I All

Mooselueniaguntic
Mange ley
Tho
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Field-Path.

usually b\ the presence of
some irritant matter, generally indigested
The House Cleaning.
food. The symptoms are pain of a violent
character, evidenced bv the animal freW
Mr.
alter Ammidon laid his knife and
quently lying down and rising up again, fork down with a gesture of absolute
turning round his head to the think, and despair.
‘•Not going to clean house again, Mrs.
attempting to strike the belly with the
hind legs, or horns. This pain is not con- lienediet ! Why, it seems as il we had
tinuous, pm comes on b\ tits, which go only just recovered from the dreadful
oil, and for the time leaves the animal tearing up process of last spring!”
Mrs. lienediet slowly dropped four
comparatively free from pain, returning
again with renewed violence; there is lumps ol' sugar into his coffee, utterly reloss of appetite, and rumination is sus- gardless of i he
misery in his face.
i bis alleetion however, is compended.
‘■Dreadful tearing up!”- -that's perfect
paratively litre in the ox. Treatment nonsense. Mr. Ammidon. As if you were
consists in administering the following
very much inconvenienced last May while
combination: Kpsotii salts, one pound; tile carpets were up and the curtains down
aromatic spirits of ammonia, one ounce: and the painting going on. Of course I
t inet are of opium, t wo ounces: water, one
shall clean : it’s my habit, and has been
pint : mix. Injection of tepid water should for twenty odds years.'’
also he administered.
Mi'. A in mu l< in gave a little groan at
[ I’rairie Farmer.

lie, area! agricultural re('lose eonliiienient, intense mental activi- a di\ i-ioii of
anils into smaller ity, ami that spiritual excitement which
ead lie cultivation of a greater !s a necessary condition of line intellectual
i
it crops. " hieh would lie tin- re
work. make great draughts on the nervous
!
i>ion. There is no kind of system.
It needs a strong constitution to
ex.
jit In.ii.in .ii a (the nights are endure them.
Kvery great mental cll'ort
eiimtga lor ilia!). vv hieh will lias to lie paid lor in one way or another.
ii* i >•
se
lively any kind of fruit Ibgestion. muscular vigor, nerves, and
dor not attain here the highest
"Iten the drain itself, give
way under the
M lien her farms are reduced struin.
Let any man who is not used to

haustiiig them. California will ben
lias tile capacity of bcccimtiii.- t agricultural State in the

the

Tripping down the hold-path.
Early in the morn.
There l met my own love,
'Midst the golden corn :
Autumn winds were blowing.
As in frolic chase.
All her silken ringlets
Backward from her face.
Little time for speaking
Had she. for the wind
Bonnet, scarf, or ribbon.
Ever swept behind!

prominent feature about the Holsteins,

■■

and to hundreds of acres, and
'.i In the many who will
properly
>'.■ tliem. in-lead of the few who

Tripping Down

intellectual

work, sit down to prepare
pages of maimseript, or
make himself ready to address a jurv on
a case ol life and death, or calculate some
great and complicated business enterprise,
and he w ill soon learn the bitterness and
prostration of brain fatigue. When the
parson comes down on Monday morning
Ids appetite is gone, and Ids nerves are
tremulous, and his head feels as if a little
shaking would make his cerebrum and
cerebellum rattle about like dry kernels
in a walnut shell.
The lawyer, when he
has finished his brilliant plea ; the lecturer, when lie has delivered his eloquent
oration; the man of aifairs, when lie has
gone through the strain of winding up a
year’s business ; the author, when he
comes out from five hours’ quill-driving
in his study ; all these, unless they are
gifted with uncommon strength and endurance, are exhausted men, and a kind
"f allowance must lie made for their condition.

twenty,

or

thirty

The government has just
paid a claim
hich lias been pending within tw o
years
ol a century.
It was based on some supplies furnished the revohitionarv army in
177!», and was for only about $8000, but
the aoeumulateed interest, which the Supreme Court ordered should also lie paid,
ran up the bill to over $51,000, which
goes
to the grandson of the original claimant.
w

The name

of

novel is

The

Wrongful Heir: or, The Mystery
Falls.” It must lie a companion

at the
to that

charming
Hair:

or

a

new

romance, entitled “The False
The Mysterious Waterfall.”

"tearing up” -a courteous, relined, genial
gentleman, whom society found a puzzle
because of his persistent bachelorhood,
when

it knew of at least a half-dozen
who would have jumped at the
faintest chance of an oiler of marriage
from him -who himself wondered why
lie had never fallen in love and whom
pretty little Mrs. Baldwin, the blue-eyed,
blonde haired widow, with no incumbrance, a house of her own, and an income of three thousand a year, often felt
quite piqued with that he was so very
women

unimpressionable.

So Mr Ammidon strode along, almost
mechanically turning corners, his pace
gradually growing slower, and then, all

at once, he heard the brilliant tones of a

piano of some skilled hands played, and,
looking up, found himself in front of a
warmly lighted, cherry, hospitable house

—the very house where Mrs. Bessie Baldwin lived.
The contrast was so startlingly vivid
between the pictures in his imagination
that he involuntarily paused -one the
picture of the way Mrs. Benedict's boarding house would look next day: the other
of how Mrs. Baldw in's elegant little home
always appeared when lie called there,
and as it appeared now through the lace
curtains quiet, warm, hospitable, invit-

ing.

And like a revelation from heaven it
to him -an idea, a determination
that was so strong, so resistless that he
walked forthwith up Mrs. Baldwin's front
steps and rang the door-bell, wondering
as lie did why the music had ceased, and
where the player had gone.
"I'll marry her if she'll have me, and
then we'll see how many times a year the
house is cleaned : that is. if ’’
I lien the door opened and the maid
invited him into the parlor, with the information that Mrs. Baldwin had just run
into a neighbor’s by a side gate, but would
be back directly if the sick child w as better she had gone to see.
Mr. Ammidon ensconced himself in the
easiest chair in the room a great, deep
wide cushioned alfair that was drawn
up
by the little low table under the chandelier.
"Bless her pretty blue eyes! (lone to
see a sick childI like that I like it.
"’hat a blessing that it occurred to me to
otter myselt to such a
good hearted,
cheerful, tender, fond little woman as she
is; and what a miraculous fool 1 have
been not to have done it long ago. Why
1 feel as if I had been in love with her ail
along; and 1 believe 1 have been and
never knew it.”
Ilis handsome head leaned comfortably against the cushions, and his wellshaped, well-booted I’eut were crossed on
alow ottoman near the lire that burned
cosily and brightly.
He waited ten -twenty- thirty minutes, and when she did not come at the
expiration of three-quarters of an hour
Mr. Ammidon was conscious of a keen
disappointment that astonished himself.
"At all events, my object shall be accomplished. so far as I can accomplish
it," lie thought.
And he took his gold and
ivory pen
and wrote an ardent, courteous, undeniably eager statement of his case, asking
her to be his loved wife, and
begged ait
answer on the morrow, when she should
be visiting Mrs. Benedict.
"I accidentally learned von would take
tea w ith us to-morrow night,” he wrote,
“and I must know at once when 1 meet
you if I am the blessed man I hope to be.
If you can look favorably on my suit let
me know by answering ‘Yes’ to the first
question I put to you. If it is otherwise
1 will not trouble you further.”
Then he signed himself suitably, put
the folded and addressed note conspicuously on the top of a pile of newspaper
and sheet music on the piano, and took
his leave, in a strange whirl of excitement and expectation.
Half an hour later Mrs. Baldwin came

came

in, stopping

as she passed the diningdoor to speak to the girl.
■•You carried all those papers and the
music up stairs, Annie, as i told you
"The very minute the gentleman went
away, Mrs. Baldwin--it was Mr. Amniidon, and he came just as you went out."
that's too bad t was not in! Mrs.
May's little Edith is very, very iek, Annie.”
And so Mrs. Baldwin never knew of
the precious letter, as she sat there alone
in the lire, thinking of the caller she had
missed v. ith genuine sorrow and paling
cheeks and eyes full of disappointment.
For pretty Mrs. Bessie, with her soft
blue eyes and rebelliously curly hair, and
small perfect figure, was more interested
in I he handsome bachelor than she eared
to admit e\ en to herself.
I’he next da\ she dressed with unusual
care for her afternoon visit to .Mrs. Benedict, wondering, as she hasted the soft
little fuelling in tile neck of her sleeveless \ eh el jacket, and adjusted tile /xittfs
of her black silk overskirt, whether or no:
Mr. Ammidon would think she looked
well, and whether, possibly, he might not
escort her home.
So lie;
eyes were dancing with radiant
blue sunshine, and her cheeks were hushing a most delicious rose pink hue, and
her lovely mouth dimpling in bewitching
smiles, when Mr. Ammidon came into the
sitting-room, several minutes before the
time for the dinner-bell to ring Mr. Am
mil Ion, handsomer than she had ever seen
him. in a dark blue cloth suit, w ith white
lie, and his face so grandly intelligent and
anil aired as he went up toiler and ottered
her his hand, looking straight in her face
as he spoke, ven quietly, but with all his
fate in his words and she so smiling, so
unconscious.
am vcr\ glad to see you, Mrs. Baldwin.
Bidn’t you tind it very coo] this
afternoon
'1111‘ii she met his paxe, anil hatinp herself because her heart w as throbbinp so
piailly at siplit of him ami despisiup herself because he had thrilled her from
head to loot.
Then, m ver know inp her fate was in it.
she turned her beautiful fare carelessly
away and withdrew her hand, and answered him:
Nii. I tliiHiplit it was eliarminply
room

Joseph’s Brother.

the

They didn't cull him Tom, or Jack, or
1 lurry, but always spoke of him as
•■Joseph's Brother.'' And it was as singular that they didn't say ••Joe," instead
of “Joseph," when speaking of or to the

boy.

men. as

lie halted his horse beside the

iui ality on the coast, about a hundred
miles north of Key West.
It is possible
that some parts of the story need a grain
of stilt:
Jupiter Inlet is probably the most inaccessible and barren nook on the whole
Floridian coast, and can he reached only
iit light-draught boats, sailing the whole
length of the Indian river. Sharp coral
reefs fringe its shore, and high hillocks
of white sand, sprinkled with thick clumps
of scrub and cactus, rear their beads above
the inlet. The lively sand-crab catches
liretlies on the beach, and huge turtles
deposit their eggs in the sand. This attracts scores ot bears from the swamps
and hammocks bordering the Everglade-:
for to them the turtle and its eggs an t
toothsome delicacy. Spotted tiger-cats
play among the sand-hills by moonlight,
and the tierce puma prowis along the
shore in quest of king-crabs or mon
substantia1 diet. The largest puma evei
seen in tilt State was shot in this region.
In the keeper of the lighthouse.
It wa
as formidable as a royal F.engal tiger, and
measured over thirteen feet from snout

The Famous Lady with the Iron Jaw.
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name is
Milly De Granville: I’m twenty
years old. and I can lift IbO pounds, dead

•My

llirye

pleasure seeker, rambling

in the wilds of Florida, gives the following graphic description of an interesting

NUMBER 48.

“He is dead!" whispered the white-lace
defender.
“He is ! God forgive me for the part i
took last night !"
“You called him a coward!" cried Joman.
The two had a wagon in the band, seph's brother, “and you are to blame for
dragging itself toward the Black frills thisf Was he a coward.' Look there!
day by day and mile by mile. They and there ! and there ! We drove them
messed by themselves, scarcely spoke ex- hack from the wagon—drove them clear
out here!
Joseph is dead. You tire his
cept to each other, and their lives and
their actions were a sort of mystery to murderers!"
Every man was near enough to hear his
the rest, who were a jolly set, drinking,
carousing, lighting, playing cards, and voice and note his action a ; lie picked up
the rifle of the Indian and sent a bullet
wishing for a brush with the Indians.
W ith exclamaSome said that Joseph was a fugitive through his own hea’d.
from justice, and that he wouldn't frater- tions of grief and alarm trembling on
their lips, the men sprang from their sadnize with them for fear of betraying him
dles. The hoy was dead—dead as Joseph
self
when
Others
interrogated.
thought —and tile
j
he felt too proud to mix with such society,
corpses were bleeding from a
dozen wounds.
and between the two theories lie had neat
“We'll carry 'em up to the train ami
ly all the men thinking ill of him before
the wagon train was four day's travel have a burial in the morning,” said one of
the men. and tile bodies were taken up
I from i 'heyenne.
■lie keeps his brother hidden away in behind two of the horsemen.
They did
tiie wagon as it a little sunshine would have a Init ial, and men looked into the
j Kill
the hoy." growled one of a dozen grave with tears in their eyes, for they
discovered that Joseph's brother was
| gold hunters sitting around their camp had
a woman
yes. a woman, with the whitest
; lire iu the twilight.
throat and softest hands. It might have
he
thinks
our
isn't
••Perhaps
language
high-toned enough—blast his eyes !" ex- been Joseph's wife, or sister, or sweetheart.
No one could tell that : but they
claimed another.
"Ain’t we all hound to the same place could tell how they had wronged him,
all sharmg the same dangers one as and they said, as they stood around the
I
good as another.’" demanded a broad- grave:
“We hope the Lord won't lav it up
shouldered fellow from San Antonio.
agin us.'"
'A es. yes !” they shouted.
I'hi’ii don't it look low-down mean for
Elephants and Milk.
this 'ere man Joseph to edge uwa\ from
\
us as if we were
lively gallop soon brought me twelve miles
pizen ! If he's so mighty
i'elined and high-toned, win didn't he mi my way easterly, over the hills, to the little
village of Soinerstown. Like a great castle on the
come out here in a balloon /"
Bliine with its two or three adjacent uppiirtcnan
I here was a laugh from the circle, and ces, a large brick hotel looms up union the few
small houses in its neighborhood.
This seemed
the Texan went on:
disproportionate, but my curiosity was particular■1 don't portend to bo an angel, hut 1
attracted
an
immense
statue of an elephant,
by
know manners as well as the next. 1 be- ly
nearly as large as life 1 mean the life size of a
lieve that man Joseph is reg'lar starch, small elephant, of course. This remarkable re
reailv to wilt right down as soon as 1 pint I semblance to the animal was mounted on a high
! post before the door of the hotel, and painted over
my linger at him. and I'm gain’over to the
front of tin* building 1 read, in enormous let
;
his w agon to pull his nose !"
t«*rs, "Elephant Hotel."
it was time to breathe my horse, and the ride
"That's the game. Jack! <io in. old
fellow! 'Hah for the man from Texas!” lmd given me an appetite for anything I might
find within, even if it should prove to he an eh*
yelled the gold limiters, as they- sprang ! pliant steak. The landlord observed
that •■tin*
to
their
feet.
women folks wen* not at home, but
he guessed
j
-t ome right along anil sou the fun,"
he could find soruething." lie accordingly placed
a cold turkey and a bottle of London porter <>i the
i continued the Texan, as he led the way
pleasant."
table, and thus proved that his gue>s was a ry
And Mr. Ammidon recoiled as if he | tow an! .Joseph's wagon.
correct.
As he sat down by my side. I asked him
The vehicle formed one in the circle, the meaning of all this elephantine di>play.
had been struck a dreadful blow, and
he answered. ••Ilaekaliah Bariev I uilt
could not. for tlie life of him, console | and at a small tiro a few feet from the thisWhy."
lnmse himself!"
himself with the conviction that women hind wheels sat Joseph and his brother,
ilaekaliah Baylev ! Who was he
eating their frugal sapper. As the crowd
w ere fools and men were well rid of them.
"Who was Ilaekaliah Baylev ! Don't you know
The next day he told Mrs. Benedict lie : came near, t lie hoy sprang up and climbed He was the mail who imported the lirst elephant
into
these l -lilted Males old iit I
cour.-e uni
would not want his apart meats any lonpvr into Ihe covered wagon, while Joseph have heard of old Bet
slow
rose up and looked at them anxly
and had his trunks packed and sent to a
"No, 1 have not."
iously and inquiringly.
"What, never lieartl of old Bel ! Well. Sir. mi
hotel.
"See here. Mister Joseph w hat-'s-y ian
an- pretty well along in
life. Where have you
Mr. Ammidon determined to kill two
been
all your days
other
name!”
the
its
he
Texan,
began
birds with one Stone to pet out III the
1 told him I had not spent them all in W. s?
halted before the lone man, “we have
Chester County.
possibility of hat inp to meet often Mrs.
"1 should rather think not." replied the laud
BrtiediiTs friend, the pretty, merciless come to the conclusion that you and that
little woman, than whom lie had never booby brother o’ yours don't like our lord, "or else you’d have heard of Ilaekaliah Bay
ley and old Bet. Bight here, from this very >pot,
loved another, and to make his home sty le ! Are we kerect
"I have nothing against any of you,” he started tin- lirst show in this country. Bight
w here house eieaninp was unknown, and
round hen.* is w here they breed ami winter wild
“The journey animals to this day. Hoiks round here have grown
Bessie cried till het eyes were red and quietly replied Joseph.
swollen to think how entirely indifferent thus far has been very pleasant and rich out of the show business. There’*, men in
this town that have been to \mh and Africa to ge|
agreeable to us."
Mr. Ammidon was to liei.
animals; ami Bay ley's big circus (hc> old iLn ka
"Kill
elf
don't
to
hang
you
you
speak
And the winter crept softly alonp in
ball’s son) has grown up out from the sim.il begin
soft, white, snowy robes, and several us!” persisted Jack.
ningwiieu Ilaekaliah imported old Bel. and that
1 : m sorry if I have incurred any
wasn’t more than fifty or sixty years ago.
es
times Mrs. Baldwin saw Mr. Ammidon
man's ill-will.
1 feel IViendlv toward vou sir. Ilaekaliah began on that one see elejdiant. lie
drivinp past, alllinuph he didn't do more
and a hoy were ail tin* company. They travelled
all.”
as he passed than pinuee carelessly at tinnights ami showed daytimes, old Bel she knew
ill. y ou do, eh ?” sneered the Texan, just how much every bridge in the country would
w indow and bow
hear before she put her foot on i
Biuieby HugAnd the sw eel, warm sprinp days came, feeling that he wasltisiuggroiind. "Well,
go! a cage of monkeys mu! carted them ah>u r. and
it's my opinion that you are a sneak!"
and with perfumy hints of roses and \vi mil
it
to
lion-,
hears,
got up
tigers, camels,
gradually
bine, and fresh emerald leaves, and climb
Joseph's fare turned white, and the boa-constrictors, alligators. Tom Thumb, hippopo
mid the fat woman—in fact, to whore it
inp vines, and burstinp blossoms, came men saw a dangerous gleam in his eyes, tamuses.
is now. Yes. Sir: 1*. T. Barntim got. tin* lirst nidi
Bessie Baidu in's fate, in the shape of the lie seemed about in speak or make, some incuts of his education from Ilaekaliah
Ba\ h-y
unromantic, the inevitable sprinp eiean- movement when a soft voire from the right here in Soinerstown. Elephants and milk
:
railed
out
have made this town. In fact, we all iivc on cle
inp that must be undertaken and accom- wagon
phants and milk."
".Joseph, Joseph !”
plished, no matter how temptinply balmy
•nicpintnis aim milk : immi gracious. 1 ex
\ soft light, r.line into the man's fare.
sunshine and fruprant hreex.es and cloudclaimed, what a diet !"
less skies clamor for promenades and The Texan noticed it. and. slapping
Lord. Sir." retorted my landlord, “did yon
think I meant that we crumbled elephants into
drives in order to welcome them.
Joseph's 1'are, he him ted out :
"If ye ain't a coward ye'll resent that. milk and ate them: No: 1 mean to >uy »!mi the
inns u
n;i|)|irni'i 1 mill .ins. namum
elphaut business and the milk business are what
■mu e
was ensconced in one of licr chambers,
have built up this place. |Ye told you what eh
A boyish figure .prang from the wagon
with a blue veil tied tiyhtly over her
phants have done for us. and now I'll tel! you about
\ small
milk. There's farmers round hen* owning a bur.
yolileii hair and her nnislin dress ]iinned and stood beside tiie lone man.
died
cows apiece. From the little depot * if Purdy's
up in front, diselosiny ravislsinyly lovely hand was laid on his shoulder, ami a
you'll pass a mile beyond this, we semi h»ui tl.-et
feet despite the half-worn boots, with a voice v\ pspered in his ear :
sand gallons of milk every day to New York : and
••Hear the insult tor my sake !”
basket lyiny in readiness before her. and
it starts from here pure, let me tell you. f r w
wea
Tull
are
honest, if we are brought up in the show !>■ M
There
minute
in
which
no
her faithful ally, \nnie. waitiny to eonness.
Tiien right in our neighborhood are iwo
siyn piles of waste to deathly iyuoininy, one moved. .Joseph's lace looked ghost- condensed
milk factories, where they use as much
and tile paper and ray man.
ly white in the gloom, and they could see more. There's eight thousand gallons.
The farmers get sixteen cents for it on the spot.
So you
•■Only one pile more, Annie, and aren't him tremble.
■■lie's a coward, just as 1 thought!” see t here is a revenue of t wel ve hundred and eighty
Here,
you ylad we're so nearly done.'
dollars a
to this district.
Now you've been
you sort the papers, and I'll see that said the 'Texan, as lie turned away. The telling tin*day
of the West, how they raise forty hush
nothiny worth saviny has been put with others followed him, some feeling ashamed els of wheat to the acre, and all that. Well, wli.it
and otheis surprised or gratified, and ! does it amount to by the time they get their re
this music."
And a minute after the soft, rust 1 imy by-and-bv the word had reached every turns, paying all out in railroad freight.' You
ride
this afternoon, and if yui come be. 1:
stillness was broken by a sudden ejaeula- wagon that Joseph and Joseph's brother this alongtell me
if the houses and fixings and I
way.
tion from Mrs. lialdwin. and Annie look- were cow ai ds.
tilings, especially Ihe boys, and more part>«•;.!.:;•!;.
\;-\t morning, when the wagon train the gals, look any bette- m th'-m i>,ver
.1 ua'ue
ed up, wide-eyed, to see her readiny a
than they ilo here, if we d liv --u de
peneiled note, with paliny fare and irem- was ready to move, the captain passed diggingsand
milk.
j'hants
{John Fodman. in Harper's
near Joseph's wagon on purpose to say :
bliny lips.
Magazine for May
••It's a letter 1 lost, that's all, Annie.
■■If there are an;, cowards in this train,
(Jo on with the papers. There is a, mail they needn't Havel with us any further."
Anna Dickinson.
at the door. I'll yodown. Youean liuish."
li was a cruel thrust. Joseph was harPoston Letter in Detroit Free Press.
And with llutteriny heart and eyes that nessing his horse, and the brother was
were suspiciously briyht, Mrs. Bessie went : stowing away the cooking utensils.
The
Apparently Miss Anna lias the hydrutjldown stairs, ylad of an opportunity lo yet [ strange man's face grew white again, and ic pressure of Job Trotter or Brother
i
away by herselfa few minutes to think it j iiis hand went down for his revolver, but Sherman when other arguments fail,
all over, to try to realize that it was true just then a voice called out:
remember, some ten or eleven years ago,
that W alter Annnidon had loved her.
••Don't mind it, Joseph; we'll go on when I’resident Johnson was here, he
And she brushed away tears that were alone."
visited the school-ship, then one of Bosboth rapturous and full of disappointment
The train moved oil' without them, ton's lions, and, like other guests, inscriband fear, and opened the front door to some of the gold hunters taunting and ed his name on the visitors' book. ShortWalter Aimnidon.
joking, and others fearful that the two ly after came Anna Dickinson, and, while
lie bowed with a little look of surprise would be lmtehend by the Indians be- registering her own, took the cool liberty
and ehayrin. fearful lest, now that his fore the day was ever. When the white- of drawing her pen through the name of
lose for Bessie Baldwin had overleaped topped wagons were so far away that tile President of the i liited States. The
its boundaries, and (breed him to a seeond they seemed no larger than his hand, captain, on discovering the impertinent
attempt to win her love that had be- Joseph moved along on the trail, his fare performance, without making allowance
come more precious in
proportion as it stern and dark, and so busy with his | for the fact that Mr. Johnson's polities
fearful lest his thoughts that l e did not hear the consol- I were not approved hy Miss Dickinson,
seemed unposscssablc
had her name at once crossed out. and a
coininy as snyyested by her appearance, ing words:
was inopportune and awkward.
••Never mind, Joseph ; we are trying i marginal note inserted explaining why.
l rauitioii says mat me nit tire qmecn ot
Hut Mrs. Baldwin lluslleil, and siinlrd, : in do l ight."
and looked lovely, despite the old blue
Thai night when the wagon train of Tragedy wept painfully upon learning of
veil.
tin- gold hunters went into camp, they this “unmanly outrage." Judge Bussell,
And tlnui lie suddenly discovered she could not see the lone wagon, though who was then Collector of the Port and a
held in her hand the note he had written mail) of the men, ashamed of their eon- patron of the school-ship, cruelh refused
her six months ago.
duel, looked long and earnestly for it. to have the captain hanged at the yardShe answered his inquiring look as she The) had seen Indians afar oil', and they arm.
Hut mark how leaden-footed jusconducted him into the parlor.
knew that the red devils would pounce tice surely overtakes the evil-doer. Judge
|
■■I have only tins moment read your down upon a single team as soon as
they Bussell lived to heeome Minister to Venletter. Oh, Mr. Ammidon, what must you sighted it.
ezuela, to have a free light with Presihave thought of me all this time
1 larkness eame mid night came, and the dent Guzman 151a ico, and to come home
|
llis face lighted gloriously.
i a few weeks ago a blighted being and a
| sentinel, heard nothing hut the stamping
“That you were the sweetest little dar- of the horses and the howls of the coy
candidate for a European appointment;
ling in all the world, whom I loved so, otes. At two o’clock the reports of titles | The captain was subsequently transferred
1
and wanted so. that I came again to-day and the tierce \ells of Indians lloated
up to \cw York, and experienced promotion.
to plead lii\ cause.
Bessie, consider the through the little valley, and the camp The school-ship is sold. Andrew Johnson
letter written just now what would he u as aroused in a ntomt tit.
is dead.
And Boston, which allowed the
the answer!"
"The devils have jumped in on Joseph outrage to pass without a resolution or
And she drooped tier white eyelids and and his brother!”
whispered one of the even a letter from Wendell Phillips, lies
half averted her sweet, blushing face, and men, as he stood on a knoll and bent his to-day a helpless victim before a Wagner
the answer came through her parted lips, head to listen.
ilow easily, throughout all, the
festival,
so low that onlv a lover's ear would have
"Hood ’null’! Cowards have no busi- wise observer can trace “a mighty maze,
known she said "Yes."
ness out here I" growled the Texan.
but not without a plan," as the CentenI'he tirst speaker wheeled, struck the nial poet observed of the Kansas cornAnd Mr. Ammidon never limls fault ruflian a sledge-hammer blow in the face, stalk.
when his wile ‘'cleans house," because he and then, running for the horses, cried
How To Win a Dieorco bait.
knows il il had not been for that abused out:
institution, he might he a lonelv bachelor
"Come on! come on!
V dozen of us
The following skeleton of an argument
in Mrs. Benedict's establishment.
can be spared for the rescue!”
was found on a table in the Circuit Court
Sixteen men swept down the valley like room, supposed to have been left by a
A church congregation in Petersburg,
the wind. The tiring and the yelling con- distinguished legal luminary engaged in
Ya.. became weary of waiting for their tinued, proving that the man who hail a recent divorce ease :
I.
pastor a few nights ago, and dispersed. been called a coward was making a heroic
Importance of the ease.
Some of them, while on their wav home,
“.
The parties; their great dignity.
light. In ten minutes they came upon
:i.
The great questions of our modern
spied the ex pounder of the gospel, through the lone camp, made light as day by the
a window, seated in a parlor, by the side
burning wagon. Fifty feel from the bon- civilization; the rights of husband and
of a lady friend, apparent I v delighted with fire, and hemmed in by a circle of danc- wife, their duties to each other.
her company, and seemingly forgetful of ing, leaping, howling savages, was JoI.
The marriage vows ; its sacredness.
the fact that it was the night for holding seph's brother standing over Joseph's
f>.
Touch up the court on the solemn
the church meeting, which he subsequent
dead body. The gold hunters heard the duty imposed upon it in tearing from the
ly admitted to he the ease.
pop! pop! pop! of the boy's revolver as husband the property which God gave
they burst into view, and the next mo- him title to, viz., the body, soul, and afA very young miss who resides on ment they were charging down upon the fections of his wife.
(!.
Excoriate the wife, picture the
11 mules street thus addressed her paternal demons, using riHo and revolver with terrible ellect.
In two minutes not a living wrongs of the husband : move the court
ancestor at the breakfast table on Sunday
morning: “Poppy, I want a new hat and a Indian was in sight. Joseph’s brother to tears (if possible); quote from Milton;
pair of new shoes.” “Is’poseso. What stood over the body, tut empty revolver “Till Hymen brought in love-delighted
don’t you want?" remarked the paternal. in his hand. The men cheered wildly as hour, there dwell no joy in Eden’s rosy
“Well," answered the quick-witted little they looked around, but the boy looked bower,” kVe., (not sure about that being
miss, “I don't want any trousers.” [Kings- up into their faces without a sign of ex- from Milton, may be from Pope or Walt
ultation, surprise or gladness.
Whitman; but no matter); cite authoriton (N. Y.) Freeman.
There were three dead Indians beside ties—Greenleaf, Bishop, and “1st Mo.
A man who lives in Hast Haven, ami is between
the wagon, killed where the light comPeroration; overcome with emotion;
bo and 70
years of age, understands the value ot
and the corpse in front of Jo- glass of water to be handy ; handkerehiel
time, lie was married, procured a divorce, was menced,
seph's brother numbered more than the to be perfumed; to have on a swallowmarried again, and became the father of a bonne
tailed coat: apostrophe to Justice. [From
ing infant by his second wife—all inside of si\ victims of the sixteen men.
months.
‘‘Is Joseph badly Inirtf” asked one ot the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
■
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perior in every respect for our special
purposes—butter anil cheese- over the
short horns, that we have discarded them
(the Shores), and gave our attention ex-

elusivelv to the ilolsteins.
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Happened When the Sea Became

weight, with my teeth." said tin* young lady with
the iron jaw, as she came forth smiling, after the
performance at Banmm's yesterday afternoon, to
moot a reporter of the World.

Fifteen minutes before the latter had sat in mute
astonishment while this young woman, clad in per
feetly fitting and becoming tights, waved a kitchen
chair in her teeth, or by the tip end of its back
held it at right angles to her eomelv figure, while
all the multitude applauded. Xow’he stood alone
in the presence of a fashionable young huh' with
pretty dimpled cheeks and large gruv eves that
t winkled good naturedly beneath a
perfect garden
of Mowers in the shape of a spring hat. and which
looked honestly at the reporter us the above startThe transition
ling announcement was made.
from Greek statuary to Parisian vitality was too
sudden : the reporter stood speechless.
“What! you don’t believe me ! Set-'' And the
spring bonnet bent down gracefully, while with an
incisive click a set of beautifully white and even to tip.
teeth came together on the back of a mahogany
The shallow salt water warms with
chair, which straightway was tossed high up over tisli.
Schools of mullet and pompino
the young lady’s l ead, held there a moment, tritlasii in the sunlight, and eavalio. bonereturned
to
its
and
then
umphantly
legs,
eompla tisli, bhiefish. red
bass, drum, snapper-,
eently sat down upon by Miss De Granville.
"Well, will you." said the reporter, curiositv
and groupers are here in myriads. JcuMiter
••allow
me
t<>
instincts,
overcoming
inspect lish have been caught weighing over .">imi
those remarkable teeth
Sawfish the size of young whales
<> course." said Miss De
Granville, a beaming pounds.
smile at the same time supplying the opportunity, j surge through the narrow channel.-, and
•I never"-with difficulty articulating through’a I ravenous sharks from PJ to go feet
in
which opened mouth—"called upon a dentist in
a rigid blockade outside.
length
keep
ail my life, and never had a moment’s toothache." I
.Vs the tide rises they collie within the
Accurately deseribed. and without any poetical
mlet in search of prey.
The bass ami
reference i" pearls. Miss De Granville’s teeth are
perfect, which, considering the fact that for the other lislt that have been feeding upon
l ist six years sin* has put them t" such uueomm n
the mullet, become in turn the \ iciims of
uses as the lifting of water-casks and
Shetland
the shark. The smaller fish dart to and
ponies, is somewhat remarkable.
fro, making the water boil in their elforis
'Ye-." mused the y-'inig lady, is t)1(. reporter ex
prc.s.-ed this opinion. "My teeth are pivttv good, to escape. Millions are slott ly 1ml sureb
on! it’s not ni them that my .strength
mainly lies: driven into a small bay o\ the sharks,
it’s here (touching the had; of her nedo. and here
who whip the waves inti foam in tie :
(dropping her hand lower on tin* spinal column)
eiT
I get the muscle.
I tdl you I’m awfully
nuugrv lurv. renned at last, tin-11.*. mod
strong." Here Miss De Granville paused, blushed lisli lyap in tin1 air with terror, ami sleials
and nervously patted the carpet with a little foot of
them run ashore. The sharks eharge
aiei s« ung ;i fi agih* pai as««l m 1 v ^ w d d lingers.
with a rush. Their jaws snap like pistol
She didn't look like Samson.
I>" tell in.- Imw you ever came to start m this
shots, and mutilated lisli are seatieivd
remark:;!*;.- line of business f’ said the reporter.
ovei
tin* Witter.
Sellools of porpoise
Mb. yes.
WAdi. you see. my mother had has
join in the slaughter, and orensionally
still a wonderful set of teeth. Why. to this dav
;in
old alligator shoves oil' from the
she ran hit** a hickory nut same as you would a
I'cnnul.
My father never hat. the toothache, shore, sinks himself like a submarine
neither. t<» the day he died. When I was* a little
battery, and steals a bounteous meal.
girl 1 used to go round the house lifting things:
Nor is an alligator the only tr,.■ a rdei
that was in Canada: 1 was born in Toronto. viler
The air is tilled with thousands of Ida.a while we moved to
Pennsylvania. Then in,a got
married again, and I went to Chicago to earn my
feathered terns and gulls.
Full well do
1 ain't a hit ashamed of it. sii.
own living.
1
fin- : -h
they understand the situation.
used it* he a dining room girl in Haruum's Hotel in
of their wings is like a breeze in a atvs
Chicago. Well, you see. the other girls used to
uf pines, and their seivams are deal,":in_
know how strong I was. and I used to lift the chairs
in my teeth just to amuse them. One day the n an
lly platoons they dasli into the ; d
age r of the Alhambra came to dineat the liotal and
water, and soar oil' above the ao a.
caught me lifting o.ue of tin- dining room chairs. surf, eaeli with a lisli in its bill.
fin•\\ by, little girl.'says lie, you onghi to go into tinhi
theatre.' St* I asked him t" take me. and lit* took very air sparkles with lisli, for tin
me, and ! went, and I've blessed him ever since
toss their victims tip until they
,,i, :
•Then you’ve been von successful
them by the head. Then they ire ea*t!y
••Sa vcssful !
Why. should >ay so. You see, bolted.
I ligh aliox o t lie torn- lio,.:
H'Atalie. tin* man with the iron tw. used to have
flocks of grey pelicans, larger iian goose,
it all to himself: but. of course, when a woman
could «It• the same t himrs it u as a bigger card, and
and grave and formal as judge-. The
He wa.. only
I can lift more than !>*At:di«."id
wind whistles beneath their great wings,
a little fellow, y«*n know."
lint they make no audible expie -ion of
••(.irae'ioiis !" u ;is .-ill the reporter could say. gazDropping into tin- waxes
ing with auia/cuiem ii[)on the trim figure of Mi.*s satisfaction.
i>e (iranvilie.
with a great, splash, after a feu lubberly
“Yes. I could: but H'Atalie is dead now : so we mauo-uv res,
they till their pouches, and
won't say anything about him, and. besides, his
sail away as though the whole adair had
wife -the w oman who used to tire otf a e muon »»n
been arranged for their own exclusive
her shoulders, ytiu know
is a friend of mine,
t hough she will never conic to see my act. 11 makes
benefit. A party of stalwart herons panher think to<* much of poor D'Atalie. she says.
tile strand in their Austrian uniform-,
Ye-." continued theyounglady. showing herteetiu
and pick up the tiny silver fish slopping
half sadly.
Vial then she inutllcf tedh narrated
ashore during the general commolioii.
her event fill life since the time she lifted the din
ing room ehuir in Chicago to the present moment,
And last and least, our little Northern
dwelling upon tin- astonishment of tin- Stud!
kingfisher, clad in a -k\ blue suit,
Americans at a recent visit she had paid that
springs his little rattle, and hangs on the
country
outskirts of the battle, picking up the
In concluding the interview Miss He Cram die
slated tha' she has always enjoyed ino-1 eveel.eUt
choicest tid-liits. Snell i> an every day
t-ul ty informed In a doctor
Inutlth, but has been
scene at Jupiter during the summer and
tiiat a pain oecasionaily felt in lu-r eyes is the re
fall.
suit of e<*ntinue»l pressing upon the nerves of her
'1 lie inlet is very shale>vv.
Its Inal
eye teeth, ami that she fears she will eventually
have to abandon lieav v lifting,
it is her intention
(letaelleii coral lneks, covered with -ito visit liuropc next fall.
>

1

>

yroen moss. This muss hides that peeu
liar shell known as “hleediny teeth."
\t
Death by the Guillotine.
low tide the water rushes over t liesi’ ucks,
I’
fonniny rapids lila those on somo CanaFriday. A prill '.'7. In 7
Tin* hopes raised by the d- lav in the ease of Mil
dian streams.
Hanks of sand appoar at
b»ir. the assassin ,,f Marie L>- .Manaeh. were disap
the loot of tin* rapids and arc washed h\
pointed, that notorious criminal hav'uy I.. ex..
the breakers of the \tlantie.
I lie tide
la K«»
ruled yesterday moruny upon the Place
'fh.• euri|uette. The lony period of time that elapsed after sets in with wonderful ibrrc.
his condemnation h d many to suppose that the
reni is very strony, and the hanks and
death penalty would he commuted to hard labor
liats inside are quickly Hooded. Immense
[or lib- ai t'aye'.ni-. and this because tie- Faculty
disput'd tin- e\ iden.i- ot‘ Hr. Iterynm. the proof of eddies are formed, and. strati,ye as ii may
seem, these eddies oiler some of tin- finest
pre;u'-di:aiiou. Hut llilioir confessed to tlje mur
dcr, thoiiyh pretendiny that the deed was done in
lly-tishiiiy in the world. Tin- boiiu 01
;
an
lit
of
a
of
mou-.eunyovernable
passion. in
lish. hluclish. snapper, and eavallo
lady
Hu;
he
t'.»urt
his
auyor
rejected
appeal,
Supreme
take a tly with the voracity of a brook
Vester
and the Fxccutivc declined to mtriToiv
da\ niorniny. the eiyhty liftli anniversary of the
trout.
Harney as is the blnetisli. the
workiny of the yuiih'tine in France. Iliiloir was
ladytish is his superior. The latter is
aeeapilated. The day before he was eoiitident of a
lony and slender, covered villi
reprieve. He asked the Horror for an extra ration very
small silvery scales.
It has a broad
"f wine, say iny he needed a yreat deal of force to
il" played
take him "I'.l !•• N'-u * ab*dolia.
head, a larye and expressive eve. tine
with, his yuardian until a late hour, then went to
sharp teeth, and a mouth like that ol a
For some days a
bed. and soon slept soundly.
It roaches ten pounds in weiyhi.
trout.
crowd of persons have yathered about tin* prison
The ladytish snaps the tly in the air and
of I .a Hoi'juette for the purpose of Seeiny tie e\e
'•iti.o'i. but the rumor that the President had .-out
dart aw ay
When st ruck, ii is a m it
muted tire punishment led many lovers of extraorof lien o and elasticity.
Swerviuy in a
.man sensation to despair of the spectacle.
Mily circle, it
repeatedly leaps from the watei
a limited number of persons, mainly journalists,
\ftor a hard feyli! i:
and dashes away.
In half an
were on tlie spot yesterdrn mommy
hour tin yiiilloline was Veirly. and M. b’oeh. wttli
either jumps ashore or yives up yraeefullo sc that
a riyar in bis moiiih, walk'd around it
ly. ami is easily netted. The eavallo. a
'•v.*ry tldny was riyiil. F.videutly M. tie Paris was
strony, active lish, is frequently taken at
in bad humor.
Ile yrowled at Ins aids, found fault
fifteen pounds vveiyht.
It lacks the dash
with si veral details, drove in the wedyes with his
own hand.then math the axe of the yuillotiiie play
of the ladytish, hut is much harder to kill.
up and down three or four times. Then lie touched !
A liylit house is 11.nly siyli of -iv tli
ihe button and i! ft II with a thu«l upon the wood.
ation at Jupiter.
11 towers I HO foot ...
\ more font out ed look passed over his face at this
a sand hill on the main land, and imoment, and he looked positively yav by tin- liyht
of ihe Imrniny layyils as he walked briskly up to
plain brick shaft orov. tie: v\ itli a lev olv
the prison door to yet, his prisoner and to yive his
inyliyht. Heavy eastern i.alt eoiuliiueil
receipt. Meanwhile llilioir was wrapped in ihe with the action of the
yull stream, sourslumber of the jlist. Suddenly he was aroused by
times shut the inlet.
About liftoen oat
the Hash of a lantern in his eyes, and sprany up in
bed to lind his cell invatled. "Pardon. lie said, he
;
Pillion
aye a storm closed the yap.
tore fairly awake, and M. Jacob then aummneetl to
salt water lish were dammed in.
Then
him that his appeal had been rejected, and that his
a lony rainy season followed.
The dupi
\t that moment Hilloir's
last hour hail <"tm*.
\ tlush of
ter.
North. AHokehatehio. tilid l.ak
eyes fell upon Ihe face of the Tnrnkci
iinycr sutl'uscd his face, for he bore emuitx l" tiiis
\\ortlt rivers, which empty into tie In
d felt sure that
particular oHicial. and lie said
diun river within a mile of the iuVt.
llilioir
mu would be here t.» briny this news."
poured out volumes of In it vv at.. I
turned toward the venerable Abbe Fro/es. the
the ocean had done its work well, and
atimotiier of the prison. l>ut his face was still suf
A moment w as allowed
fused as if from auyei
the dam remained intact.
flu- in Hi
him for spiritual consolation, and then he was
water passed throuyh Hope sound ml
hurried into the room where M. Knelt stood in
forced its way to the sea throuyh led au
wait iny.
In less time than it takes to write it, the
tile hack of
exeellt ioiler had clipped oil’tile hail' o
river inlet, fifty miles north of .111pit■
the nerk. \ condemned man always shudders and
1 lie salt w atei' at Jupiter oceanic m li
recoils as tie* cold steel of the shears touches his
VII tile oyslci s (lied. Trillions nf fiddle!
llesh. Hut there was no t ime for roller t am. There is
and lierniit end is gave fjp the glmst. I hr
He fore ihe prisoner
constant action of some sort.
has time to think he linds himself walk iny between
mangrove tree- turned a sickly yellow,
1
of
two ymirds thi'miyh the open door
the prison. and the thousands of
insects that draw
I lie li'.i illlellT He ye! soul lliiullie
I lull Ulolll'Mll
their nourishment from the saline marshiopen nir ,:i face of that crowd and that awful ma
s bools of Mark ha— left
eliine. is alway-die most terrible, lUyliyht bail disappeared,
eome when tin- eoiidemned man passed the Hires
the fresh water streams and appeared a;
hold: the rosy tints of morniny were just appear
Jupiter. Solid acres of salt water li-lir
iny in the east, and the birds were warbliny their
themseh cs into the I light of t lie In
morniny carols in the trees t hat surround the place. piled
let. and fought fur the sea air that on/, .I
A few steps forward hroiiyht Hilloir in front
of the yuillotine.
lie stopped, hut was pushed
through the sand at high tide. Tie alii
forward: Ids feet lairyed: his eyes went up and
of the Fverglade.s got wind ot' u ha.
gators
t*»
its
as
if
tinmachine
down
eompreheml
tryimr
was going on.
They came down the VI
ineel'.anistu. Killoir stopped to look at the ma
chine, and the Hushed face turned suddenly lokehatehie and halo Worth creek in
white, iml it yvew ivd ayain as lie felt himself scores, and attacked the lish d
lined .11
pushed rudely or brusijuely forward. In a twitik
the Wight. The slaughter u.; astonish
iiny his hands were tied, and he turned toward
ing.
"I
tin Ahl.e. kissiny bin: upou the lip>.
The water turned to blond, and uamnn
/»,■. he said, straiyhtciiiiiy himself up. and
at the same moment he came in contact with the
with dead ti-li. The alligator
carpeted
M. lioeh drew the strap which fastens the
plank
were re-enfnrced until tJieir nuinlier v.,,
criminal, and the plank then turned over upon its
estimated at live hundred. They gorged
pivot, lay iny the prison’s head in the lurietie. In
stantaneoiisly a eorres poll dim: yoke slides down themselves with lish, and dozed away
\
upon it. and M. I>e Paris touches the button.
their days on tile hot sand beneath the
dull ••thud" tells the rest of tlm story. The ev
scorching rays of the sun. The hearli
ered head falls into the basket upon a mass of sawAt
was black with their mailed bodies.
dust. and the aids of M Koch send the rest of the
hod) rolliny after it. The cover is then let down. night their muttered thunder fairly shook
Put M-areejy had it fallen, in this instance, when
the foundations of the lighthouse.
it was pushed open ayain. and one of Killoir’s leys
It gathOne day a north wind arose.
appeared, shook convulsively for a moment, and
ered in .strength day by day until it- fury
Was this mere spas
was jammed hack by an aid.
liioilie action, or w as there sensation
It began to hack up
was that of again.
In two minutes the basket was in the cart,
Haiti fell, and the
the water in the inlet.
which was followed by a cab containiuy the Abbe
The wind
water increased in depth.
Crozes alone, and by two mounted yenilarmes, and
A high heap
shifted to the northwest.
started iu a trot. The ••Turnip Pield.” as it is
called, is the cemetery where all the dead are
As it began to fall, a
tide followed.
found, when exhumed, with their heads lyiny he
thread of fresh water found its war over
tween their leys.
On arriviny. the contents of the
the sandy harrier.
Within twenty min
basket are rolled into the freshly duy yrave. and a
utes the dam was hurst, and the pent-up
man covers the body with earth.
When the work
men of the environs went to their labor in the
waters were roaring and rushing to the
morniny. they saw the Abbe Crozes alone, pray
sea.
The army of alligators was caught
iny beside a new made yrave, and those w ho read in the tlood and
A ter
carried outside.
the newspapers saw at a ylanee that M 1 »<• Paris
rilif light ensued. The tide had brought
had been at work dtiriny the morniny.
hundreds of enormous sharks to the eoasi.
The good Indies in Cook county, Texas, They scented the fresh water and made
have been winy with each other in pop- for the inlet.
Frantic after their enforced
ulating their community. Mrs. Rowland fasting during the storm, they attacked
bad twins; her neighbor bad triplets; the alligators. The noise of the combat
and another lady, determined to outdo all was heard above the roar of the ocean.
the rest, went deliberately to work and A son of Judge Paine, of Fort ('apron,
went two better than the first.
Every saw sharks and alligators rise on the
fellow in that neighborhood looks with crest of the wares and tight like dogs.
anxiety upon bis wife, and wonders if
Many of the killed limited belly up••live” is the next probable number.
ward, and were afterward rocked ashore
hy the waves. For days their bodies
A lawyer and a minister, both impecudrifted to the beaeli. The dead alliganious, boarded with a certain widow lady tors had lost their legs and tails. The
at the South End, Boston. Neither could sharks in some eases were
nearly bitten
pay his board. The lawyer married the into two pieces. The current of the Gulf
lone woman, and the minister performed Stream strewed the shore as far north as
the ceremony, thus squaring accounts.
Cape Malabar with their carcasses.
>
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Russia’s

Desires

.t

pondent. of sufficient importance to be
telegraphed the whole distance, in which
predictions are made that have a strong
appearance of probability. \Ve copy it
below

:

St. Pj: t KKsr.r tat. May dti. 1S77. Your
correspondent bad an interview recently
w ith a
prominent Russian di])lomat, w hose
for certain cogent
to disclose.

1 am
It will be seen
that the Russian official makes some
startling assertions:
name,

reasons.

liberty

not at

K'.'SSIA’S

intentions and aims.

Ppon my asking whether Russia's intentions were really
as disinterested as

she had announced in her several circular
•totes addressed to the Powers of
Europe,
I was told that Russia intended to redeem her pledge as far as the
aggrandizement • ■! territory went, hut that,
should she prove victorious, there was
no reason to doubt that she would insist
upon tile independence of the different
tributary States namely, Bulgaria, Herzogo\ ina. Roinnania, Servia and Bosnia,
and she would guarantee these provinces
tlteir independence, no matter against
what Power. In other words, she would
i
in a defensive and offensive alliance
'li these liberated territories.
nit:

CONSTANTINOPLE.

l-'ATE Of

THE

Intentions.

and

Tim New York Herald of Sunday lias
li tter from its St. Petersburg corres-

1 poll my

asking whether Constantinople. in the event of Russia gaining deeic victories, would be
occupied by Rus>.a. I was informed that
long before an
army could be brought in front of the
w ails of
Constantinople peace would be
made.

WAR.

FLIGHT OF THK SV'LTAN.

Tin* Herald correspondent at Vienna says the
from Constantinople was very exciting to the
people of the Austrian capital, ft seems that on
Thursdav tin* Sultan, after the violent demonstration made by the softas. and tearing an outbreak,
tied to his Asiatic castle across the Bosphorus.
Feeling somewhat reassured by the reports of bis
Ministers lie returned to the city yesterday morn
ing protected by a strong military escort. The eonduet of the people in tin- streets through which in*
pusscdjsecined to anuov him greatly, as group after
group shouted their dissatisfaction, many calling
for Midhat Pacha. Quite a number of arrests were
made subsequently and domiciliary visits were
An order was issued simultaneously
ordered.
with the proclamation of martial law which forbids the carryingof arms, authorizes tin* banish
incut of suspected persons without previous trial,
and forbids the assembling of crowds in the streets.
About two thousand softas participated in Thursday’s demonstration. The live softas who wen*
admitted to the Chamber accused Hussein Pacha,
the commander at Ardakun of treason and demand
ed his arraignment. Several deputies spoke demanding ministerial changes and the appointment
to office of men of known capacity.
In eonse
quenee of the softas demonstration it i^ expected
the War .Minister will be dismissed.
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news

THE

CAMPAIGN
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.IOIIN

JU'Lt,.

by

lie the greatest gainer
i;: lienee there is very little danger that

-he will oppose the scheme.

England need
never fear, continued my informant, that
Russia w ill ever attempt to jeopardize her

trade in India nor ever try to deprive her
of one inch of her Indian territory.
It
would lie. in the first place, absolutely
impossible to send a sullieiellt force of
men to defeat the English troop.-, aided,

they would lie, by the natives. Ilamiih.d may have crossed the Alps, but certainly m Russian general with his army
w ill ever cross the
Himalaya Mountains.
Vnd even could this diflieiiit undertaking
be' accomplished and India conquered,
the force which would have to lie' employed to keep that country in subjugation would he so enormous that it would
aioi e than counteract the benefits derived
from its acquisition, especially as the Musovite government is not favorably looked
upon by the Mohammedan population.
as

KVSSIA WANTS.

WI1A1

No. Russia lias no intention of advancing into India. Her ambition is to become the master and possessor of a
part
of the Celestial Empire. Toward thi end
all her inroads into Asia are directed.
China, with all its resources as yet untouched. with its peaceful hilt industrious
population, with its mineral resources,
with its highly appreciated manufactures,
all these oiler far mure temptation to
Ru>. ia than the almost exhausted India.
Vnd how easy of access to Russia. W ith
Turkestan as her vassal or trihutary
state she can transport her
troops to
whatev er part of the frontier of the Chi-

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
P"'1 Glliee to which the paper has been sent, as
well as tin* otiice to which it is to go.
Subscribers arc requested to take notice of the
dale on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
i* the only form of receipt now used. For
instance,
i > May 78, means that the
subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the dale
will !».* changed to
correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
arc requested to forward the sums due.
The

Empire

nese

and

may lie most

advantageous,

power can prevent her from helping herself to as much territory as she deW ith Constantinople u free or nami-cs.
tional port, and China intersected by railroads, Russia may control a vast amount
of commerce.
no

ah

sin

Tii

up; (ioniiLKii

n\

It is true that there is a large population "f .Mohammedans in China: that the
country is so thickly populated that it
'■an put into the held an almost unlimited
army, lint it must betaken into consideration that the Chinese arc not a warlike
people: that they are very poorly armed
and have no leaders or generals.
All of
these facts were demonstrated in IstiO in
the war of Eorinosa, and still later in the
<'orean campaign.
Nor would it he the
mtcrest oi England to oppose Russian
advance into China, for naturally a great
amount of trade would lind its way toller
Indian seaports, and though Russia may
lie a more dangerous neigh hurt ban China :
-till she would certainly prove herself a
more

profitable
THE

one.

MUSCOVITE

PI.AN.

In my opinion, therefore, Russia, in
making war upon Turkey, has a two-folil
ohjee;. First, by her advance into Asia
to gain tlie right of
way passage to China,
and second, hy her operations in Kurope
to obtain the freedom of the I’anslavonic
Siales and make
Constantinople a free
and cosmopolitan port. She thus redeems
h'T word in not aggrandizing herself, blit
at the same time paves the
way toward
securing immense benefit. For in China
everything can be found that is needed
m
Kurope, and her teas, wool, rice and
cotton, not to speak of her minerals, can
be exported in such
large quantities and
in sueli an easy manner
tty railroads, that
it will revolutionize the commerce of the
world.
A

SHOUT

WAK.

I do III It think that this war will be of

wry long duration. Turkey lias already
recognized her own weakness, and as
soon as Russia has coneontnited sullieient
troops on tlie Danube to be sure of success in ail advance, f have no doubt that
after one or two decisive victories
peace
will be made oil tlie basis which I have
mentioned.
has
been
already
Turkey
loo dilatory in attacking Russia on the
northern side of the Danube before a sufficient force could have been collected. It
is now loo late, and the linal result
may
be safely anticipated.
An old man near Milwaukee, made up
liis mind that he'd have to dabble a little
in wheat with the rest of tlie
boys. So
lie sailed in. operating through a commission house. Ilis judgment led him to
A
"go long.” and In- bought for June.
lew days afterward came the war news
and the market began to bulge. It jumped up so fast that it made the old mail’s'
head swim, lie couldn't ligure fast enough
t" keep up with the
profits, but he trusted to liis commission
house, and went in
the other day to settle up.
Ilis astonishment was uncontrollable, and lie eouhl
hardly believe his senses when he found
that his profits amounted to $:{.'{,(ion. Of
course lie telt good.
Said the commission mail, “it’s the w orst money you ever
made.” “What do you say that for?”
asked the farmer, with some surprise.
“Because it will end in your losing the
st mi Hi you started with,” was the
significant reply.
The old gentleman looked
sad, but lie put the $${,000 in liis pocket
just the same.
The* New- York Tribune says that the embarrass

meats of the life insurance business, owing to the
hiss of couthlonce, are
very damaging,
having letl to the loss of 50,000 policies on persons
in sound health, while sick people
their

already

insurance.
There

are now

keep

up

sixteen murderers in the State of

Pennsylvania for whoso execution the Governor

iias issued warrants. Eleven will bo executed in
June, one in July and four in August. Of this
number twelve are Mollic Maguires.

Laws.

Navigation

There i.s ;i strong effort now being made
Irv the eommereial interests of the large
cities to break down the navigation laws
i>f tin1

Tinted States. This is a movein the interest of those who own
large ships, who send and receive foreign
cargoes in ships, and of all those who
protit in the thousand and one ways by
ment

the- maritime business of great seaports.
The need of these classes is ships and

plenty of them. Where and by whom
they are built, is not to them of the
slighest consequence. The merchant of
New Yoik. whose teas, or silks, or liardwave come in by sea, troubles himself not
at all regarding the flag that the ship
bears. She may lie English, Trench or
Terman
lie never inquires into the hiddon laws that regulate the supply and
demand of oeeail carriage. He is concerned only about the rate of freight.
How

1 get my bales and boxes delivered cheapest .' is to him the important

can

great extent the ship
of the large ports has similar ideas

question.

owner

the

in

To a

his business.

regarding
ships

where he

call

cheapest

Maine is

now

that

object of the sought for
extend and cheapen the mar-

The

is to

repeal

seeks his

lie

markets

buys
get the best bargains, but

builds them.

never

market.

which the American owners of
■ships and vessels of all classes may purchase them, and give to them the priviket

vn« i:.

the

in

leges and protection of the flag and
registry.
As the navigation laws of this country
now

stand,
can

country

vessel built in any other
be admitted to ladled Suites

no

unless she has been wrecked,
registry
purchased by citizens, and almost wholly
rebuilt. This regulation is as old as the
It is the one under which
government.
the .-hipping of the country grew from

the feeble beginning of I7M1, to the formidable merchant marine which in 18i!()
counted more tons than that of Great
Ihitain.

The regulations have worked
admirably for the shipbuilding interest of

Teoplo.

.staunch

this country who are also owners, and
have been instrumental in accumulating

Missouri, speaks eoiieeniilto- the \ isit of
the President to Ww York and his ivception there, as follows

large portion of the great wealth of the
seaboard.
The builders and owners of
vessels in other countries, and especially

The very cordial reception accorded to Mr.
Haves by the Democratic city of New York at the
Chamber of Commerce banquet is very
gratifying to his friends, and. we doubt not, t<>
him. too. Mr. Hayes was the guest of Democrats
and if it had been M \ Tilde:, instead oi Mr. Hayes
they were entertaining, they could not have treat
ed him with more marked honor- m*r in a more
friendly spirit. It is true that Mr. Tildeii and Cov.
Robinson, who had been invited, declined to at
t«*nd because they were not willing to give to Mr.
Hayes'presidential title tin* countenance of their
presence—and the punctilio was properly made.
It would ,">t have been appropriate for the dislin
guished victim of a wrong that deprived him ol an
otliee to which tile people had elected him. to
formally recognize the benelii iary and represent a
live of a wrong by silting .it the same public table
with him. But the people themselves cannot stand
on punctilios
Cover linent is a practical business,
and very high authority enjoins obedience to the
power that be. without regard to the method by
which they came into position, 'flu* Democrat's
of Mew York were right in showing Mr. Hayes dis
tinguislied attentions. Whether by right or by
wroug he is the president in fact: ami he is trying to
be a good president be.-ides. h it will do any good,
let tin* confession be cheerful!) made that his he
nign ami patriotic policy is causing the Haw in his
title to lx forgotten, lie is restoring to the country
peace and its rights: In* is rcleu.-iiig it from harass
mg (juestions that have for tell years disturbed its
repose and distorted it.- spirit- -and all this in de
liatiee of a powerful opposition in his own partv.
lie needs support in this patriotic and difficult
work, and In* should have* it. If Mr. Hayes were
continuing the evil partisan policy of his predecessors—-if In* were only tin: docile agent of those who
wrongfully placed him in power. Democrats would
be jusiilied. perhaps, in keeping raw tin* subject
of his title: hut as long as In* is administering the
government wisely ami well, it is the part of pat
riotism for them to waive that hitter question and
give him all the encouragement and support In* re
quires to make his policy successful. It was in
this spirit the people of New York received him
at tin* Chamber of Commerce banquet, and there
is no doubt that lie would lie received in the same
spirit in the most Democratic portions of the

England, have always looked with
envious eyes upon the great privileges
which the exclusive right to engage1 in
the coasting trade gives to American

The St. Louis Kciuililicaii, tin- old and
leading Douocratic paper of

a

in

recent

ships, and have made many futile attempts to remove the restriction.
Within a few y ears the schemes of the
foreign shipping interest have brought to
their aid a portion of the mercantile interest of the

large cities, who fancy that
the present depression of shipping may
be revived by admitting foreign bottoms
to I nited States

registry.
declaration, backed by not

Tilden

on

the

Hut this is felt alike by
of all nationalities. The port of
London is to-day crowded with idle ships.

ness

depression.

owners

The particular

eign ship

owner

longing which the forhas is to share in the

trade of this country. The vast
traffic of the Atlantic and Gulf coast,

coasting

along the shores of the great lakes, and
on the Pacific, has been reserved exclusively for American vessels. Xo ship can
load at one of our ports on the Atlantic
coast

tor

sail

b rancisco, or any

other

1'nitc*«l States port around (’ape Horn,
unless she carries the American Hag.
The finest ships ever built in this country have been designed for this trade,
and have made mints of money. A repeal of the navigation laws would mean
the opening of this trade to all foreign-

Presidential

A prominent conservative citizen ami jurist of
Alabama, who has just returned from New York,
says, while there he called upon Governor Tilden,
ami during the course of the interview lm stated to
Tilden that the people of Alabama and all of the
Southern States had given their electoral votes to
him and considered that lie had been lcgallv elect
cd President. Believing this lie thought be (Til
den) should have stood up for liisrights and insist
ed upon the electoral votes being counted accord
iug to law, as it was expected when tin* election
was held, that if tin* Senate had refused to count
all tin* votes east for him. tin* House of Hcpivsen
tatives would have asserted its power and light and
proceeded to elect him President according to the
Constitution, and then the Southern men would
have rallied to his support to a man. Mr. Tilden.
in reply, said he knew that he had been lcgallv
chosen President, but lie felt that if In* had at
tempted to force his way into the Presidential
chair, civil war would have ensued, and the count rv
drenched with blood, lit* had considered tin* mat
ter very carefully, and after much deliberation eon
eluded to authorize his representatives lu re to ue
cept a compromise, and consent to an electoral
commission. In accepting tin* tribunal the Demo
cratie leaders here acted with his full knowledge
and approval. Mr. Tilden said that while lie felt
that the Democratic party had been cheated out of
their hard earned victory, there was some conso
lation i 11 knowing that in IXXil they would sweep
the country from one end to tin* other, and drive
the Republican party out of power. Mr. Tilden
said In* knew his course had given rise to consider
able dissatisfaction, but it was followed in tin* in
tcrests of peace and future Government for tin*
Democratic party.
The gentleman with whom Mr. 'I ilden thus talk
cd came away greatly impressed with his patriot
ism and devotion to'the
country. The statement
wade by Mr. Tilden that tin* election bill was pass
cd with his consent uas significant when taken in
connection with the story put. alloat a few davs
ago that In* intended to reopen tin* Presidential
question, if an act can be got through Congress
authorizing him to go into the courts. It is certain
from Mr. Tilden’.** conversaticn with tin* Alabama
gentleman, that In* hud in* such intentions. South
ern papers received to night very
generally notice
this report, and condemn such a course in strong
language. The Richmond Despatch on noticing
the limiter says: “Whatever may have been tinresult of tin* popular election, there can lie m*
doubt as to the etl’eet of tin* action of the two
houses of Gongress and the electoral commission.
Mr. Hayes’ title is now too good to be successfully
questioned in our courts. | Washington cor. of tin*
Boston Advertiser.

ers, as

well as all

coasting

on

tin* Atlan-

tic.

How would it appear for tin* spruce
built vessels of Nova Scotia to he landing Boston freight at the wharves of Bel-

fast,

or

earning Bangor lumber

to New

York ?
This project would seem too insane and
suicidal to he for a moment tolerated.
But nevertheless it is finding advocates
in places of influence. The Boston Board
of Trade has devoted a weekly meeting
for some time

past

to a discussion of the

It has taken the form of a set
of resolutions, offered by Mr. Hopes, as
follows

question.

Resolved, That in the judgment of the Boston
Board of Trade, the navigation laws of the United
Slates, which forbid registration under the Amer
ican Mag of foreign built vessels, purchased and
owned by American citizens, have not only failed
to \ h id | he advantage expected from them to the
ship building class, for whose benelit tliev were
enacted, hut have also contributed to the serious
decline and almost threatened extinction of tin*
American ship owning interest and to the ocean
carrying trade »f the United States.
Resolved. That the immediate repeal of these
laws, by giving encouragement to American eiti
zens to become ship owners and to
engage in the
foreign commerce of the country, would conduce

to the permanent prosperity of
•■is of the United States than any scheme of boiin
ties and subsidies or any system of monopoly could
more

theshipbuild

profitably do.

Resolved. That the immediate repeal of these
laws would otter tin* best inducement which the
Government could hold out to American citizens
to enter into competitions with the citizens of
other countries for a proper share of the vast
steam tratlic of the Atlantic Ocean now carried on
exclusively uinler Mags other than our own.
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions he
addressed to even member of Congress in both
houses from the New Kngland States, and that
Goiigicss be memorialized by the oMicers of the
Board in accordance with them.
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be
addressed to all the principal Boards of Trade and
Chambers of Commerce in the United States, with
a circular letter inviting them to consider ami take
action upon them, ami to memorialize Congress to
abolish the prohibitions referred to at the extra
session, to be held in October next.

Improvements.

Port la nd, May 2G. (»en. Thom opened
tlio proposals to-day lor river and harbor
improvements, For removal of the sunken
lodge iit. Uangor, the lowest hid was by
Gardner Floyd, of Portland, .*.‘l!).7.r> :
dredging at llueksport, A. 1£. Wright,
Geneva,."HI rents; sunken ledge, lieliast,
to James M. Andrews, Hiildeford, #2(1,
highest to W. II. Lloyd, ltoston, .*-17 in
each ease per cuhie yard.

mere

a single arguproof. It is true that employment for ships is scarce and rates low,
partaking as they do of the general busi-

Election.

Harbor

This is

ment or

country.
Ex-Governor

pending question

Mr. Theodore Nickerson moved to substitute the. following
Whereas, the shipbuilding and shipowning in
forests of the Cnited States have passed through

of universal depression:
And whereas, under the wise provision of our
navigation laws bv which foreign vessels have
been debarred from our coastwise trade, and un

a

I

is upon tlie

adoption of the substitute.
The causes of the present lack of profitable employment for ships, as every thinking man who is familiar with the subject
must perceive, are just two—an over production of shipping,and competition which
cuts oft'the demand for tonnage. Commerce has sought shorter routes and more

rapid transit. The Suez canal lias reduced
largely the tonnage required for the India
business. The Pacitic railway deli vers teas
formerly took long

and other freight that

Steamers

by sailing ships.

routes

ocean

Miss Anna E.

dragged
a professional
into

BY

suit early in her theatrical

The statement of the

career.

Observations

Dickinson has been
as defendant in

he courts

veals a rather peculiar agreement which
she made with her New York manager,
Mr. Joseph Hart, professionally known
Josh Hart.

as

for

damages

Ho

sues

Anna for

breaking a contract
following are

on

the 2d of

Hart

April.

with
the

was

will

in good time. But it would lie a
grievous wrong in the government to take
from the coast population of this country
come

to

that by
which their fathers lived and throve, and

birthright,

the knowledge and skill inv

hichthey mean

to transmit to their children.

F.very other
protected against

interest of the country is
the intrusion and competition of the foreigner. If that is to lie the policy of tlie

sues

her for the

suit will hinge upon the quality of the
support, but llart avers that he duly conferred with Miss Dickinson,

or

required by agreement,
ganization of the company.

as

her agent,
to flic or-

have sung so much that
black in the face.

they

One hundred and twenty eigiit feet make a cord,
hut how many feet then* are in a discord, l don't
know.
I ofttiuies think that one foot, well applied
ill .i suitable place, would stop a discord as quick
1 suppose that 1 might make a string
as anything.

We have before alluded to the thorough
and instructive work which the state of

.M. I Hatch, 'alitor of the Palladium, of Newport. A t. in his ia-i issue published au article tie
rogatory t•» one Miss Hadloek. Frida)-, as Hutch
was passing (ieorge Bradley'* store in North Troy.
.Miss Hadloek emerged therefrom, threw a hail Iful
of red pepper in ids eyes, completely blinding him,
and then drew a large horse whip and gave him a
severe thrashing in tin* face and upon his head, and
dually rotten caged him. Both are respectably
connected. Hatch was a captain in the army during tin* late rehellion.

New York is doing in making investigation into pauperism. The mass of authentic facts which lias been brought out,

peppery way of proceeding,
and rather unfair. If women are going to
undertake physical combat, they should

and warble under my window, and I'll sit up in bed
and listen like an ear at a keyhole.

tends to show that pauperism is not so
much the result of misfortune, as had
been supposed, but more resembles a dis-

give their adversaries a fair chance. Vnd
they should remember, too, that in such
cases they waive any tenderness on ac-

government, how

the

can

est, without the grossest

shipping

inter-

injustice, be made

tlie solitary exception ?
The

Cause

of

Pauperism.

Tlmt

infirmities

too weak to take care of

are

Hut this official statement

themselves.

of the committee

giving tigures properly

vouched for in every instance, destroys
that theory and reveals tile age and character of a

majority of the people who
seem to regard the poor house as a per
manent home, where they may be ted
and clothed by charily, no matter how
well titled they may be for labor.
Of the I'd,id I paupers questioned 7.
dis|

between IP and 'JO, and l.d'J7
There were but OKI

were

between do and 40.

70, and only d.oid under 10 years of
age. Thus the idea of infancy or advanced old age being the cause of the
great mass of pauperism must, he abanover

very few of the adult5*
had ever owned any real estate or any
considerable amount of personal proper
doned.

Only

a

ty, lmt had lived from “hand to mouth"
until they had drifted into what seemed
to them a harbor of peace and

plenty

the county poor house. One thousand
three hundred and sixty-one paupers
the children of pauper parents, and
this state with many existed as far hack
were

The men and
county had frequently relatives who were paupers in adjacent comities, and the same family name could he
as

the third

women

found

in

on

generation.

one

the records of half
In

asylums.

one

place

a

dozen

a

young

woman

found with ten children, seven of
were illegitimate; in another a

was

whom

mother with live boys of the same standing; in another a comparatively .sensible,
young, good looking woman who has had
four pauper husbands and ('level', pauper
children, and she and her two last husbands and eight of the offsprings are fix
ing off of the charity of the county. Wofrom these

go out into the world

men

places anil return again and again, bringing with them each time a new burn child
whose life will be passed in the poor
house, and whose father is either a poor,
degraded wretch, too poverty stricken to
care

for his

never

acknowledged

child,

proud to desire to aid either
the mother or his illegitimate brood.
This tainted blood will show itself for

generations
mothers, daughters and
grand-daugllters walking the same dishonest. vicious path, and giving to their
children the same propensity for crime
and tilth.
Intemperance, either alone or
associated with kindred weaknesses ami

passions, is a prolific source whence pan
pers are furnished, and the poverty of a
family can he directly attributed to the
habitual use of liquor by the father. I’hy
many to
would be imas

the ranks of pauperism as
agined, but where it does it is generalh
of the most loathsome, foul description.
Accidents and wounds cripple and maim
a

few of the

men

and

women

liged

to ask shelter in an

after

a

who

are

tion to idleness and ease, go out from mi
del-the care of the authorities,
lint the

habitually lazy, idle, \ icious, iniprov blent
and weak-virtued, are the common in
mates of county poor houses, and the
children of a great majority of these people will take their places as fast as they
are vacated, unless habits of industry and
they

in their mind", and
forced to work.

are
are

implanted

It has been asserted that
fora

a

movement

inaugurated at Washington, with the purpose of making Sen
new

party

was

tit,or Blaine the head and front thereof.

And then again it has been denied. It is
rather early to strike up the music for
that dance: but just wait until Congress
meets, and the fur will begin to tly.
__

Joseph Wood Inis retired from the proprietorship and editorial control of the
Bath Oracle. We regret to lose Mr. Wood
IIis ready pen has
from the fraternity.
made the Oracle a paper much sought
after by those who appreciate genial wit

wondering

The evidence shows

over

a

clear

thirty

her

will

The Republican party will not lose much,
and if Pratt the exhorter isn't more effective than Pratt the stump speaker was in
Maine last vear, the church will not gain

The third annual reunion of the teachers. alumni and former students of the
Last .Maine Conference Seminary will take
place at Linen Hall, lhieksport, Jitnedth.
The exercises will lie social rather than

literary.
very cold weather in Massaweek, following the early

or

In lierkshire county, on Thursoi snow ft II,

blossoms with

came

graves

Rockland and Thoniaston

are

to unite

formerly

a

part.

Ceil. Urant was the

recipient

Haltering public attentions
lie was

of very

at

Liverpool,
received and welcomed by tIn-

tin* church to get you did
Don’t
you and foreclose

and officials.

Ten of the convicted Mollie Maguire
are to lie hung in I’eimsy l\ unia

murderers

same

day

the gist of June.

1

:

Famukn, May *Jlst. 77.
Our (ieorge:
Dear Sir -Sometimes our town
Flock strikes II. when it should strike 10. hut
when it should strike PT it strikes 1. Now why
does it not strike one more than 1.'. making Id
J. F IIokkkts, Ks«/.
1 should say because the old thing needs repair I
ing. Take it into Fred Lewis' shop and he will li\

|

time.

tile President, lmt it doesn’t give hint any
new faith ill his policy.
Morton miller supports the President’s
policy, lmt that doesn't give it any more
legs

lo

stand upon.
Negro

Murderers

Lynched.

Last Friday
May tin.
morning before day- break, Mrs. C. ('.
Chambliss of Stewart county, was murdered by three negroes.
They tired
t'ni.t mni s.

fences and drew her husband away from
the house, and the negroes then proceeded to the house to roll it and were
met by Mrs. Chambliss, a beautiful woman, aged IS, armed with a gun.
One
negro, Harry Snead, took the gun from
her and lodged its contents in iter head,
causing death instantly. The negroes
hurtled a corn crib and lied, but were
pursued and captured. Jerry admitted
tin- deed and implicated his companions,
Stephen Abram and Win. Booth. They
were hrought to Chambliss’ house that
afternoon, when it was unanimously derided by about Jill) whites and blacks
present, that they should be hanged.
The gallows was erected and the murderers were hanged with trace chains.
The colored participants ill the lynching
threw the lifeless bodies into an old Held
to rot, and with great difficulty the whites
persuaded them to permit their burial.
The culprits met their fate jeeringly,
glorying in tlie deed and taunting their
executioners. A cotton rope was first
used on Stephen A brains, hut it broke,
and he asked the crowd to get a stronger
No other rope could lie found and
one.
trace chains were used.
Inman, the

tcm|«'riincn lecturer, has skedaddled from .Norridgewock. carrying away tiis companion's watch
through mistake and also forgetting to pay some
ol

his board hills.

—

u

stolen

who Iu

hor-

a

N .-w \ in.-v
.Yiai v lh..vv n

>1

ai

an

a:.;ed lady,

was

Kail.»

struck by
at

a

in

eu

Fast Deer:

m-

fatal injuries
..

The

arraimemeiits

I*■ ‘itland. anMoink:\ s.-j.i

tasteful

for tin- N.-w
li

complete

now

5.

j

and will e!os--

on

Kn.-iaiid Fair ut
!
Fin:

w.

.mmem--

the 711,

hh

tin l»os o ,lt u
M a> hititon that Id auk .1 K oil ins w ill he retain.
.i- < ‘oll.-etor ot
Internal Kev.-nin- lor the Maine «liM

was
u

tri«l.
"Cod know
who was rm'ht." is an
inscription
a tomb
in Viryiiuu. over the ••rav.-s of tw.
brothers who were kil .-I li-hliny m the opposim
armies of the lair w ar.

on

M iry Flrnmn-r writes tin.i rv.-i
« oimn-.-sinai
who h-aves his w iir at holm' < I w n .- as reckless uvv idovv.-rs and bach,and m
ally ail of then
claim to he -inyle mm
tlm

'arriage

ices

sen

impi'cs.-,

'.-!•<

bers have appeared unusually .-arl'v.
idly destroy iny- tin- \ ..uny plants

i-

ar.

rap

the

roots

the

initials

Ohio, who waatheru..
dihiu-r. 'oiiml upon
yold riny with a tl..t top. tontainiu
If. which was lost l»'. v ears am,

a

..

who h; been prowliny around M.-r, .two or three weeks, r.-ccntlv
clop.-!
with the daughter of Mr Joseph TavloV of in it
t"wn.
At last aeeoiiuls tin- Sln-rill u a- in pnisi.it.
\ tramp
for the last

(iraves. during which Deluny's
sung by the ehmri.t tie-

was

>•(

an.;

\ woman in Ferry
.-yetahle ..y-t.-i
Jo;

Bielim-'inl
h

cliihlrei! of the Hudson Ka>

Six

«

u.

n.

pa\.

ploy.-s at tin- lower fort at Wiimepey. Manitoba
friylitfully burned Thursday. hv the \plo-n.
"fa key of dauuy.-il yuu |>ovvd.-r.
Tw o ar--rej.ort

sun

w ere

dead.

cd

I'll.- line slop \. D Snow, vvliu-u wa.- launched
from tin* y aid of Samuel \\ all- A to. ThomaMm,
I nth it:-’, ley isle r.-d Nb
..w
ton.-, and
..-d hv I h<
builders and ot hers of Tin-mast, m ai.d parties m
New York

memorial tablets were decorated
oloiiel d'homas 11. Marshall
Surgeon N. P Monroe.
Major William B Ulv w.
Major Frank W Dickers..:

or

1 in- Main.- Central Kailroad
Companv I a--. ..n,
m.-lieed bilildiliy an iron hrid- e across the l*r»
sitmpse.*1 river at >\ 1 Falmouth. Ait iron hridai- also to take ;he place «*f tin- old om- at W >t
U at. :-v ilie.

clothe.s in Hiattlet'oto and' asked tin- dealer to let
iiitu no to the door to show them to his ninth.-I
It is presumed the mother liked them as he did
not o•me hack.

Master John II. ('otiseiis.
Quartermaster Timothy Thorndike
Lieut. Lotiira A. Kellex.
Sergeant Alonzo M. «iilmau.
Sergeant liiifus F. Brackett
Wiiliani II. dardner
Mhert S. Luce
Fdirar B Davis.
Jesse A. Wilson.
Wilson.
Jolies
James ('unninghani
Augustus \ Parker
William II Jones.
Fdward Baker.
John K. Lane.
Augustus Wilson,

A lara.-r number ot v .-sse|> are beiny const nu :• •!
in tin- several y ani at Kennelmiik than before tm
many year.-. The on.- now huildiny by lion J..
soph li I coin I' VV ill he oil.- of the l.u --! vd hm- I
ship- ever launched at that plan-

Dr

S.

president

Mudyett, o! De>:tm, has been .-11
of a company proposing to build a

:ui

row yitay.- railroad I'n-m
-i
to Mot soti. and a
committee has been ap|>ointed to confer wnth tindirectors of the Main- < ulral railroad.

hors.-

V

wa.- di-. o\ r.-d
u tin* Central track
after tli. eleven o'clock trait, h id left
\ ass.tihoro
The tierv untamed -t« .! k- )
of the train a distance of three m i.-s. ,ml

M"inlay just
North

dein'ge Burgess,

deorire A. Vimiig
John Wales.

aln-ad

(diaries dile.Albert Baker.
Sylvaiin.- Bil liardWin. Dunbar

tom.

dually deciding that the iron horse had more hot
retired, pautin- to u field by tin* side ot tin
lailroad.
A little -on t.f Engineer M«M;i-t,
-»t the ei>; il
\ ei t111»111 railway w a> instantly kilb-d at Bmim
t"li. \t
his head being erushed betwotm two
Friday evening. This l»»\. aged eight \,ais. to
get her with an elder brother. w In* mi hi pi, hit*-I the
brake.-, uciv running ear-on a dow n grade- .n the
railroad yard while the little fellow cndeav med to
shaekle them.

Michael ('ullnaM.
Wm. Ciilluan.
Sheridan F. Miller.
S WeelieV

Hollis M. A. Poor
m; uii.vi i■ v

i't.1. Spaulding being introduced by < ..I, Iler-w y
Please tell me why it is that a dog will hold his |
proceeded to deliver tile oration
foot out. when his hack is being seratehed
.1. F. HoUKIM's, IN.,.,
Mr. President. Ladies and < o-ntleim ii
Time
iii its emlless Might, lias again brought to.mr...
My modest seeker after wisdom, there are se\ eral the
day which is last becoming one >u the im-i
It is because the loot eanuot hold tin*
reasons.
sacred and dear to the hearts of the Aiueriean pe..
dog out. when his hack is being seratehed. ll is pie It was a wise and fortunate selection when
the doth of May was liivt set ;ip;at l.. rninnimii"
because tin* dog eanuot hold out his back, as easily
rate the heroic deeds ol those w ho fell in then
It is because tin* dog eanuot
as lie can his foot.
It comes at just that
a>on of
country's serv ice
hold his back out. when his foot is being scratched,
the year when nature is assuming lit r loveliest
dress ; when each opening h at' and hiii'stiiu: hud.
or In* cannot back out his foot, w hen his scratch is
each swelling seed and spr.mting blade is leadline
being held out. or he cannot scratch bis foot, when ns and
displaying to us at one.- both the bounties
1 could five you rea
he i> holding out his hack.
and beauties of creation: when our eve-, our
sous enough to till a well, but these are sufficient.
thoughts and our hearts are turned t<> nature and
the wonderful eluding spirit which is the s.mie.1 guess.
of all life in the vegetable as well as m the annual
world.
Gen. Grant in Foreign Farts.
\t sin'h a season when we ran best
appreciate
the wisdom and goodness of Nature's t.... 1. and the
I,i vlkpool, May
K\-lTv*i<lt*nt
provisions we there lin.l that are so well ealeulai
Grunt arrived to-day. Adam Hadeaii. cd to provide our sustenance and minister to .*i.i
Consul at London and \ icc-C'onsnl here pleasure and eomfort.it seems most tiltiii!- thai
on.* day should he devoted to the contemplation
(in Consul Faireldld’s absence) with sev- of human
laws and human governments estan
eral prominent Americans, went in a ten- lislied for the
protection of the individual in his
der to meet tile ship. The Mayor of Liv- life and property and pursuit of liappin.-s*. and
erpool with a number of prominent citi- for the commemoration of those valiant men.
whose sacritices the greatest known to man
zens, received General Grant at the landininiiinii mcured and preserved for us the right
ing on the return of the tender. Hearty and priv ilege.we this .lav
enjov.
t
<:
cheers followed the tender as Jen.
rant
\lid to day. when the lueniorie- of the 'im vie
and family tell the steamer. Many mem- so fresh in our minds are by cer. monies a id c.-le
brat
ions of the past year so closely intenov.u
bers of the Common Council and a large
of that earlier period, whose heroes
with the
crowd of citizens received the tender vv ith were the story
lirst our infant lips w. re tau vlil t.. name
cheers. The Mayor formally vvnlcoi.I and from whose records our lirst I.■- •»11- in pat n
the ex-l'resident and extended to him ism and valor when our thoughts and vi'-e.t
«..-tnine-, men and .l.-eds
the hospitalities of the town.
(Jen. strungely mingling the veins
of two periods so man \
apart, come mid no
Grant returned his thanks and accepted w ith such
our minds amt memories that
in
rapidity
the inv itation.
The parly then drove off our tongues forget their dlltv and our lip- are
in the Mayor’s state carriage. To mor- closed and dumb, for vain and futile would he ihe
attempt at utterance a double tad, and dutv is
row morning Gen. Grant will visit Unimposed upon us. \\. cannot id reel that men died
stuck Hoards at their invitation and at v! both
to establish and pres.-ne this government.
will
with
o’clock
lunch
the Mayor at (InThe speaker devoted a lay
portion of his ad
Town Hall.
He proposes going to Lon- dress to a
description of the \m.riean volunteer
don later in the afternoon.
soldier, as he appeared in tlie great rebellion the
educated, intelligent, patriotic soldier the bearer
Doctors in Council.
of the bayonet that thinks
it was a line effort,
ItooKLAsn, May AM. The Maim- ilomu-pathic hut the late hour and lack of space compels its
here
Medical Society began its annual session
omission. He concluded as follows
vesterdav afternoon and evening. l>r. (ialliip ol
lhit above all the recollect unis this
day spcciall)
Bangor in tbe chair. The attendance is .smaller
than usual, but there is a fairreprescntaliou of the rails to mind are valuable mainly as they are sincesstu 1 in keeping fresh in our minds and hearts
different parts of the State.
the knowledge which we so dearly bought and
Drs. tl. B. Baton, Jr., of Camden, S. Caldcrwood.
WaliUdcm. A. B. i'iper. Thnmaston, were elected paid for. ami a proper appreciation of what war is
and what war means.
to membership.
The <irent (iod in His intinite w isdom, for the
Tile various reports were presented eliciting an
proper devclopemcnt of the different interests, in
interesting discussion.
<*.
illienees and industries of this world, created man
Bradford.
Tile officers for next year are. il
Lewiston, President; Drs. Drake of Bllsworth and with dilferent thoughts, characters and disposi
Shepherd of Bangor. Vice President; Dr. Perkins tions. And experience has shown to man that he
can
of Fairfield, Secretary; Dr. (iallup of Bangor,
enjoy the harmonics, the beauties and produc
tions of nature only by the union of effort and the
Treasurer; Dr. Bell, Augusta, Corresponding See
of
censors.
a
board
five
formation
of states and nations. No enterprise of
and
retary:
a general character can he carried forward with
Tlfe next meeting will lie held at Augusta.

Mr AIherl IF.11.rook
folks in U e-t \ ,|.,.i
t"iiiid a suspicious looking packum- in their eellai.
and thought it might he poison
fht
put it inithe stove to destroy it
It proved to he gutlpow
del- and exploded, breaking- the earthen
teapot a
tr.i"ineiit luti ng Mr- IIoilirook and tbrow inr eo\
er-. ashes, etc
about in a lively maimer
No mie
-•

>.•

■

M-rioii.-ly injured.

was

Boston v\ Maine, Maine c utral and Kasiern
railroads ehaiire tune .»u and aft. Jn.," l-t.
\i
I'-r this date the1 Ma.ta
c-ntral pa->engei ears w ill
Tin-

-■

Mr. Blaine has had another talk with

Smith,

fty

Chaplain. F A llodgdon.
aptain Henry W < 'unniugham
Captain Leroy S. Scott.
('aptain \im»s Wooster.
Master Sunnier P. Lothrop

ilies.

no

I...

e\

•Iaui’-s
Madman .ad dauylit.-i of IIouliou, ulnl
.lolm lloilydoit. formerly ot' this state, but now
low a. are visitm t !iiI', .m land A r-.-us. -»Sth

(

act, in

it in

u.

probably

•

you don’t seem to get the girl. I would not lose
many meals worrying whether 1 did a Christian

!

I’m

\ mine in
urn.

the i.i a:id I runk
Thursday. and reeetv.-.l

Cnitarian (dioir.
('». Firing of a Salute by the City d wards
7. Star Spangled Banner, .sung by elionis and
audience.
S. Benediction
The following are the names of the dead w hose

on

trying to win her affections, it is not
wicked to steal, if you don’t steal anything. You
take ten dollars and come down, and let me ti\
you up a little, and we’ll have tin* girl before snow

v

Ah
Knluml- hasive .vend
fr.-m
Maiy
tin- proprietors ..f f h«- Hotlm.in lions, of Williambur;
't
for lin ui.-diiim h.-r hushuud
li.pn
Mr-.

Baptist <'hureli.
I. Oration by 'ol. J. W Spaulding
•'». Dirge “Thei h.a\e gone home

as

in celebrating this year the centennial of
the latter town, of which Rockland was

the

Decoration of

implicit confidence in the old lady and
you put
your sister-in-law. trying to help you. Flay your
hand yourself. Stock the cards ami deal yourself
both bovvers and the ace, and go it alone. As long

covering the
a wintry

1 luve bundled pilgrims limn America
paid their respects to the I’ope last week,
made rich gifts, and received blessings.
(hie gift was a purse of st’o.OOd in gold,
and another a gold brick front California.

on

How

mortgage

the Cemetery tin-

dettysburg Dirge

too

shroud.

Mayor

a

I!..

1

box

\ seventeen y ear old
i "He ot t he enriosilu-:
I Tan 1: li n county.
Her

and highly appropriate. The follow :! g programm**
was carried out:
1. America, sung by a chorus under direction ot
Mr. Horace Llazeltiue.
!. IT'ayer. by Ki-v. S. doodeiiough.

if

what !

.*

•.

At

of

come

it have

K

stirv

Citizens on Foot
I'b
Ibiilw ay \..i\
that d'
\mu .an f.,.
The procession was long and quite imposing.
j motive worth v,. I'.Hthlo. have hem p..rte.i
The onler of march was Church to High strei-t | seven years, and tlut “the reputation of \m*-ri. u
and Primrose Hill, thence by Main -live! and Bel ! eimiiie- is steadilv lncr.-asiim:.'
l b'' Colorado potato hue
lnont Avenue to drove < .•we-i.-ry.
During tinha.*-already h.- .i.n
Work oil the potatoes ill New J.•!-.
I
..li!,
march a National Salute was tired.

Truman. I’m ashamed of you. Why. I courted a
girl out West, and trotted her out to ride every
pleasant day fora year, behind a span, and 1 lost
her then. My rival's father kept a livery stable,
I
and lie drove a spike team and got the girl.
think that one great trouble is. that you belong to
tin* church. A woman is a peculiar animal. Sim
don’t want her husband to belong t<> anything but
herself. What part ot'the church do you belong
to?
Are you the lightning rod, or the steeple, or
the chimney, or one of the pillars, or a door mat.

_,

grass and fruit

as

<

eoiiirilmtioi;

iin- on

proers-ioii

iio\,

e*.

fie oldest

I’oint l.ookoni, 1 >1*• a
Haul,
to In- improv' d
and nude a summer
sort.
A companv with v
capital .,1'rV.tMHI has t!u- nutter in hand

■

iti/ens in

1

I’ersous returned from D.-adwood in tie- Hl.n l.
Hills, have arrived at \\ -liiuytou. ami w an youu
men to May av.ay from that
country

odd Fellows.
»
mipany. N
Fire
Searsport
('**mp.in»
«

ot

-.

in tin-

Carrying Mowers with w reath-. on their
( haphiin and Cit v do verninent m eam.e
Order of
Belfast Fire

death
-|So||

V pious hen crawled into ,t M-thodiM dim. h
.lelVerv-M Cit \. a w.-.-k .mo Sunday, and laid i:

.\|ui:i.

with

Desert, owned by P .1
bnnnd on the nMM!

was

I'leteh. r Harper senior member ..f the tiru.
!, d:.-d
-.. \.-« y
arper Hrotlm I i.
day of-rustri. f.-v.-r

(h'ator

style on you. If your pluck was only as long as
your legs, you would do well enough. Carried the
girl to ride three times, and giving up now ! Why.

much.

spring.
day, four inches

highly spoken

Mr

at

of Maine

11

S.-arsport Brass Bund.
Belfast City dwards.

Tut; man.
twelve men, and will give
unbiassed as a girl without corsets.

jury

a

t'aeion

J. Higgins,

Tin* re.-.nt
H '.mil .)
\ !:d
erm»r

Marshal.

lover?
a

M..

Japan

Southern postmasters say the country is tlood.-h
with -ilver. vv hieh is at a .list -out it and ih.-v at. a..'
eel rid of it.

of

P.

T--n•
i- talking ubo
i- of ,-i raw berries ibis sea

trunk lias remained
years in the depot ,e
Ponn.. pat n*nth a ,iiii:
for u.- ,»w a.
to reclaim it.

L

formed on the eommon. under direct ion of M
slial I- 1». Woodward, in the following order

she were sitting on a rail fence. If you
down here 1 will take you down to the
machine shop, ami saw otl’ part of your legs, ami
put you into the turning lathe and put a little
feels

ter.

was

Soon

Mowers.
after '* o'clock

Na.-hvilie

A

1*1- Al*

bloomed

in

Bridgepoi t

on a

places, suddenly

masses

my opinion
1 never knew a long legged man to be a success at
courting. When lie sits down, his knees stick up
iu the air, so that a girl cannot sit on them with
out slipping, and generally when a man’s legs are
very long, they are not very wide, and the girl

Mr. Usury o. [*r:Ut of town. .1 Ki‘|iuii!ie:ut tvp
resontotivo in the hist tun IVuitrresses. tuts given
tip tiis law business In heenme a .Vletluulist minis

There

feel like

as

saved, "lie wlio spares the guilty endangers the innocent."

chusetts last

engaged

I

against the accused. Had she been
convicted at Rockland, as she ought to
have been, Ricker's life would have been

ease

Tlio Fairlicid Chronicle says tlmt

pound salmon from the Penobscot.

a

burial

TiioltSi>1Ki May Istli, ",,.
Our (ieorgeCan you tell me bow 1 can w in
my true love .' I am long leggvd and rather homily. and she has got a little handsome fellow, and
she thinks more of him than she does of me. aim
she was engaged to him when 1 fell in love with
her. I have carried her to ride three times. My
mother and brother’s wife are trying to help mu. I
belong to the church. Hid 1 do a Christian act hi
carrying her to ride, and trying to win her from

The trial of Lucy Ann .Mink, for the
murder of Ricker, last May, is now going

'I lie

universal activity among owners of lots i;i
improving them, and even main Iona' neglected

of by all

no worse

loN's

NA

l111.

firm

Hall and 1.
Loss -_»oi)0.

was a

Mower, moved up to W’interport m this State, and
settled there, and appeals to he one of the liveliest
Their
of the whole race
hildreu are scattered
are

to

Boston dog that died in wso-i i.-w-ly wa-idm.1
have sex elll > •lllllgle Hail- 111 bis stomach
\

genth-mcn.

UAIUIV

thousand flog-' leg-

send ten

t->

York market

sou.

Mark background
Tile entire cemetery underwent a transformation
in a few hours before the celebration, for there

The; never
grass, in the hay day of their youth
could he a success alone, ami always had to have
guardian. One branch of the family. .Meadow King

all through Waldo County, and
w bo know t hem.

I In

1-.SI

Kennebec counts arepr.

shipping to.iioo bus!..

inscription

ii* tall silver letters

The Sickle family is a branch of it
They were mostly farmers, ami though industrious
and of good habits, the most ot them have gone to

night.

at Lowell.

enquire. What I know about

father Time.

for the transfer, but think of the farmers
whose sheep must tie left out of doors at

on

rites to

the Mower’ family."
It is an old family, and started out with old

and blow her sky high,

Probably Congress would lie

the

"lloNOU

Tin- .\< \\ York Herald has a report that (low
liutler intend-- t•» emigrate t" < (dorado, turn sln-cp
tanner on
larjre tract of land which he has
hou::lit and return to ('omnv.s.s as Senator from
< olorado.

and shrewd comments.

period

Lewiston is

torpedo

ob-

almshouse, but
while such persons find some occupation, and preferring labor and priva-

thrift

a

1*10 UK! .M

the

A
to

on

1.1

in

Both the Puioii and Poll federate dead gniw,
decorated at Norfolk. \ a. Prelaw

was a

1*11.1 K

dnt\

on

were

About half way down on the sane- avenue stood
the speaker's stand, covered with .in awning
large llags, while m front >>a tin- stand a huge
areli. festooned with e\ei" ret ns and liowers. t.. >i.

before

would say to Arthur Hugh .MeSkimilk. that "1
could a tail unfold" for his enlightenment, but do
not propose to do it through this column.
w

Detroit claims
to the New

\

\

I

Hayes is t.» visit Boston next mouth
about the lull.

daily

thirty graves f the soldier-dead was marked by a
small Ainein-au Hag. Near the entrance within
drove Ceinctcn a large arch of evergreen spanned
the main avenue, with the motto in gold letters

1

Farmer

ig

ling rather

b..

rift of y toon.

a

probably

good display of tlag's throughout the
the shipping in the harbor. Place- of
business were generally closed between the hours
of I and I ]>. in.
Vt the ceiiietcP each oile of tin

you.

while the big guns are tiring at an imaginary enemy a mile away why, the sons
of Allah had better try their luck ashore.

or

too rich and

sieal disease does not reduce

attach

There

city and

possess you might work in
you evidently
“Everv dog
as the “What is it .'" at a less salary.
now

due to tlie h*ll«»w

is

Castle. I’hilo llersei. Win. II. IWler.
White. W in. li. Sanborn.

don’t

and yours is

S

W.

success

day." Augustus,

Mr-

is

the I St I.

oil

lady ha- pin tented tin* Maim* tlem-ral Hospital

President

win* hud general chargei*f all t lm arrangements for
the observances of t he »la\
L. I>. Woodwanl. \\

other way. and even if you fail as clown -which
you surely will, for a clown needs brains, which

his

Miss Juliett A. Wiggin.

(treat credit

lias always been due to hises
ti mate of people's qualifications, but in this case
he seems to be oil'the track entirely. You say lie
has written //<"( that he wants a clown ami will pay
$10,000 a year, and v»u ask, “Would you accept
it.'" Of course 1 would, if 1 were in vour place.
You evidently could not earn your board an;

has

\

with

Howes. Mrs. David I .am aster. Mrs. N. F. Keen.
Mrs. Benj. Kelley. Mrs. Davidson. Mrs. Hiram
Pierce.

Uco. A. Quimby. Esq.:
Sir—Hamum writes me that he wants a clown,
and will give $10,000 and expenses paid a year.
Would >/on accept it. Yours truh’. At nt whs.

temper that propagates itself like be- count of sex. As those that take the
getting like. The State Hoard of Chari- sword are liable to perish by the sword,
ties, which is pursuing this investigation, so those that go rowhidiug are liable to
prepared sixty questions so constructed get a taste themselves, even though they
as to elicit answers hearing upon the
be women.
whole subject of pauperism, compelling
This mad dog business is getting to lie
facts and statements, regarding not only
on Sunday last, a dog that was
serious,
the inmates of the almshouse, but their
rabid, went into Congressunmistakably
ancestors for two or three generations.
l’laisted’s house, in Hanger. terrify\Ve arc apt to conclude, without previous man
lie was shot by a pothe inmates,
investigation, that children and very old ing
The life of a human being is
liceman.
people make up the great mass of pauworth all the dogs in the country and no
pers, and that therefore pity and charity
time should be lost in abating the danger.
for their helpless condition should over
weigh every other feeling, and that the
(treat exploits have heel! promised for
city or state authorities are only taking the Turkish licet, but when Russian solcare of those who through weakness or
diers swim to the side of an iron clad,

The jail workshoptheir way

ill-’

II.

Knowlton.

i.

N<. army officers wilt In retain
White House.

were

persons who furnished flowers —Mrs.
Johnson. Mrs. W. 11. Burrill. Mrs. J. Fates,
Mrs. Nelson K’n ii. Mrs Mary Pierei Mrs Woi.-t.-r
Parker. Mrs. James I i,-knell. Mrs. IP-aman. MrJames Hammons. Mr-*. K light.- Mr-. Sarah A
Wiggin. Mrs. Philo Persey. Mrs. Hubbard. Mrs
Thomas B. Kmcry, Mrs. Wakefield Frye. Mi-- Vdu
Llervcy. Miss Nellie McHilvcry. Mrs i!eo. Baih-\.
Mrs. Fred Knowlton, Mrs. Wm. 0. Poor. James P
White. Mrs. (leo. Farter. Miss Frost. Mrs. Ansel
W hite. Miss Abide Faunee. Mrs. Daniel Hamden,
Miss S. K. Bean. Miss Maria Hodgdon, Mrs. L. A.
H.

puns

Harnum's

Smith, tin* Hi.eksp.»rt murder,

of the

some

years old

v'

was

despondent

shapes—wreathes, crosses, bouquets.
The flOth of May is rather an early date for a
floral display in Maine -two weeks later then* will
he many magnilicent blooms, that have not yet
appeared. Still, considering tin* reason, the floral
display was large and varied. Here is a list of

as a

was a

Pope

hour

early

an

Ninth

i

inst.

in the morning generous
carried to tin* vestry ot
the 1'uiversalist church, where a committee of la
dies was engaged in arranging them ii.to artistic
At

donations of flowers

oil notes and tenor and base, A c., as long
spell of weather, but I am not going t»> do it.
If you wanted my opinion regarding music be
cause you wished t<> sere mule me. conic right along

of

Generalities.

The weather yesterday was delightful. It was one
those perfect days when all nature seems in

time.

have turned

they

our cemetery : their hones an* scattered ail
the land.
Tin- observances of the day were witnessed by
great crowd.-ol people* who lined the streets and
tilled the < einetery.

in one grand hymn of praise to those whose
hearts i.nee beat high and warm in the terrible
storm of battle.
of

in

rest

over

memory. And yesterday all over our broad laud
the tramp of long proeessions of silent men bear
ing flowers. the etilogiums of orators, the beat of
muffled drums, joined the sounds of busy Nature

1. my frieud. would be at the end of one year. It
gives us about the best idea of the difference be
tween the finite and the infinite power of ciidur
anco of anything 1 know of.
What 1 know about music would not fill a two
gall. >n jug. Music I consider to be the science of
tongues ami sounds, li dates clear back to the
creation. Instrumental music goes back to the
fourth chapter of (loiiesis, where we leant that
Jubal was tin* father of harps and organs. Some
of his descendants are now going round concerting, under the name of the Jubal ce singers, and

amount, and avers that he performed his
part of the contract to the letter. The

as

mission, and has softened the first poignancy of
but love holds the story of the lives and
deaths of these soldiers as a precious ami cherished

grief:

broken winded, used up congregational singing
that must be listened to on one Sunday, and then
multiply that by fifty two. and see where you and

to make on her full

And Hart

‘•Youth and beauty, dauntless will.
Dreams that life could ne’er fulfill.
Here lie buried here in peace
Wrongs and woes have found release."
Time the great Healer has performed its blessed

think of what the Lord has to endure. The human
mind can scarcely grasp the subject, but let us try
to get a vague idea of what it must be to listen to
all the dull sermons, and second baud prayers, and

equivalent

engagement.

soldier-graves:—

always fear that my frame will go to pieces
before the services are over. With all due respect
and with no irreverent feeling. 1 must say that my
fountain of pity just, boils over on Sunday, when 1

.Matinee and benefit receipts were to be
equally divided between the actress and
the manager, the latter to pay all ex

expected

our honored dead have heretofore silently borne
floral offerings to the last resting places of those
who bravely answered to their country’s call in the
supreme hour of trial. Friendship has made each
tomb a shrine. Yesterday our people as a whole
joined this small and faithful band of mourners in
paying honors to those who so nobly won them.
Wreaths and flowers were strewn upon these

that l

00 per cent, of all above $1,000 she was
to get 7o per cent, and he JO per cent.

success,

of

swallow a concert, digest an opera, and bolt a good
choir; but 1 am free to confess that when I put
my time against congregational singing in church

all subsequent receipts between $500 and
$1 .ooo he was to get 40 per cent, and he

without calling into requisition the skill
ami judgment, labor and resources of many differ
cut individuals.
And the first step to be taken in the formation
of any company however small, or of any Nation
however large, is the laying down of a fiiridmental
rule of government, upon which and under which
must be settled and reconciled all the differences
And right
of opinion of tin* individual members.
here is tin lesson which the hallowed memories of
this (lay enforces upon us and our posterity for all
time—that however much we may differ upon the
questions and issues that must of necessity arise,
however great and important may he the conflict
of interests, however earnest and determined we
may he in the espousal of what we deem our rights,
we should
always and ever cordially submit t.»
their determination under and by force of tin*
fundamental law of the laud and of the world, and
never, never, never he the lir.-t to inaugurate war
and appeal to brute force.
A striking feature of the exercises was the read
ing of the Roll of Honor of a [hundred names of
men who enlisted from Belfast.
Rut lew of them

Day.

The beautiful ceremonies of Memorial or Decoration Day were publicly observed yesterday (Wednesday) for the first time in this city. The parents,
the brothers and sisters, the widows and the friends

listen to its music, and wish all the time that my
cars were as large as the Bibles that fond parents
give their children for wedding presents. I can

take the lirst S-'itHi of the gross receipts
and Miss Dickinson the next $200. Of

money lie

Decoration

Things.

particular about butter and prefer the best
there is, but I can put up with an inferior quality
of music.
1 can lcau against a post and listen to
a hand
organ grind out a few tunes, and occasion
ally help encourage the artisi by giving the monkey a penny. I can follow a band round town and

points: llart entered into an agreement
with Miss Dickinson to play her as a star
in the Eagle theatre three weeks, be-

ginning

and

GEORGE.

am

$2,000

him. of winch the

of Men
Ot’R

Mary wishes ine to tell her if I like music, and
what I know about it.
Of course 1 like music. I supposed that everything that had ears, except a corn field, likes music. 1 like it, even though it is not very good. 1

case re-

speed over the ocean with cargoes that
ponses under the terms of sharing. The
formerly waited favoring winds. Coast
engagement was commenced, but on the
railways everywhere compete with sail for Oth of
April Miss Dickinson refused to
freight. It will take time and patience for
any more, and Hart wants $2,000
play
a revival of employment for shipping. This
out of Annie as an
for the

that which is their

Tin* Russians continue their ad ttnee in Asiatic
The capture of Bayazid and \rdah.m iia>
Turk.*)
broken tin* lirst line of defense of tin* Turks, and
onlv Kars ami Batoum of that line remain to them
'The* second line of defense pas<e-; through
now.
\ an.
'1 rebizoinl. Krzeroum and
Tin* Russians
have ahead) cut oT communication hetueeu Kiv.
oroum and its nearest seaport. Baloiim. b\ taking
possession of Art v in. Mulch tar Ba.-l a .ha.- coinrn
trailed his forces at Dili, about half way between
Krzeroum and Kar-. Tin- Russians are approach
ing his position b\ two lank nio\enienls from
Artvin and from Bayazid. The Turks are already
fortilying Krsingjt.u. aiboiit om* hundred miles
west of Krzeroum, in ease they hav-- to abandon
their capital. Krzeronui. which will be compara
tlVel) defenseless if llie'I'lirks me deleate.I at Dili.
The Turk.- an* estn iated at Di ooii ;1| Kars and 70.
000 near Krzeroum
Tin* Russian tbive is estimai
ed at so.ooo for tin* center. loOiip on the rig lit
o:i
and
AO.000
the
left wiim
A* last as tin*
wing,
Russians advance they place the territory under
Russian niagistrates, and t hive di.-t riel are alre.nl)
under their control.
and

And the

Terms.

ertising

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

surround tie* monitor w iliumt discovery. \\ lien
dually observed, the Turks commenced Urine in
the direction of Mat chin. \o1 knowing where tin*
boats came from, the shots llew wide: and during
tin* tiring several Russian soldier;- plunged into
the water, swam silently to the vessel, and placed
tin* Torpedo in close contact with ln-r bottom.
After it lent been securely fastened, lie* ltier re
turned to the neighboring shore. The uio.iiior
was blown into the air and all on hoard perished

Hayes

$J.A0;

desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.

Erzeroum says:
‘Mukhtar Pacha’s headquarters
will be removed hither. This does not signify a
retreat but will redress a fault, as Erzeroum i» tinand
point of junction of all the Armenian roads
is the only place from which operations can be
directed.”" It is stated in Constantinople that
.Mukhtar Pacini is marching upon Anlahan. while
the Russians ar* rapidly advancing against Erze
touin.
Advices from ’Erzeroum state that the
Turks are concentrating in the neighborhood of
Olti. Russian scouts have approached* Olti. A
telegram from St. Petersbug says intelligence has
been received from Kara Kilisa that the Turks,
having received considerable reinforcements, ia
tend assuming tin* otlensivc.
A despatch from Berlin states that Hie Russian
main army in Asia which took Anlahan is TifiKH)
A portion of this force having since been
strong.
detached Batoum is now seriously imperilled.

Mr.

H'RIETOli.

The following are authorized agents for the
Journal:
S. R. X ees. No. 0. Trent out St.. Boston.
S. M. Lett eng ei.. A Co., (> State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Row. N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St.. Boston.
Geo. P. Roweee A Co.. 40 Park Row. New York.
Bates A Locke, 34 Parle Row, New York.

IN ASIA.

ai*\

1*K<

In advance, $2.00a year;
at the expiration of the

Terms.

ar,

v<

SI M P S 0 N

For one square, (one inch
of h-ngth in column.) $1.00 for one week, and 2b
cents lor each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

despatch from Constantinople says: ••The
Russians are still bombarding the forts before Kars,
which are replying vigorously."
\ despatch from

itrssi a \

AND

Ad\

A

Till-:

EDITOR
Est RiPTioN

wiihin the
year. SJ.HO.

to

England would

Thursday morning jiy

11

Su

The terms of peace, beside those
THK Ol.'TLOOK ON TIIK DANl'lIK.
spoken of above, would perhaps include
A Bucharest correspondent says present indica
tia- surrender, on the part of Turkey, of tions
strengthen the conclusion that no important
; onion of her tleet, anil, above till, the events will occur on tin* Danube until tin* whole
trout lim* is in position on lie* hank of iin* river.
nsimunationof a treaty placing the city
.V strong corps will be lormed oil the extreme right
of Constantinople under* the .joint control
composed of the Roumanian army and a division
of all the foreign powers.
to
this
This force will move up the
or two of Russians.
Ep
Turkish side of the Timok and turn the left Hank
time a cosmopolitan city lias been freof the Balkan line by a movement on Sotia and
quently talked of. and several theories
Philippopolis. Such a Hank attack would, not
been brought forward for its govern- violate
the promise not to enter Servian territory
ment. but it lias never been practically and would unquestionably bring a corps of x'O.ihin
t red.
<m Constantinople, then, if my Servians to assist it. A Russian corps crossing
informant is correctly advised, the first below Widdin would paralyze tin* Widdin garrison
and leave the Timok valley column unopposed with
attempt will be made. The city will a friendly country on its light from which to draw
be
garrisoned by troops of a supplies. The question whether the Roumanian
probably
neutral Power, while its virtual govern- army will cross the Danube, as advocated hy the
war party, is now seriously embarrassing tin* K• g.
ment will lie invested in a legislative and
maniaii government, and it is impossible to lbrsec
executive body of men composed of dif- the Cabinet’s decision. The Austrian government
ferent nationalities, and, perhaps, a tax
has informed the Roumanian Minister that it feels
a friendly interest in the new State, and as Ron
or tribute will be paid to the Ottoman
mania has now attained her independence Austria
Empire. The plan in itself is feasible, cannot see
she should eros> tin* Danube in
and one which has often been spoken of search of why
anything else.
u ithout
having seriously been advocated,
HKSTIM'YI m; a MOMTnl;.
’should the attempt to make ConstantiThe 'l'imes' Bucharest correspondent recounts
nople a cosmopolitan city, and, conse- tin* destruction of tin* Turkish monitor as follows
quently. a free port, succeed, the advan- It was <mc of the most daring deeds ever recorded.
A small detachment of Rus.-iau soldiers left the
tages accruing to all nations would be northern shore of the Danube in a number of small
immense.
boats. The night being ven dark, they managed
TICK!.IN<;

every

W 1 L L I AM

der further fostering legislation our shipping interest has not become extinct, but continues to be
an important element in our national
prosperity:
Resolved, That the repeal of our navigation
laws, by admitting foreign built and foreign
owned vessels to the privileges of United States
navigation, would be a serious blow to the interest of shipbuilders and shipowners.
Resolved. That existing relations of European
nations point to a
possibly enhanced value of our
Hag. and call for tlie utmost carefulness on the
of
our
part
legislators that such benelit hi* not lost
on our country and its commercial interest.
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Fight

with

Indians.

river, ibtli, says Mm
despateh
Mih s surprised an Indian ealup on the morniug of
the ith 111st eaptiirecl forty tin- ponies and leu
ing a running light for several miles The Indian
mainly escaped with only their rules, Fourtee n
from Toiiem*

Indians wa re left dead on the field, among them
the chief. Lame Beer, and head warrior. Iron Mur
Two hundred saddles and fifty tons dried incutwere raptured, also
onantities of ammunition
blankets, earhim-s. park loads of head- war lion
The easilillties in Miles' eoiu
liets, tepees, etc
maud Were few
Mm. Miles hail given orders to the interpreters
to announce as they went through the camp that
all w ho surrendered would he pardoned.
\s Miles
rode through the village two Indians approached
him, holding in one hand their carbines and ex
tending the other.
Ten. Miles shook hands with Lame Beer, and
Limit
Baird, adjutant of infantry, shook hands
w ith the other wlio was Iron Star
Miles motioned
the Indians to lay down* their arms.
’Flu v did so. and the tieueral told Lieut.
Long ot
the- »t 11 infantrv to dismount and take the carbines.
Lieut. Long had
hardly dismounted when Lame
Beer picked tip his carbine and tired at (Icucral
•Miles, the hall passing between the licneral's body
and horse's back, and
killing private Springer of
the Jd cuvulry behind him. Iron Star begun shoot
ing at the same time, and both Indians retreated
tiring, but were killed w ithin a hundred yard.'.
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i i:e grass

blossoming

now
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Drake, of Portland, will make his fourteenth visit to D.-lfast, at Plicuix House. June oth.

of

bth. 7th and *th. where he may he consulted on
all chronic diseases free of charge. Olliee liours
from
A. .M. to o P. M. and 7 P. M. to !• P. M.

A cargo

Province's, is
for parties in

plaster rock from the
being discharged at railroad wharf
Skowhcgan.
lot) tons of

hearing in the

of

liquors recently seized
at lb.* American House was had on
Tuesday. No
claimant appearing, they were ordered
destroyed.
Many graves

getting tilings

haw

trees

ni

case

the cemetery.-besides those of
trimmed with flowers and bouquets
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thinks ot the local has not yet been announced.
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streets have
nice fun to throw stones at John t amp
bell. !ml tin* one that John caught in front of our
oilier Tin-sJay morning, has changed his mind
about it.
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Tin brur James Miller built in this ritv in 1 St It».
arrived.mi fuesdax in ballast, from Boston. She
will -o* into dock for s>me repairs, ineluding new
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he\ iiavi

mu;

copper sheulhiui:
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Durham stive!,

short street running from
Northport avenue. Below the Mjiiare. has lieelt
graded as far as the residence of 1». T. (inptiil:
and Kiver avenue, at the northerly cxtremitv of

of tin*
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1*1 III <11!!;•-
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llUrell street-
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nitariaii Church next Sunday
at 7
a.
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Till- will close th«- Series
uiii.i
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eliiiit-li. until further
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will shortly he
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are
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i*raiM'h mint at
lad!’ dollars and

! Built.
pi fjo tuiie'. wlio.se ard V, e pull
not only eliieieiit iii Ids line, but the
Howes A « o.
eo| ie> l'eyidarL to olir eit\
for New York.
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Sal

a

She

little lamh. but a little Canary
Idl'd, tiiat flew and hopped about the post oilier in
a i'earle.-s manner.
In fact it was in > fearless, for
there was one day a sudden start, a earelr-s foot
fall, an tin- little singer sang no more.

Trustees .f tin* North Waldo Air
land So,-i,-t\ will meet ai l nit y Yillmre. on
!5".ml

111

it

m

tit

\

impudent boys about the

Some

bought

1

on

Hu/elliiie A Co.

are

w

ith staves

loading

>ehr

wilh hay for Jacksonville. Pilcher A
C "ilium have shipped a cargo of ice for the south,
and sehr Brunette is loadina hay for Salem. hv
\\

M

Drew

Searsport parties.
hie nioremg

tiiBnore. who lives
this city and Seal spoil. tool;
from his weir ten salmon, weighing from ten to
In olden times it was no
twenty pounds each.
itneommon thinu to eateli salmon in large
quanti
lie- at this I'oini. ami tis hiirli
up Belfast harhoi as
•

lithe ime het

recently.

Mr.
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Kiver and
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amount
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police

Sunday will reveal
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loin

sleeper

a

very Hook ami

at

the many Moral decot uiions of the vrav es
“f those who were not of the
military or naval
s- rvie.
those at the -rave o| the late Ufrcd YV
Johnson altraeled miieh attention
View weie
place,I there |j\ a fw personal friends, as a tribute
to the nieuiorv of a liberal and
philanthropic gen
tletiiaii. StiiToiinded By luxuriant and tasteful! v
a rr a need wreat hs w as t he
simple and toiichiu v mot
t"
ID. Bisu.mi.i-.ki i, iti. Pool,*.

.iiiie.il

tramp,

a
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week sent

to

Pastime Ba-

da
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ame irom Calais ami had
his way .doll;' to thi- eil \. where he will
I-.iv parsiiiii/ his tra\ .-I'.
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Bickford an old and well known eiliy.eii of
died on r-.in.lay laornin/ last
He was
;
earand moved to Belfast from
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Hampshire nl'teeii years
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Small, of tl.is cite, who has for smile
.'online:! in the .-late lunatic asylum.

.•

heel

e

City Point.

much needed at

ei■

a
non c ompos, caused by
the- brain, lie was sent home Iasi
k and taken to the poor house.

pronounced

!"•••!!

of

amir

Llliot. a W eil know n citizen of Freedom,
Tltursdav Iasi. He had partial paralysis
i. w ideb left him in feeble
health, and mi

ia
"i:
■

I'M lr

ret

another and

i' ed

>

proved

a

fatal Id nr

more severe

attack,

day- afterward.

le-r p"i>ou ch.ii-.red w ith heimr ecuieernecl
.ifiliali11Li eoimtc-rfeil money has been arrested
l»» paty >
S. Marshal Marble* arrested
Cuit
'wood M \--well on Saturda; o:i that charge.
■

;'.mid

w.i.-

tin* I

ce.

in

•:

the

suin

<n’m»HM in

appear

S Conn.

begun nitiiis«ii\. As will he
advertising r< *hl III ii
Mr. -lew ell'.'

iiilkwnr ha"Ill-

•11

!•;.
wdi

.1

Sunday

next

-tabling lluid

at three cents
line herd of choice

to

rows, feels an
the underbidding ami tluctuating prices.
'poses to see whose cans will hold out the
.it the reduced rates

Iio lias
•!

dispense
per quart. Mr.

commence

a

u
■

-•-t

farm, at 1‘attcrson's I'oiut.
the east side, ha
he- ', -old to Otis 4\ Park, a
of Boston men. who will convert it into a
k farm for the raising of hor-es. 'fhc farm has
f "Me hundred acres of choice
pasturage. The
I’ 1 *:i11»

■

and called theins.dves the

tnmal game,

••

NYv«*r

cal,Before 1 hev got through wit It the game,
however, the Pa'tiilies made them belie that cog
Horn,-m
out ..1 respect for the feelings of tin*
N, versweats we will not publish the scores.
\ 11 e 111 i o;
died to the advert isehiellt of K
hiilndve. who lias taken possession of'a store ii
11 ay lord Pdock.
IB* would like to welcome hiold • a-!oiner a! his new store, i'or ah*, hoi
< all a
ami harm.. By A. P. MaiislicldA Co
Ml'S. I arolllle Flederil I, Would iilo* to hav e a few

hoarders

notice in another
Bill lelield have just
Received a new lot of Summer
millinery, which
they will show their customers. See notice of
Jini*- lace-, by the Belfast Trottim- Association,
mi .1 line '.’it and \!l.
summer

column.

I
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Decoration dnv
The picked nine were city
who have had sonic experience with the na

inoii.

Bov

Ball (’lull, of this eit\. plav ed
with a pickt d nine, on the coin
e

Misses

N

Y

rou

of tie-

assumed its

ehangc,! hands
former proprietor, has
Mr Holmes. ulthoieh

management.
ytuim mam has had large experience in the Bn si
ic-ss. aim not
only knows tin* requirement.' of a
puBlie house, hut has that ready judgment and
tael so much needed in the calling.
tltie.-ts will
find that notliinv tending !o their comfort w ill Be
left undone. Mr. Charles Clark, late clerk at the
house, and an excellent manager, is associated
w ith Mr. Holmes.
A

young lady of this city who lives with her
grandfather, heard him say that lie must send a
man to get in four tons of n,d that
lay in tin* yard.

Heing a girl of spunk
play a practical joke

muscle, she resolve,l to
the old gentleman. So.
alter In* was gone, she took the shovel,
pitched
that coal into a harrow, wheeled ii into the shed,
and shoveled it into tin* Bin. so that when the man
oi tin* house returned there was not a coal to he
'■n

outside.

And

appearance, sin* is
ladies of the city.
Liu

so

one

and
on

far
of

from heing masculine in
tin* most attractive young

.I*• i.n \ i.:
\\ iil yon 1..- kind t-nough lo
ainiomice to i!h ill i/ciis of Krilasi that! shall he
1
receive
all
who
wish to inspect lev new
pleased
shop an*! its machinery I Imrsday attcrnoon and
i»»i:

evening. Mav dlst.

Vm

v

truly
W

will he

m.

yours.
\V. Casiij:.

by tlie above that Mr. Castle has
lixed to day for the opening of bis line establish
incut, and its inspection by the public.
The old
foundry, upon the foundation of which tin* present
one is built, w as inaugurated
by an entertainment
and dance, twenty eight years ago. and Mr. C, pro
poses to follow that example. \Y* understand that
It

you have pain in your hack? If so. your
Kidneys ar*‘ diseased. J».i not use plasters, the;,
will do no good but take Hunt’s Kemedy ami he
cured. Dropsy amt all Di-eases of the Kidney.
Bladder and I'riuary Organs arc cured In Hunt's
Do

11

seen

will not be convenient to receive visitors after
work lias l.iirly commenced, hence this duv set

it

proprietors will put up a large stable for the
"miuodation of the horses Fifteen horses hav e s^apart for a general reception.
*<lv arrived.
It is reported that the place will
Cm Hnv m:n.mi-:vi Mi.kiim;.
The meeting ol*
charge of Sam. .1. Deane.
•be city government on Momlav
evening, to hear
the report of the committee oil petition of .1.
Maim- Centra! lias placed on the Belfast
.i
new train, consisting of
passenger, postal Ibooks and otluas i<> further improve High street,
l*;iggage
-led

which

ears,

any i.>sd can
with tin* Miller
as

brakes.
"“•'•r. ami c

as
handsome and
boast of. The ears are

are

platforms and
operated l>v the
stop the train, if required, in
The company has provided ex
patent

The brakes

mn

an

are

very protraeted one, lasting beyond mid
\ petition signed bv Lewis Kean and Is*
others, renioiistrating against any further change
in the street, was introduced and argue,1 |,\ Judge
was

a

night.

Horsey.

'fhe committee

favorably

nil

on highways
reported
petition, alter changing
tin* boundary lines, ending the same at Spring in
stead ol Miller street.
The final hearing will be
laid on \\ ednesdav evening. June eth. It was
The question is being agitated, and will proha
• bought impossible to kiss tie
a
measure in its
conn-up before the next meeting ot the eitv
'••rnmeut, ot appoint)iig a special police to take original form, because of flu* large damage. The
!"
keeping all unlicensed dogs that are found in modified report is by no means sure of a passage.
-I reel
It is proposed to put them ill pound ;ls a number of the eouiieilmeii me opposed to it.
I
additional damages as estimated are -1 IT, to
'here the owuer** < an lake them away, providing
N l.aneaster and S',T» to Howes £ Co. The uni
are to be licensed, ollieru ise
they arc to be
form w idth of the street will be t.d feet. as far as
died.
Out o| the large dog pojjiilation in this
the w iilciiing shall b«- carried.
but a leu over one hundred have been lice I is

leugl
h'-iitly well tbrtlie comfort and secur'dv of pas
liners on the branch.
1

it-

<•

the former

1

It is

■

a

move

in

the

right direction.

Ki

tlie quietness of our streets
broken by two teams, driven by girls, whieh
me dashing along High street, from
beyond the
•’‘e-nix House.
In turning at Howes’corner, one
•

>n

Sum lay afternoon

turned completely over and the
11 thrown violently to the ground, but without
Hi*-

wagons was

""ii.-

injury.

tlid

Om-

shaft of the

wagon was

■

■

pilot, hence the disaster. The damaged
hiele was patched up ami they departed
Weekly News, of Kiver.-idc. California, uu
date of .May l!». contains an elaborate sketch
n
plantation in that town recently purchased

fie-

•*
1

Mr. Alberts. White, of .New Vork. son of Hon.
C White, of this
city. The plantation is call
I.’ .sedule. and is a
square tract containing forty

land. Twenty acres are planted to orange
lives, and the remainder to fruit trees of all kinds.
I lie number of trees whieh he has
are six
"

res

alter Winn,

young man of this
place, acting as freight brakeman of the Maine
Central, was instuntlv killed at Cray station, on
the Ttd. He was standing on the root of a car.
and was struck by an iron bridge under which the

Kemedy.

a

His neck was broken
time employed on the Kelfast train

lie

was

of

planted

thousand five hundred ami twenty, of whieh four
thousand six hundred and sixty are fruit, ami the
balance evergreens. Mr. White, after settling his

business in New Vork. will remove permanentIv to
Riverside, and build a dwelling house in keeping
u ith his
lands. Riverside is a newly settled town
1,1 ‘San Bernardino
county, southern California,
“id is a great fruit
producing country; oranges,
lemons, and tropical fruits generally growing
abundantly there.

“The

Sure

and

Pungencies.

The nineteenth century is the age of novels."
a literurv historian,
lie might have added
w ith
cmjmil truth, ‘and novel impositions." Studied
politeness lias been passed off on us lor native re
iilieiiieill. the forms of devotion for its essence,
and speculation lor science, until we look askance
at every ln-vv
person or ihing. and to an assertion
“i merit,
exclaim. ‘Trove it !" In brief.
invariably
Satan lias made himself so
omnipresent, that wv
tool, t»ir bis cloven foot
everywhere .-veil in a
bottle ot medicine.
Imagine a lady, having a
complexion so sallow that you wouid dciiv her
elaims to the Caueassin
type if her features did
u°t ‘■oiilorm to it,
purchasing her first bottle of
the Holden Medical Discovery.
The one dollar is
paid in the very identical manner in which Mr.
lav lor might be
expected to purchase a lottery
ticket alter bis experience with "So. In I. hid." with
this difference, his doubt would he the result of
personal experience, while hers would be founded
on what a certain practitioner
(who lias been a
whole year trying to correct her
refractory liver)
lias said concerning it.
At home, she examines
the bottle half suspiciously, tastes of its contents
carefully, takes the prescribed dose more carefully,
and then proceeds to watch the result with as
much anxiety as a practitioner would count the
pulse-beats of a dying man. She takes another
dose, and another, and shows the bottle to her
friends, telling them she -feels better.” Her skin
loses its bilious tint, her eyes regain their lustre,
her accustomed energy returns, and the fact that
she
purchases another bottle is a sure witness that
she lias found the Holden Medical Discovery to be
remarks

d.

MayJ-Hh,-, hr.-. I.iitle l’el,< 'midon,lishing ground ;
Malabar. K.-.iie, Banc a
.May Jit h, schr>. l'lei Ida, Bagiev, .iaek-oiivilb
Ela.; Volant, M.iith, Viualhaveu.
Mas Ji'*th, sehr-. dohnnie Mc.-a rv, J"r« ucli. Bo< k
land; l.illie May. Morse, lishing gr.-u ml-.
miaimie .’v Eiii'li. !:•:•;!, it,
o.
M;l> J:th.
Boint : M. IP-} d, (Jiiinu, Bangor; ligcr, K« it-•. !-ic

irritated, oppressed and sore,
no method of treatment will
compare with inhaling the hot vapors of Tar. The ••'file Solution of
Pore.-:! Tar" \. ith inhaler, is the only preparation
of tar for this purpose.
Aw 17
Bos,-u i;i;'s Oilman Svicn* can now he purchased
right :ii home, it is the most, successful preperatiou
ever i nt rod need t •» our
people, it works like a
charm in all cases of Cuiisumpli'-u. Pneumonia.
Ih iumorrhages. Asthma, s, vcreC..ughs ('i•<.up and
ail Throat and Lung Diseases. No person Las ewr
used thi> medicine without getting immediate re
lief, yet tliere are a great many poor, sutler';::.
skeptical per.-ons going about our streets with a
suspicious cough, and the voice of consumption
coming from their lungs, that will not try it. If
you die, il is your ow n fault, as you can go to your
Druggist I!. II. Moody. Belfast : Kittridge. Koi*k
land : Pletciier. Caunleii: Smith A Sons, S
port : Kohiiison, Thomastou also to he found i:i
W'aldohoro and Bueksp.nt. and get a Sample Bot
tie for 10 cents and try it : three doses will relieve
any case. Kegular size only 7'» ets.
lyreow ! !

It’your lungs

are

There

Ma> J'.'t ll, sehr- \ W. I'ilis, M
Tritie, 1 .ague. Mi. ; ».-.-eia.

E. W.
DEB-

ease

Indications of sickness should at

attended to.

Fatal disea

(On

n> a

Milk Notice.
vk

of the underselling m milk by several milk
teams, and the condition ofthe miik marker, my
milk team will commence to sell milk to the citizens
ot r.elfast, on next Sunday morning, at three cents
l"'i quart, two emits j>er pint, and one cent per halt
pint, tor cash on deli v» y, a ad continue to sell for
one cenI
per quart less ilian anv other milk team,
till further notice.
A. th .JIAVIH I.
I {el fast, 31 a y rz, 1 s~7.
lw-M

J.\
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Therefore.
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advise all who
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Special Bargains
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lie.idaehe, indigestion. disordered liver,
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appetite,

d< !ay. Sehein k
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no

I-

at

so

produces

healthy

a

\\

Horse** Called at 2 o'cloel: P. M

know of

harmle-s and decisive ia it

Admission: Gentlemen 35 Cents,Ladies 25
Cents, Carriages Free.
Half Faro on Railroads ami Stciuuors.

action.

tin* root of the disease and
tone

the system.

to

Heed sailer from any di-ea

lie\ er

w ant

take wit it

to

Mandrake Pills

strikes .it

once

feverisli skill,

nail-tea. or

iri>i

in**

People
from

disordered condition of the liver if iIn*\

il

t

s

11 A/l.i/i

•.

n

I'll'

I alia

t.

woithl

tal;e this e\ecllelll medicine when the;, feel the
indications of the

liist

malady

ummer

lour boxes of

these pills with them.

alino

aa

months rhoiild lake three

instant.meon

t

effect

headache in

of

Thev

have

inspection oi

White Vest

w

rapidly cleanse the liver of surrounding hile.

are

sold

hy

a

ip

Summer

drugged

all

SPECIAL

I-ol*

alu

Taj*,

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and l’.i !ru->

Latest

uiid ior

All

Tar Salve,
Tar

Soap,

inhaling

to

Tar inhalers,
for
Asthma.

Forest

by

all

Druggist*.

Cattle

grade.
Cattle—Nothing doing

Store
in the Store Cattle
trade. Most of the small Cattle that are brought into market are sold for Beef.
Sheep and Lumbs--The supply from the West, the
!a>t week has been light all owned by butchers, win*
employ agents at the West to buy and ship direct to
them every week. There are i>ut few Sheep and
Lambs olfered in market for sale.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesalers 1-bc per lb, retail, > J bat) 1-bc per lb. Eat Hogs 4800; prices 0 1 be
per lb.

HELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly f >r I he Journal
By C. II. Sakuknt, No 8 MainStreei.
f lour
$10.b7nl:t.5(j Cor'ted Beet
PaOU

Rye

I Oats
Beaus

Potatoes,

Apples

Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Eggs
Round Hog
Fork Bucks
Lard
Beet
Veal
Dry (tod
Pollock

7'»a77 Mut on
7aS
77 Lamb
17a0n
1.50 Turkey
loal.7
1.25 Chicken
Oouoo
85 Fowl
loala
77 (Jeese
10al7
$b.b5a..'5to Duck
lbal::
»i.7a77 Hay
$lo.ooul5.oo
70aS5 Straw
$»».00a7.00
0u7 Washed Wool
;;;;
KialS I'll washed
bo
Rial'.) Hides
-hi..
lb Calf Skins
In
7 Lamb
l.;7uab.b7
Id Hard Wood
$1 70ao.70
Halo Soft
$:t.00u.'5.50
8a 10 Shorts per Ct.
$1.57
0a7 Lime
«»5
7a(» Butter Salt
b7
4 Plaster
$1.00

I ill ended

Mawia-jres.
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if ;, mi don't purdia e. No tn>ul>I.
^m,'i>o!,'t forget tile phi, r.
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Ir. to 10e pt-c

yard.

Ladies of this city can vouch lor the truth of tin*
statement when wc publish tin* fact thai \v«* soil
Ham!»ur?:>. line quality. Heavy Work, p.od whcci
pattern.' '■> in. w ide tor rj.’ic per yd. that act null;,
f ,)Uc
cost to iii j
pel* \ d. This is the p'l*'Mtcsl
drive of the season. W'c arc making a splendid
run mi LlambUrtis.

o

Hj

O
cr
CD

L

GO

Wc open this day

a

known from the fact that thc\

only ('arpets wound

To the Store formerly occupied hv
\\
Burk, n iu
liuvfonl Black, an.I invites all of’liis f.»nne- pat <(!e
aim friends to give him a call.
.M
Pri ■■<■> will I.- a

j

L O "W 2

he purchased elsewhere, Thankful for
past
favors and would still .* dicii p ilrouagI*|<-arail
and take a look at the >M place so well known.
as can

1

Ill Belfast, May b7tli, by Rev. J. T.
Bixny, Oliver
II. Lanpher of Stockton, and Mrs. Meivemt ('.
-N ic.hols of Searsport.
In Morrill, May lbth,
by David Nash, Esq., Ainbrose J. Dodge «>l Belfast, ami Yerena Mixer of
K liox.
In Rock la ml, May b.'td, Mr. William S. White and
Mi>* Jennie C., eldest
daughter ol (.en. Davis'I ill
sou, both ot Rockland.
In Rockland, May bith, Mr. E. Mont. Pern and
Miss A lime Belle Pendleton, both of Rockland.
In I n.on, April 24th, Mr. Lara E. Butler of
Union,
and Mrs. Hattie B. (’arleton ol
Appleton.
In Union, May '.Mb, Mr. Delest.m M.
of
Young
Warren, and Miss Emma F. Morse of Union.
<iouhlsboro. May Rith, Mr. Joseph s. Emerson
and Miss Emma J. Moore, both of (iouldshoro.
In North Penobscot, Muv loth, Mr. ( has. E. Or-tv
and Miss Lizzie A. Blaisdell, both oforland.

Recent

also

Agen I for

f

he

Competition compels

Hartford and

And will continue t-> s. 11 for Thirl \
TEAS at lorinei prices, 1»« ing cargo

l»n s longer
price-, vi,
cent-.
Japan Teas,
good Japan lea,
J pounds for $ 1 .<•-», or
cents single pnuml, on!\
pounds to one person; a very go id Japan f.-a, 1
poll uds for .•si uo, only I p- m mis I * one ] r-ou ; I-. n
lisli Brcakfa-i I eas,’-|o. :.o and iln cents p.
pound,
only 1 pound at one :|i ; B.e-t Quality < »olon•: P a,
Best

10

and

ad

for da cents, former pi
4£d“ l he above | a< all
sold at \\ hole-all
•<

i1-

and

wniTallte

IIP

i

good

No

|

:i<

England House.

atronage.
’ll. IPHAILs,
Belfast, May >, 1 >.
U II.L
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m
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fm. >
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L MIL.

horse about leu ears old, weight
louo |br«-d with black points, good
ciyle, p.rbctlv sound ami kind, sal'.- li.i
huli.s to drive, work on where, -land*

without hitching.
Also one jigger, or erook< d axle wagon ; one light
road gig; one wagon; two riding harm -se.-;; ol,e
team liai-ness, all second band.
l b*- bai nice of our stock oi (i ocei i.-s, ( Tockervw\\ oodeii-ware. e|c w ill be sold fur les I hail
cost, to cash customer
A. P. M A\S|-1|-.| |> & <•<
dwls
Pool of Main Street,

AGENT'S WANTED FOR—THE

n

(iiiientm. whblD

ft containsfull <1. -c.n|
m)i;,issiit/r„rlio\
y. ;.t «irm-, Ah-:. Yllnor. The
Luml. d
c,
:to«l ».th *4.,
Lit :r.ivu,/,-. This is tl.« o,,l„
c jiu'iicU: iii.sti.iy
publish- -l oi hi. ..untries involved iu the

Holy

Ilussism-Tu rk isli War

This grand new work thr result of It--,-, nt and K-. torHV‘‘ inivcl m .-ill (In* c. unit lie.Hu.,. !.
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n
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“!' "1 IV
buuk -II..- ON 1 -me on II..- II, j.s t iiiwl tile l.,-t
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v......
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I.
1 I j 1«< 1:*• t *r \, m 1 .-I vr-.
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Aye

bepaidfor. J
Northport, May'.Mb, Fannie E., only daughter
('apt. E. F. and llozilla J. Cunningham.

Darling Fannie Imw we miss thee,
Here thy loss we deeply feel,
But ’tis Clod that has bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal.
At Freedom, May 25th, Hon. Joshua F. Elliot,
aged ()7 years and 7 months.
in Rockland, May bbd, Harvey P. Hutchinson,
aged 51 years and 1J days.
In Ellsworth, May 3tl, .Samuel B. Moon-, aged 40
years. May 21st, Raymond W. Perkins, aged 28 yrs.
In W. Camden, May loth, Mary Rebecca, daughter
ol ('apt. D. 1*. and Mrs. A. H. Andrews,
aged 5 mos.
and 11 days.
In Koeknort, May lstli, Mrs. Lizzie, wife of (Jen.
Huse, aged 20 years.

a!

each. Splendid qualitv
only Vde each.
IV

c

vapidly moving

are

they

from

India

Striped,

Boys

Wear

open this .lay Special Burp, al us of a!!
( assimeres al ->S and 7de
per yd.

!!»»■■

have no Bins at le per paper, and no
Thread at le per spool. We do Ii.il w ish to ell
•ounler the displeasure of any huh enough to sell
\\ e sell a pood Bin at
her poor Bins or Thread.
• e
per paper, ami a New Thread. Vdd yds. ('. cord,
smt.dile fur machine sewing, at de per spool.
( L I UK'S d- ('OATS'
SPOOL TUtt PAD.
only ue per spool.

..

A

('rowleCs lh

-a

Needle-

per paper.

flunks lor past t.ivnrs, beg** Inav.l" inform hi- frit-mis aiel the
•f
public generally
tlul Is*- lias returned ami n opened tin* stole

■

A. 1). Wo in

a 1x0 To;;

&

< ....

Puldisl,.,

li;,ritual,

C'uu u-

A UK) SS. Taken oil execution iu favor <d
Milton P. Paiter, and against rharle-, Embush, and will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder on the twenty eighth
day of June next,
at two of the clock in the afternoon, at the office of
J. Ib March, in the city of Belfast, all lln* »jgld iu
which Charles 1 urbu-h. <>f said Belfast, had
to redeem the same w hen the same was attached on
the original wit to redeem the following described
real estate, to wit
A certain parcel of mil estate
situated iu said Belfast, and the same that said Eurhunli mortgaged to E. \V. Berry, by his
mortgage deed
dated line. 17, 1871, the sum of live hlimited and
lil'ty
dollars, and tin-same laud conveyed by the said K.
W• Berry to said Enrbusli l»v his deed of the same
date lof the above mentioned mortgage. Reference
to sa d deed recorded in t he Waldo
Registry of 1 leeds
tor a particular description of said premises.
E. 8. WALLS, Sheritf.

W

equity

Belfast, May JO, 1877.—:UvTs

“

87k

all Wool

“

Carpetings

A \isit

to our

pa> you
\oii

only

21 ami .'!Hf per

Crashes he per yard. Table Damasks from
« cuts
"i
per yard.

_

P>S,

v

Ac to

CRASH, only 5c Per Yard
I'KINTS, WEST' ijl'AI.1 I S

JJEM.VT

Tapestries, Extra
Super aud Super. Also

OIL CLOTHS i STRAW MATTINGS.
I have bought 1113- goods for < 'AStl at a
very LOW
ligme, and will be enabled to give my customers
belter bargains than heretofore.
A miv ing of from I'LN to I I KTKLN per cent can
be nude by buying your good at the N I'.W NT< Htlh
I promise nothing in this paper, but what I can
fulfill at my store at.

Belfast. Me.

5 Cents

Per Yard.

|*|{|\ IS.

\|i

20

Cents.

WIDE

I'.WoWN

:

Carpet

\TICK (,)|
■lu INC.

STTMPKD sill ICC

A I.I l\

10 Cents.

Only

s'I’ock

inspect

room

our

will well

op

Goods

Fancy

yd.

lop.

yd.

IV |HM'

slil.r.TlNi;.

5 Cts. Per Yard.

rc-

larpc stock and

EOT

op

German

Corsets,

Oxily 25 Gts.
The Charm Corsets Only 42c.
LINE

OP

CLOVES,

KII) (t h< >\ KS, e\or\ I'air
we an selliim at *!
Funner l’riee. -d.iiti.

Large Lot of

Remnant

Carpets

Weed. Horn tile t'aetoric.s selling from

Spool Thread

Ct!

1

PINS, Full Papers, only ONE Cent.

20 to 60c per

Fringes, Hamburgs, Handkerchiefs,
Hesery, Gloves,&c.,

yd.

We are selling at as l.nW I'KICF.S.
Don't hesitate to eiiliiea lid see ns wliet her
von are rra,l\ to Inn or noi.
■

CUmilSandrimnES!
Iii order to furnish our customers with

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

Meadow king Mower!

full list of Housekeeping (Hoods,
have thought it for

interest to purchase

our
a

Selling

STUCK OF

Curtains and Fixtures.

call attention to our New Stock of Laees al
LOW CLICKS. Notice of Curtains and Fixtures
w ill he found iii am tlier column

We

KID
Splendid

these goods,

ahled

to

we

have been

Celebrated American Makers.

eii-

selec-

LARGE

We open this day our Bull Stock of Bara so|>. \
ing in price from VAe toSA.no

Styles and Patterns

Fine

STOCK

Waltham Movements

warrant an

prices that will

immediate sale

oil

them.

Irnvc

Rich

Geo.

W.

83 Main St.

Kirkett,
City Block.

HAM)
in

Geo.
83 Main

W.

Burkett,

(

\SKS.

hr I; I

Patterns IHRl.t l
M ANl'FACTOR\

FINGER
STOXK.

1

KKMKMBKK THE STOKE.

li'K la.

\\n t: \ nu 1.xus. srn.xt:
<;ahm:t i xd nt:a hi.

than at the

'Goods delivered to all parts of 11 ui
city promptly and free of Charge.

a

Sofid Cold Setts!
n xs

New and

Certainly (ioods haw* never Been sold cheaper
present time, and it is our intention to
fulfil the prophecy of an eminent prophet, who
that
competition would In* liveh for
predicted
lively it certainly w ill he.
Spread Priees made lo Country Meet hauls,

N

STh'i) \ o'

/•; 77 1/ /
mrr tin-,, / rrn.i: mo \ 7:1

can

NEW CURTAINS!
W hich will tie sold at

\SI.S

ASS.UITMIMS IVIK*
of the LA ID KS l
OKKEKKI* IN I'llis "Kc l‘ION, giving a good
chance lor select inn.

IN

ai v

t

One

You

PARASOLS.

\N D MIAS Sl/.Ks

OPKN AND lirVNNi.

Cohns.
50 Cents Per Pair.

OPPnR I t N I I V

Gold <$c Silver Watches.

LAD IKS

make good

oF ENTIRE

Only

vol lt

consulting experienced judgment

CLOVES.

Assortment of

1>

Low Prices!

Wry

id

NOW

tions and have secured a

ol'

Brussolls and

1)01

1*1:1 Ni'. ( T lojrr Styles

PIECES

warranted,

on

ell J 'Towels. Ill inches loll"-. IS inches wide
all Linen heav\. fur Vo cents.

pattern-1, and

CARPETINGS !

471 f

Huckabuck & Damask Iowels

Best (Jnalilv

In

\\'e

FurnishingGoods

No. 78 Main St..

I.OT' ,,f

Is Complete.

-A X l»-

Consisting

I.AKUi:

a

IT I.I.

(ieiitlemeu. look at the Stoekimrwe sell al I7e pelpair. well worth A 7 ‘e per pair.

entire New Slock of

lint- and elegant lino of choice
\v«*I|.kiio\vii nukes of

25 Cents.

interest to Bl'Y.

€ la 0 T H S !

o, a

Also

yd.

will learn that it is for your

we

TOWELS.

No. 78 Main Street,

AI

Very Large Size Damask iowels.

oLW

.15 k (ilc.

Ctiijiclintfs. Splendid Styles,

Oil CInlIs from .10 to 50c |ier

Hosiery.

V_

OA

Per Yard

Tapestries,desirable patterns-$1.10

a

Linen and White Goods.

Harris,

I-I A T S..

25 Cents

we

Gents

Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing

i.inen.

rjuni.E

Silk & Worsted

NEEDLES.

in the Field !

an

75 Cents.

Only

Only 50 Cts.

our

runny

With

riK KKEY WED rA 111.1 DAMASK.
4 \Y;uT;mt(‘(l I nst (Viols,

On y 70 and 75c per yd.

II. H. Johnson & Co.

\\rilll

25 Cents Per Yard.

Only

| y(]

<!’■ Woolen S/tatrls,

Woolens for Men &

.Milward's

Arnold

i‘oi’i.lNs. in ,ii! .tad,

Selling at i2 1-2 Cents
WARRANTED ALL LlNEN.

90c

“

Naylor,
Extra Weight

Are umlerthe supervisionol'Mr. I’rannaran. whose
services we have secured. and whose loutrexperi
cnee in the Dry (ioods business,
eminently til him
for that department of (ioods he likes so well.

Counter.

Again

add

Naylor Carpets

"

“

FLcLfoks.

/'/

Sheriff's Sale.

In

examine
as

^wi.lNt pit »\

SHAWLS!

vwi;

iM

,,,

to

37 1-2 Cents.

HID

We

invitation to the

public generally,

:;w-|s

Sale.

For
/

Lul

Fins and. Thread.
an

Only

Lowell, Ex. Superfine 95c per yd.

quality Silk lidfclis,

Ladies,

Wo extent

ISWII.I.I ANTI \ I

Only

so
successfully ran 1 <\ 1 lie
laru'e linns in Boston, have been secured, and
sell al the prices quoted hy lliemvi/.:
Twenty-live Cents each.

demand.

these Goods at once,

\ •r I would give noli.-.- that we hav»
tak.-u the New I nghind Mouse, and
I endeavor to keep a lirst class hoti <• iu
•cspects, ami trust that by stii.-t atten
to business we shall merit a fair share

*

17 Gents,

do eeui

to

us

compete in pi ices.

Hemp Carpclins's

a

jkitth 11 ><; i •:

New

.lul)

A

popular

in such

are

AU’ACI A,

Only

of

Dress Goods,
Which

U K

jyjj

Sira» Mullins's

Hemmed Stitched Hdfchs.

Paisley,

Only

the

to our Slock the

Lmbroideml silk, at W»c per pr.
Look at the 11 K A V Y qualit ol 1:os.- wc -(-11 two
pairs lor 'few uty ii\ c t Vut--.

(60

those very

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.

i > I id i >.
trie Date, Hume and

am

Case

are

on

Cntliii (’liains .Marked Dunn from 10 to

nice quality

Baibriggan Hose,

Silk

Another

1!I,ACK

QOOI)

so

that citizens of Waldo w ould not be com
polled to po abroad in order to secure a

All Hmil

?

Sg....

! lie

Day, Monday, May 28th,

ottered that

were

Boston Houses,

—

l l mm & cn
I
Goods
Dry
pieces)
This

l’rices

would meet those ot

in

<"■*>

hH

could select.

to a

**

<-

tn

Cents.

Cottons from

n

CO

f~a

yeod Carour aim to keep the
best poods and most desirable styles we
access

Rrice List this Day:

HAMBURGS!!!

"JJ

id
O

that Belfast needed
It was
pel Stock.

Hartford, Ex.

tp»

J

-i

7'lose

?J

co

Tf)

on:

£?

I’i.AIO OKKss

4 Cents Per Yard.

CD

Tf

full

10 and 12 l-2c Per Yard.

our

The war in l’rints till eontinues, and for
a
.olid shot, we open this day three ease
Ill's 11 perfect, nice qua lit \ tie si la lilt -I \ !r.
of 1 >i t. l’l int: at nc per yd.

Cotton. Cloths!

c

Stock of Carpetings
from the first: with the km w ledpe

A\,TK purchased

soil

\vr

e shall
open this day one ease of these
goods, which we shall sell at the
startling Id >\V I’KICK of Sr per
y art!.
..ptalii y, do not
fail lo inspect them.

I’row

EL

Wool,

50 Cents Per Yard.

j»l.

I n order to

Hi
H

!

sell them.

we can

From 62c to S1.25 Per Yard.

I’Kk'ES OF

CARPETINGS!

nr

i

..

M A I till K I>.

must

°

lifts removed 1 ii- stuck of

/

James 15. Crocker, Jr., of Boston, and Miss Murv
A Doake of Belfast.
.lames D. flicker and M iss Nt ttie J. Kuowlton.
(ieorge F. Hassell anti Miss Medora E. Dunbar.

Obituary notices,beyond

Kniokoibockor Dress Goods!

KITTRIDGE

R,

—

Barley

O

REMOVAL! Jusl Received

Market.

Wi;i>ni;si»av, May hi.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2<>.'5ii; Slu e])
l Lambs liibo; Swine. P.khi; number Western
Cattle bT.xi; Eastern Cattle
—; Milch Cows and
Northern ( attle l-lo.
1'rices of Beef (.’attle per 100 lbs, live weight--Extra quality $•> b7a0 Ob 1-b; lirst quality $7 >7 1-bati lb
1-b; second quality $7 Ob l-ba7 :;7 1-b; third quality
$7 00a5 25; poorest grade ol coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c.f
$.; Ob l-ba4 87 1-b.
Brighton Hides 7 1 base per lh; Brighton Tallow 0
1 be per lh. Country Hides 7 l-bu7e ]ier lb; Country
fallow na7 1-bc per lit. Calf skins llalbe per lb;
Sheep and Lamb skins 77cal bf> each.
Working Oxen—But few pairs in market and not
much call for them. We have not noticed any sales
this week.
Milch Cows
Extra $57a07; ordinary $J7u7o.
Most of the Cows olfered in market for sale are of a

Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

SL

15 cents.

at

Alpacas!

6

H

Assortment

KNICKKKlioCKHK
(i(K)lls.

«•

an

common

cie.

ila*11 Si ro( -t,
Ferguson & Littlefield.

tvSrnosla

.Brighton

Call and sc* u
how goods.

‘2‘2

Catarrh, Consumption,

For Sale

of

only

For

the Toilet and Bath.

or

II

Balbriggan

('hapi)ed Hands, Fait lilieum, Fkin Diseases,

or

u

••

large lot of

look

Piles.

forest
fT

«-vt

Hemiried-stiiChsd Handkerchiefs!
.VI-:N,

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcer?, Cuts, Burns,

or

Tranmimjs.

in

Another

Purify.ng the Breath.

forest

Styles

ON THE

WOODEN ROLLERS.

H

you will
the

and the remarkable

long and favorably know it as a durable pood and desirable Carpet, at a fair valufabric, selling at got per yard.
ation. With these views we purchased
I. \Ri!F.I.Y of the LOWI.LL HOODS,

So

oo

In-

a! t

Arlington Dress Goods

CD

.TO.-.-. E.

..

We glia rat ih-e -citi-lad it m in

Tar Troches,
forest
or‘'or** 'fliioat, JIoarseness, Tickling Cough ami

v
«J

to he f.nind

'-

per yard, a quality deserving
notice. Look at our lilaek Cashmere I 1 yd wide at *7 I Jr,
sold Idr * I ,g."> per \ d.

01

IViillirsery^

vv

nOe.

Do lioL lull lo look ;il the Alpm.t
ill \if>c per yard.

gj

see

U K A K LowPric *es

>

''

Black

6

We have secured I lie sefvici -of .Mi-- -||.\ IN,
i. late from I 'ill ••if
ei-h -hr n«-d I Ion
-, \\ i nl *-r > i, I-.,
ton,) who I- ever r> ady in Imw oar ru Mow
tin-

Iniial ai.i.i f..r < atarrh,
l.;u,ieai. i-., ami Asthma.

[s

i1.

NE

forest Tar (’oiisumptioii,
Solution,
...[

ot

Look ill our nice quality of Itlnek Silks
from *1.00 to *g.OO per yd., former
prices *l.gn lo sg.nlI per \ ard.

Department

Hi

a

25 Cents Per Yard.

o

Flowers, Bonnets ant! Round Hats,

NOTICES.

•Forest

New Si\ les

dust pureha-t .| ill l:<r |(),\ hv.Mi
l.itl led. id, and
'elected \* i 1 :1
eat CUfe.
fl.e I
II
f
Styles of

hiliou- attack. Tlc-\

(hr exreedhigh Low !'rice ofgnc
per yd., rising in s," i g per yd.

ai

30

■

hours, and

patient

do

5

W

1

Fine

a

All Wool Dross Goods

■*

We ui-il to tail tie- Ul tent -Oil ol the ! a-tie-, ol it, |
hit and
ieinit
to our NKW and «• H -.: 11:
? t‘*«• k ol

will relieve

will

one

two

The\

or

the

and will eil«m*tua!I\ prevent

MILLINERY.

Familie; leaving

home for the

SUITS,

f'er Suit.

1- now complete, and the beauty of style, elegance
f liiii* 11, ami the popular low prices which we mean
a: d
distinguish these good*, will make Andrew*
loos pivemient I
In* hea«l«pni rt ers for White \ c.ms
duiia the ensuing season.
We also invite your at
lea! hm |o on
Mock of W'ooVns for men’s a ml hn s’
\v
o at
\ err l.ow priei
Please call ami e amine
I:
; an 1 Prices.
WDKI'.WS P.ltOS.,
« w hi
High Street, I>el fast, Me.

q

eu Tviivi i :ri

lias made

that lie

Are ready t<> welcome you
welcome them when you

Bargain

V.

.Maine.

a

announce

NEW 600DS

AM NT. OCAId l'lKS ( ASIIMKKK.

■

C O N Ii I T I O N S

Would this day

tained from the leading houses of
Boston, have been secured.
WI-: (tt'HTM

«■

r' a

•1

~

GEO. W. BURKETT

OIK

IJL.AOK CASHMKill’,, all
width,

placed on onr counters at price* varying Irom
*2.00 to $li 00 Per Pair.

Out

AM)

Grand Reduction

We d-sire to rail Special attention to, with li con*ists
T»0 "':‘it -of New a ml f. legant uesign* made hy ilm
Wuneii Woolen t o., Warren, Air., an 1 -aid to be
I 11
b *t Style produced this season, at only tfl.i.no
I r -ait. T!h se suits arc very low at. .Slvoo per *uit.
e

Come Slight Along ?

for which

■!'

\\

Lower Prices than Ever

WE EXPECT YOU!

BROS.,

*9.00 Per Suit.

Another

—0 F—

(i u

Suit sold splendidly at .s I l.ft. ;;!1 tie.- season,
in consequence we liuil ;ne sizenmewhat
l<r. veil thus early. We have therefore concluded to
close them at the abo\ e I .<) W 1 K1 (’!■. ; o make room
lor.NTW (.ot *1 >s daik arriving.

dii-t

M.

to

T'liiii'siiay. May lOtli.
We give our First Grain! Opening in our
New and well ligliteil Store. For the
past three weeks our patronage has been
exceedingly large, and our store thronged
with customers, (as tin* citizens of Belfast
can well testify) still we have not been
enabled from tin: want of sufficient help
to present to our customers the
many attradix e bargains secured for their especial inspection.
Having received extra help, we are enabled to give the trade, that attention it
has alxvaysjbcen our aim to give. Citizens
of Belfast and of Waldo County, we invite you to inspect our goods, iearn our
prices and see if our opening is not a
grand ovation in favor of our patrons.

-A.1: the Old. Sha^iid

H.H.Johnson&Co

following Special 1’argain.s

PLAID

25

md*

i,.

.•>.

a.

Second
Ihir.M- of f l'-".
:l to
V.

very preva

now

!

I

Fixtures.

83 Main St., CITY BLOCK,

New and Seasonable Suits.

I

e.

troubled with the complaints

are

him will receive
GuvJG*

TROUSERS!

ounce

i-

St., lielfast, Me.

All business eufru-tei! to
prompt a-ttent ion.

■

prevention is worth

of

Law,

at

I’elegraph liuilding, :>

1
a.id

JUNE
MEETING,
Wednesday & Thursday,
JUUE 20th and 21st, '77.
r<l/l M U\

JOH XSON,

15 SuiSs All Wool Scolcli Plaid Goods.

IJ.M’AST

disordered eondition. until

to

K.

Only

may 1m* caused lo al

low ill; the how els

\v

ANDREWS

MB'. CABiH.EM: i- bi.deb ick.
|-c:
:;-h

Trotting;

NEW STORE,

is:>t;*tu■.•. (live

Ivlrs. B. IL "Wells.

Tuner.

B o A R D..

and NEW.

sal i-Actio:; given in every
I! 1»!• t«*rt• you ]»:;ifliit.—.

a miner at the corner
(on or address

Be!i:i>t. Ma

he

e

;;

with board •■.oi be obtain,1.]
ot Court am! Bark

rooms

for tin-

Street.-.

Imny

a

,t

STOCK

Everything FRESH

Juts

>1.1 .AsA \ T

I

1

v\

Woodcock’- B.ook-t.a.- belore
ccive prouipt attention.

a!

ill

u

S y m ME&

on

To all. particularly invalids, spring iseason.

It

•*

.V

ra-i';:.

GOULD,

OBdune 7th,

record when' lh\ MorriT
Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and llorehound has
failed lo yi\ e satisfaction.
On tin* othei hand,
wherever il has heeii used i>v our people. m seven*
eohls, e o u a 11 *•. aslhtiia. hroiiehitis. croup. whoop
iuy eouj;!i. and eousunipt ion. they are cut hii'-iasl ie
in it.--. praiM-.
Foiiiainiuy no opium or other dangerous druy. it doe.; not con.slipate, ami is safe to
administer in all conditions of health. This is :m
important anuouneennwit. and the su tiering are ad
\ 1 ed I', heed it.
Trial Sl/.e. |Uet.- 1 large N!/e. .>0
Sold By W. O. Poor A Son,
«-ls.. and One Dollar.
sole agents for Belfast. A. ,1. Jordan ayent Idr or
\i~o
land. K. B. Stover, ayent for Bueksport.
agents Idr Prof. Parlo r's Pleasant Worm Syrup,
w hieh i-- sure death lo worms,
to
lake,
pleasant
and ie.piires no physic.
Price
cents.
Try it.
no

Haul.

an

Known!

Jfailure

o

for

Witness.”

SELF AST.

Inducements

Curtains,

Geo W. Burkett’s

Styles

Tincl tlio

SAILED.

Potions

-Pills,

a

train passed.

some

it

■'

\\

hn.k

other damage done. The girl was
into the American House where -he soon
'•red
They were sisters, ami calm- from
"
Men accompanied them, but for some
'pol l.
on alighted from the teams before coming into
city, allowing the fair ones to come in with

1

liMiA.M

.\.

a\ "ii,

Latest.

in the .‘State.

J'.Mli, lai. dames Miller, Barker, Bo-ton;
schrs. Brunetie, Kieh, m ar.-pm : ; Abbs (.ah Durloj
Salem; A. Haytord, Bendleton, Combi,, Mariha
Emma, Burge--, lishing grounds.

*•

•nieiit

Jr

Carpetings,

reived the

Vi

LARGEST

•Ma;.

A

a

'■

If your morning cup of eolfec makes you feel
or lenders your nerves
unsteady, substi
a cup of
Walter Baker A Co.'s ‘delieiou;
Chocolate. It is nutritions, healthful, and wry
easy of preparation. All grocers soil it

England Hons,

"

Holmes,

K

her

See

Ferguson

Just

SPECIAL

:

—(> Y

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

MKw-

ARK IV ED.
May JBh, sells. M.laat, Smith, Vinallno; Tri«b-,
Teague, Mi. l»es«-n ; Tiger, Keth, ;i..;
Jachin, Cetchell, l.ynn, .Mass.
May •-Mill, schs..JohnnieMe.-erve, IIem h, (>- •: •/.Lauding, Yu. .M. Boyd, tjuinn, Bangor; lari, < uttlinigliam, Banpnr, for < ape Ann, amt -ail. d ■a-tli
May J7i.li, scim. Bann r, Kriowlton, Bo-ton; 1). K.
Arev, Batter hall, do; C. li. Over, Hr. Man.-ou,
Wind-o,. N S: Olletie, ButteiWn, Bangor.
May J-th, sell.-. < ‘-met, F‘deli, Bangor; UP mg ti-li,
Harvey, i.rnml Mmum; E. s. Wilson. 1 11.
n.
Lvdia Ann. Mor.-e, li-ning ground
Bock] rt
•James Nei -ou, Kendall, liungoi-, to !i, ‘.| lor Beach

qualmish,

system

A nump

I he
Mei

■■.in

f'OHl

tute

this

1

! ice.

The ••American* of Boston, more than sustains
its well earned reputation as one of the best man
aged Hotels in New England. Particular attention
is paid to the comfort of guests and a desire 1<>
please is apparent in all parts of the House.

moon

iie

names

1

Ore;;.ill.

to

e

Haley,

and the local of the Ago have inter
viewed each other. The scribe thinks the moon
is not necessarily a drv one. What tin* moon

Im- No P engine at lie machine shop.
iil he pul in first efts* order

cm-■:e

ami

who ree.-ntlv sold In- farm

Pailerson.

'■iM

more

Piissiau proper

wav

Slc-e/.e

-•

swimming

ni

>

v

down

eame

I

t.
season f"i box
m*«l is close at band.

■-

sprimv. and the

him

:i-rs seem

a

•bulge Williamson was absent last week in Bos
ion. attending to forwanline. bis Historv of Belfast
'file work is nearly completed, and will be
n-a.iy for delivery by tin* ‘Joth of June.

Street

is

1

duelling house

a

presented

who recently died in W inter
port was one of the original subscriber.- to ihis paper—a list in which the lapse of half a century
has left but few survivor.-.
B.

smv

DEDICATION

MiLLiNERY!

Appleton,’May

at

soldiers, were
Decoration day. and the grounds
beautiful appearanc e.

dress—all

of

style

on a new

<3rI=LA.3>J33

May’

Dr. C. V.

George 0. Bailey jumped
Sunday morning and injured bis back so
to

on

! Me

ed(je of its ejferts, and not upon what some practitioner (who always makes long hills rhyme with
pills) may say of it. Dr. Pierce is in receipt ol
letters from hundreds of the largest wholesale and
retail druggists in the I'nited States stating that
at the
present times there is a greater demand foi
the Holden Medical Discovery and Purgative Pel
lets than ever before. In a licet ions of t lie liver
and blood they are unsurpassed.

on

fence on
that he could not stand.

A

In Appleton, May cith, Alice, (laughter o Mr. and
Mrs. Eldon Burkett, aged 10 years.
In Union, May 10th, Addm MtPlrkrs, aged In
years.
In Rockland, May 18th, Mrs. Hannah, wne oi
Luke Casey, aged i'.h years.
In itoekland,
lsth, Mr. Thomas W. Spear,
aged ait years, > months and .> days.
in Wane.i, May 11th, Miss Mercy J., daughter ot
John and Eli/a Matin \vs, aged JU vi s, .1 mo-.
In Union, .May l;:ih, Mr. Charles Miller,
aged f>7
years.
In Winterpon, April Hth, Major Ebene.ar B,
Haley, aged 7- cars, ! urn id !is, Vday
hi
Uitli, Mrs. Aide’ll Wentworth,
aged .11 v ears.
In So. Hioniast.m, Ma\ 1 >tli, tieorgie \.,
daughter of Unrest and 1C -ter Morrill, aged 1 vears, !
months and 1. da\ -.
•.

belonging

a

out.

are

horse

A

iratup has again put in an appearance.
V'U tin* white va sts will come out in force,
—

of northern lights

Decoration Day.

f Me

i

display

'Hie shoe factory and sash and blind
factory shut
down, and business places
generally wen* closed on

looked better,

never

line

was a

!■. W. Pitcher lias taken bis line
span of horses
to Boston, for sale.

take from thence a purer nobler life,
trust and love fraternal, rise anew.
ouiitrv loyal, and to manhood true.
.*« m us forgiveness as the better
part.
: hind, in deathless union, heart to heart,
a shall the seed. broadcast in war and
gloom,
l.an est promising, spring up and bloom.
<!»:i!l the widow’s tear, the orphan’s wail,
blood bought sacrifice for us avail.
m >h:ill the stainless
Hag they died to save,
nd of hope and sign of freedom, wave.
a ad union,
born of death and shame.
:i crown Columbia with enduring fame.
fhe

a reliable
remedy for the disease indicated. Tin
lady wisely resolves that in future her estimate
any medicine will he based upon personal kw/-

looking beau-

are

Monday evening.

!

\-

streets

on our

o

I here

:.tc* angel Peace! upon each lowly mound.
Pi tears bedewed and fragrant blossoms crowned,
1
ms t » east each baleful thought of strife.

,,

he shade trees

1

tifully.

[Original.]

vocation.

n

i

mud.

FROM

IIIK

<

RINGS!
A.Mi

1‘J. UX!

great variety,

ALL, AT REDUCED PRICES

At HERVEY'S

Jewelry Store.

St., McClintock Blk.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

Meadow

King Mower!

The

Wow

Crusade.

Shocking Turkish Cruelties.

[From the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.]
in the days of the voice of the seventh angel
when lie shall begin to sound, the mystery of Hod
should be finished, as He hath declared to His servants. the prophets.—Rev. x: 7.
i.

Trump

of the Lord.— 1 hear it blow!
Forward the Cross: the world shall know
.L‘hovah's arm against the foe.
Down shall the cursed Crescent go!
To arms—to arms!
Hod wills it so.
II.

Hod help the Russ! Hod bless the Czar!
Shame on the swords that trade can mar!
Shame on the laggards, faint and far.
That rise not to the holy war.

Kx President Grant, on his arrival in Loudon,
will have a special audience with ^ueen Victoria,
mm be the guest of Mr. Disraeli and other eminent
It is said that, in deference to the high of
men.
lie. he has tilled, the <thieen will
pay him a visit.

To arms—to arms!
The Cross our Star.
hi.

How long. 0 Lord!—for thou art
just :
\ ongcance is thine—in thee we trust.

Stub) JUrbwtismtnts.

Wake, arm of Hod, and dash to dust
Those hordes of rapine and of lust.
To arms—to arms!
Wake swords that rust.
IV.

Forward the Cross. Break clouds of ire !
Break with the thunder and the lire !
The new Crusades let Faith inspire :
Down with the Crescent to the mire!
To arms—to arms.
To vengeance dire !

I

v.

Forward the Cross. That night recall,
of ravished maids and wives withal.
With blood that stained Sophia's wall.
When Christians saw the Cross down fall.
To arms—to arms.
Ye nations all!

Tlie Healthier of u* are Liable to obstructions in the bowels. Don’t neglect them. It is
not necessary to outrage the palate with nauseous !
drugs in such cases. The most effective laxative
known is Tap rant’s Biterv ksckxt Sai.tzkh1
Ai'KRIKNT, and it is also the most agreeable. Its
operation is soothing, cooling, painless. Sold bv all

VI.

To high Stamboul that Cross restore !
H lit ter its glories as of
yore.
Down with the Turk. From Europe's shore
Drive back the Paynirn drunk with gore.
To arms—to arms.
To arms once more !

druggists.

VII.

Thought

WITH

F. W. DEVOE i CO'S,PARIS GREEN.

For circulars how to use, address cor. Fulton tin.I
William fcf..
«*tt
Vork
Manufacturers ot
White Lead, Colors, Varnishes, Oils, and Faints

THE BLACK
THE

With all his conscience and one eye askew.
false, lie partly took himself for true:
Whose pious talk, when most his heart was dry,
•Made wet the crafty crow's foot round his eye :
\\ ho never naming Cod
except for gain.
•s" never took that useful name in vain ;
Made Him his cat's-paw. and the Cross his tool.
A nd
lirist the bait to trap his dupe and fool:
Nor deeds of gift, but gifts of grace lie forged.
And. snake like, slimed his victim ere lie gorged
And oft at Bible meetings, o'er the rest
Arising, did his holy, oily best.

tails, Boiling Jeysers, noble Scenery, immense (Jorges, etc. With 27 line illustrations, and new map.
Price ONLY 10 CEN TS. Sold bv \ 1.1. .N K\YSIM' A >.» us,or sent post-paid for 12
eents'by DONNELLY
LOYD &. CO., Publishers, Chicago, Ml.
!

k)

RT Extra EiiM‘ VIix«»«1 far«lw, with name,
i*J lO cts., post-paid. L. JO\ES & CO., Nassau,
New Vork.

:

I

No. -11 Park
this

Row, New Vork.

A N I)

FurnishingGoods
Which lie oilers Tor Sale at

Prices that Can’t be Beat!
of

j

this kind will lint I it lor their advantage

j

ing
I

am

here

myself, at No- 54
forget it.

April

do,

I.

trade,

and

found

Choice

some

place

HIGrH

lie

to

buy your lish is at

STREET,

Basement of Old

Telegraph Building.}

very

Lobsters

V.

youthful

friend for

devoting

too much
of his life to horses, w as so overcome when
the other replied that life was hut a span
that he was obliged to go home and lie
down and take a little rhubarb out of a
decanter.

ALL and

ClJ oiler

ton

Hawkeye.

The name of a man who runs a hotel
in Gonzales county, Texas, is Mr. Pod.
He spells il with a [tea.

that we have
customers.

see

our

season.

Specialty.

a

to

1r. ('OLLIXS, Belfast. Me.

NEW
Every day
L'l Al.i

PRICES

I

MEADOW lil\(« MOWED

Tkx

years’ successful

use

(1

BELFAST.

New Iron
Possesses more

REMOVAL!

CAM A STICK/>

Meadow

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,
The Store lately occupied by George F. White, where
welcome my old customers.

The BeSt „f

Constantly
and

I

am

on

WARE

hand.

faithfully

sole

attended

to.

Agent for the

Furnace,
Winthrop
gives
That

such universal

Come and look at
my store.

niv new

MOOXTSTS

DRUG STORE!
and Chemicals !

Drugs

large Stock and great variety

A

WOOD'S

Mower,

TRUSbES !

PROBATE

In the markut.

(roods,
Knires,

Ft Dirt/

and liual

Fomades,
Tooth Brushes,
Fare Ftnrder,

kept

F. very thing in fact

can

be found at

A FULL LINE OF

Vegetable Hitters

the best in

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.
Catarrh Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician's

only

Prescription

and

reliable

Family Receipts carefully

com-

pounded.

Belfast Steam

High Sts.

Polishing

l itf

‘*

fault." What more can he said in
its favor.
Agents wanted (responsible Farmers.)
in every town not previously eiifja{j;ed.
No matter if you can't sell more than one
ltake or Mower. Trv it.

out a

Meadow

our

native Granite polished superior
Granite.

to

Scotch

H.

ALL

L.

KINDS

Also

OF THE REST OK

American

and

Foreign

LORD’S,

MEItCIlA.VT TA I LOU.

No. 10 Williamson’s Block, High
Street.
3
IwCi

New Route to New

York,

PROVIDENCE.

Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted),
Connect at Vox Point wharf. Proviat 0 P. M.
dence, with tin- Entirely .I'en ,aiul .Tlagititicent

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

arriving in New York at f» A. M. This is the only
line affording a delightful sail throng'll Marraganw«*tt Hay by daylight.
Mo

Rooms to Let.
subscriber offers to rent the lower part of her
bouse on Spring street, Ciood and deInquire of
Mrs. MABCABET IIACCII.

dwelling
THE
sirable location.

Belfast, May 17, 18??.-4t>

and popular

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,
intermriliate

Providence ami

lamllngN

Mew

People

in want of any

Marble
Will

save

Marble,

thing

in tin

Granite

or

money

by calling

on

us,

Line,

as we

Polishing with’machinery,therefore doing
and at less

prices, than

do all
a

our

superior

can

be done

by hand.
Call and examine
fore

our

work and

get

our

in

ures

be-

purchasing elsewhere.
work warranted to

give satisfaction..

0

CLARK & FERNALD BROS.,
High St., (opposite

Court llouso)

J. T. IKKXAI.I).

A. K. CL.IKK.

Belfast,

Me.

X. KKKXAU*.

limits

FRED

ATWOOD,
Winter jiort, Mo.

Plows! Plows!

liHnern

celebrated FRYE (or
Sal*? by

rpiIE

RICHARDSON. Agent. Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. it P. It. It.
.‘fm.'iU

HANSON) Flows for

E. J. Morison &Co.,

Also agents for the HUSSEY FLOW of Unity,
and the HUSSEY and DOE FLOWS made at

Liberty.
Every Flow fully warranted, and satisfaction guarrant eed.

Castings of all the above makes, constantly
hand.
A

large

on

assortment of

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,
Just

received, to be sold at lowest

Call ami

4m39

PRICES.

see us

before purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main Street, Belfast.

Meadow

a

EAMES, D.D.S..

tin. Kim St.. llfKKSPOHT. Mi
iitf

C.

P.

LOMBARD,

DENTIST
<

.!

UK I. FAST

SU
1411

ISAAC

HILLS,

Surgeon Dentist,
Lincolnville,

JOHN

French’' Beach,
dmos.ld

Me.

HOMER, M. I).

.‘A Main Si.

ilcsitlinri1, flwrdi St.

BELFAST,

MAINE

King* Mower!

Jewelry

Casket.

For

on

said deceas-

this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
tile prayer of said petition should not he granted.
PHILO IIKRSKY, Judge.
A truecopy, Attest:—B. P. Fiki.d. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tin* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. 1). Is77.
B.

estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary B. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks .successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to b«* held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not In* granted.
PHILO II KRSKY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—B. P. Fiki.d, Register.
At a Probate Court held at lb Hast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on t he second 1 uesilay ol
May, A. D. 1877.
l». F1.ANDU.RS, widow of Hezekiah
Flanders, late of Northport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
her dower may be assigned her from tin* real estate

MARY

of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary B. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that .they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, \\ ithin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol
June next, at ten ol tin* clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not granted.
PHI 1.0 II KRSKY, Judge.
A truecopy.
Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

rMil 11; subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himselt the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
AlilliAIL IJOTKN, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
JACOB I>OTEN.
as

rill IF, subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
ELI VICKERY, late of Unity,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs;
she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
CLARISSA VICKERY.

j

TO ITS X .1 Tl'T.-l I.

i'/T.-t /.IT)

no--', earn,
ment, and

NATHANIEL SEAVKY, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ELIAS SEAVEY.

perfectly

WATER
by rust
by

poisoning by

or

healthy

pure and

article for

PIPES.

By using this piping all risks of
lead

is

s

■*

>

s

toppagc

renamed.

supply

For sale

totf

NERVOUS

DEBILITY.

Vital weakness op depression : a weak ex
feeling, no energy or courage; the result ot

lmusted

mental

over-work,

Indescretions or excessystem, is always curby HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA t HIC SPECIFIC No. 28. It tones up and invigorates the system, dispels the gloom and despondency, imparts
strength and energy,—stops the drain and rejuve
Ses,

ur some

drain upon the

ed

nates the entire

man.

Been used twenty years with

perfect success by thousands. Sold by dialers.
Brice, $1.00 per single vial, or $5.00 per package of
five vials and $2.00 vial of powder. Sent by mail on
receipt of price. Address HUM PHRL YS’HOM EOPATHiC MEDICINE COMPANY,
100 FULTON ST. NEW YORK.
1>2S
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.

PATENTS.
PL. PI. iCDDYt
No. 76 State St.,

opposite Kilby St., Boston

Secures Patents in the United States; ubo in (Jreat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. Copies
ol the claims of any Latent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
Xo Ayency in the t 'nitut States //assesses superior
/'or
obtainin'/ J'atents or ascertainin'/ the
facilities
patentability of in rent ions.
R. II. FDDY, Solicitor of Patents.
TKSTIMONIAI.S.

“I regard Mr. F.ddy as one of the most capable ant!
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had otli
cial intercourse.
('HAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.”
“Inventors cannot
wo 11 by or more

employ a person more trust
capable of securing for them an early

and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDM UN D BURK F, late < om. ot Patent-.”
Boston, October 10, l*7o.
It. II. F.DDY, Fso-—Dear Sir
you procured for
me, in 1*10, my first patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. 1
have occasionally employed the best agencies in New
York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I still give
you almost the whole of my business, in your line,
and advise others to employ you.
Yours truly,
(iFORCK DRAl’FR.

Boston, .Jan’y 1, 1*77—lyr27.

disappointhereditary

use, has pru\en
tops tlie tailing
linir ininu diateh

glossy,

an

l

that

.lust published, u new edition of l>r.
( ulterwell’n ( eleliraied
on the radical card without inedi
■J^k***®**1^ cine) of Si*kkmatok kit• ; a or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, I .mfotenrv, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments
to Marriage, etc.; also, Conm mituin, kfti.Kfsv
and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, &e.
-Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Kssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of selfabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application ol the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at. once simple,
means of which every suf
certain, and effectual,
ferer, no matter what Ids condition may fie, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radicalli/.
4h»'‘Tliis Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two post
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,

by

;

of

Belfast

Proposals for collecting the State, CounMunicipal faxes of this city for the carmunicipal year will be received by the City

tv and

Clerk until <i o’clock P. M., June 4th. The City
Council reserve the right to accept any one of said
proposals or to reject all of the same. Per < >rder,
L. 11. MUKCH, City Clerk.
4w45
Belfast, May 0, 1877.

Meadow King Mower?

for Sale.

Grocery Wagons

i!

rpm >.ihscriI.er otler1 t.»r ah 1 I \ K ,\ KW
double -i ated t. ro ce v •.
also a immher of <eroml i.aml riding "
Wagon
t all at up.
gun-,
-hop mi Washington street, t>|
I IP *S. t; A N A < > A
po-ite the tlas Work-.
IP Hast, April P.», lsT.
an!-'

often
s

its

.-trengtln-m-d

>

;

lost

hair rcgrows with lively expression, tailing
hair is checked and stablished; thin hair thicken-;
and ladl'd

or gray hairs resume their original roh r.
operation is sure and harmle-. h cures daml
the -< nip cool, chan
rulf, heals all humors, a ml k
and soft—under which condition-, diseases of the
scalp are impossible.
As a dressing for ladies’hair, the \ h.«*k is prai-eil for it- grateful ami a greealde perfume, ami aim I
for the soft lustre and richness of tone it impart''.

Meadow

King Mower.

HOTEL

DEVONSHIRE,

Its

s

Opposite
and

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and

Analytical Chemists.
by all Druggists ami Dealer- in Medicine.

Al a ‘Sold

TEE MILD'POWER

cures!

Carver's Harbor Packet.

usr

for

-'•iOwaf again
tween

thi- it
\ inalhav. n. and

twenty years.

Everywliore proved ;lie mo>i s.VI
* ni p a, i:Y( o
>i Y r YY a rTdT.T i: iYYivY
medieincs known.

tlYr "people

w ani

sirkness and

sire

thewell

Every sintrie

Meadow King Mower.
Foreclosure Notice.

CURED

^

more b\

-aid Wm.

Nichols

l>\

warrantee

deed

May l."»th, A. lb Is.' fund recorded in -aid
1,‘egi-tr; in P.ook Ml, P.agi lib And the -aid Wm
«•. N icliols, tin n-aft.-rward-, to wit, on the six teen t h
day o| Nep;. mher. A lb IsM, H-sigiied, transferred
and -e? over to the -aid s» arsport Savings Hank,
the -aid mortgage, the unpaid not. and claim there
by -eciired, amt all hi- right, titb and interest in
and to -aid limit, aw -aid a--ignnn ut ot -aid mortgage being recorded in Waldo lb-gistry of Heeds, in
Hook lf>., Page 1.
flu- conditions ot -aid molt
gage being broken, the aid Sear-port Saving- Hank
doth hereby, by reason ot -neb breach, claim to
dated

>

1

ton-close -an! mortgage.
SI. \l:>POlM

Hy ch via.i
Sear-port, May lo, l-.‘.

and*I>cpot,

BE

111.

Sear-p-*r: -.aviim- Hank of >c.ir-port, in tie
1 < ainiyol Wahio. gives notice, that Janies u.
cihnore ..t
ei-ea, in the C. unty
Sulfolk, ami
State
Ma.-saclnisftt-. on the lath d:i\ of Mav, A.
D. l-.'.i, hy his deed of that date, recorded in Waldo
County Legi.-try of Heeds, Hook !•».■. Page lul, con
veyed iii mortgage to Wm. < 1. Ni.-hols ot said Sears
part, certain real estate situated in ><ar>port afore
-aid, ami hounded and described a- follow-, to w it
Heginning at he southwest corner of land, and lo
W illiam V ouug’s, thence north twenty.two d.-gre.-west to land owned hy Jolin Ueale.-, near a large
hemlock tree: tle-nee easterly to land owned by
John (iilrnore; them-.- -.uitli tvv. nty two degre.
ea.-t by tin (.iiniore lim ’till it strike- wall of K. I
<iilkev ; tin-m e by hi- lim- to the c■•unity road ; them-,
by .-aid road to the lir.-t mentioned bound-, contain
ing -ixty.five acres, more or le--, with buildings,
privileges and appurtenances.
Hereby excepting
and reserv ing a ten foot lane leading to Capt. Lib
bens Curtis’, b. ing same land ronv.-ve 1 to said (• i I
I

■

THE PILES

r'- llarhc,
until further

it/} J.xcellent accommodation- fur Pa--.-ngi:
Cm- i. l llus. lit ib.I.SS.
si.u'i.
tfm
ic iia.-t, sept.i-r.;.

...

CAN

run

are

c.eaipt ion ot

For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.
lyv*

1

\v

Country produce ot all kinds Mil l<< purchased at
the going price-. When in port the » aptain may h<
found on hoard the packet at ILiru.b n’- wharf, or at
the Store of Woods, Mathews & P.aker.

just what

Cent*.
Nos.
Cures.
23
1. Fevers, Congestion. Inflammations,
23
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm < oiic,
3. CryillJiT-Colie, or Teething of Infant*,. 23
4. Iliarrlitra, of Children or Adults,
5. Ilysentery. Griping. Biliou.- Colic,
ti. Cliolera->8orhiis, \
7. Coiiurhs, Colds, Bronchi fi*,.2.3
2.3
S. NeuraiKiiC Toothmhe.
Headaches, Sb-k If adm-m Vertigo,
10. Dyspepsia. Billon Ston;;u It.
11. Suppressed, or I'an fill l*« riods,
\ criou*.23
12. Whites, to/*
23
13. Croup. Cough, J>itficult Breathing.
2:
It. Salt ICheum, Erysipcla*. l-.’rupi hum.
2'
1.7. Itheiilliat ism, iihelim.vie l*:..ns,
r.o
Hi. Fever and Agrue, chii: i-V\- r. Agm *,
3;i
17. Piles, blind or bleeding.
3.
is. Ophthalmy, iuu; Son < \\
3e
Catarrh, acute or chronic. Inihien/a,
.3ii
20. Whoopiii:?-CouL?!i, v,oh nt coughs,
3.!
21. Asthma, oppressed Bn-atting,
3u
22. Far Discharges. impaired hearing,
.V
23. srrotllla, enlarged glands. Swellings,
To
21. General Debility, Physical Weakness,
23. Dropsy and scanty Secretions.3u
3U
20. Sea-Sieliiiess, sickness from riding,
27. Kidney-Disease, (travel,.3<1
23. Aervous Dehility. Vital Weakms, 1 ini
20. Sore JI0111 h. Canker,.30
30. i rinary Weakness, welting the bed. 3o
3u
31. Painful Periods, orwiih Spasms,
I no
32 Disease of Heart, palpitation*, etc.
(«>
1
Sr
Virus'
33. Fpilepsey. spasm*.
Dance,
3ii
31. Diphtheria, life.-rale.i sore throat.
37. Chronic Con are* 1 ions and Eruptions, To
ASKS.
(
FAMILY
Case, Morocco, with aho\ Z*r» laryre vials am!
Manual of directions,.$10.00
0.00
Case M orocco, of 20 large vials and Book,
These remedies are sent by the rase
ot
the
to
any part
single box or vial,
eoiintry, tree of rliarjye, on receiptol
Address
price.
Humphreys’ Domeoiia t liie Medicine Co.
New York.
Office
Foi* .'sale by all Dnnsgrists.

I'arvi

au

Until

-aTiTTyTmiY" iiioney

sntreri:iy.

tr»7~i
eminent physician.

speeifte
an

They

last -ailing packet P M HuN
NLY.Capc Ihomt- P.urgess, ha
re-uun-d her w-rkly trips I..

rpilK
&

/

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
snicrai

Grand Central Depot, on 41st
42d Slreets, bet 4th and 5th
Avenues, New Yori*.

rt->ll I m) I I 1, HKYONSII I l!K III. L
1 lir-t-cla-' llnti-l, l.-^antly (urnislii-.l.
and well ventilated. Kvery room is bright
and cl leer till, fhe hotel i- a modern itrih'
tine, built e>pceialiy for a lir-t-cla-- liousi
and ha-every modern impi.> eim nt. It icouduct. d mi the I.nn-pi mi Plan, at
moderate rati
Persons \i-iting theeit. will -ave car
(»f charge-.
hire
and
-eeure
tin
he<t
...commodationriagi
fur the -r dh -• co-;, bv stopping at the llOl'Kl
DI .\ « i\>II I UK.
:m l le ...w.

PKKPAKMU I!V

S

\\ INi.S HANK.
,..i im.\, | n usurer

I

;w C

11 endow §\in» llower.
Proposals for Granite

Work and
Extension Wall.

ONLY BY USING

\LI.H Proposal- will he received until Satin
day .1 une d, at lo o’clock M.,b*r building two
rranit. abut incuts mid extension wall for the Hridg.it utile liner.
Plans and .sp.-.-iiieatmn- may i>«
ii a! the oilice of t he <
ity < b-rk of Helfast.
t’onnnittee n■-••rv■«• the right to reject anv or till
(■ lit >. H. 1 Lib. I SON.
•ids.
WM II II V LI
Committee on Loads and Itridge-.
\'|os PI I'CII KL, Ag.-nt for Nort hport.
is;.'.
-.’wtr
Helfa-t, May

SI

They

net

directly

on

the cutises :ind

tif

the only inedieiue tulvertisi d Ihr th.tt di.~ease

which do.

Ketneinhcr—The l'\i\

ins.vi. l’u.i I'll i s
and take no other. (‘lire W arranted where
(10 worth are taken or money retnndeil.
For sale hy S. A. IIOW'FS A CO. Gellast, and J trujijjisls every when'.
The Universal l.iver Fills are the liest
limits
in tin' world.

M EA DOW KING MOW IP
To Whom it

1 AKMINtl & STOCK I.ANUS
lor s:ilv.
I'assajji- tickets lo all
poinls West. I’m. Immii.i: \\ s
oi1 mi, one st uni]>.
In:. A M.M 1 IIUOW .\ vs Si. \i:s Hi 11 mim, I to-tun.
I «• IV

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St., New York; Post (Mice Box, Ir»s«*.

City
DEALED

IJ‘’I

tin

ot

re-ton

Fire ins. ('o.

a

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!
m

Rtf

]< 11.
ia pi- reliable
oinpany written in;
desirable isk< at current rates.
I HKD \ I'Wi >«>!>. Agent,
;i
Winterport, Me.

color, when faded or gray. It stimulate- the nutritive organs to healthv activity, and preserves bo: h
the hair and if- beauty. Thus bra.-hy, weak or •-ickhair becomes

BELFAST. ME.

1, In::.

S|>ringli(‘l(l

long* and e\t>-n>i

growth: and always surely

Keen in

ot

A. D. FRENCH.

Belfast, April it, 1*77.

in the

rrillE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

a

Notary Public,

years, sick-

shed pro mat tin ly.
A Y I i:' i | \ 11; V |«

Shy

ly

BQARDMAN,

No. 23 Main Street,

lie hair gray, and itlier
them incline it to

1

|

1

AND

of

Rubber Coated Pipe.
is

EMERY

predispositinn, all turn

the

a

s

the new-.Wh’
Kay'
you
Klack has a nice lot a M.W s 1 V I.KS, and tin
ladies ale almost cra/y to huve their old hats madmake
them over -o nice and cheap, at
"ver, he
t he sign id'the Straw Works I'-tst side of the rive'
>. A. HI.At l\.
Itelfa-l, Vprd J, Is?;. .11 In

IX/) (<>/.()/;.

Advancing

renews

Mower

King

Bonnet Bleaching.
morning Mrs. tlrutidy. “O my* whir
(■<<>!)!>
K ili'i yon get ieh lovely hat
(iood gracious
Mrs.
h ltd
“havin'!

April

Patent Vulcanized

rpHIS

Meadow

Restoring Gray Hair

35 Cents.

$ t»( hi

N B. -I’articul
attention gi\ en to Stt <■<,< u am;
■<, < of long -tanding.
I-• tinth
v
I iievduv.
tta Hi1 mat lie found in his otlice e\
I lnii'siia; and -atnrd.,
>t
a< a
unk,
«>tlier days
deviued to urgieal uperation- and visiting patients
residing in the country, etc.
)>:;i

ir Vi go r, COrXSKLLOli at LAW

a

FOR

Grecian Gold is a metal worn by the Egyptians,
and it is the nearest approach to tin* finest California Gold known.
American travellers through
Greece and Egypt have been struck with astonishment at the beauty of these Grecian < did Kings, and
as they were just like tine gold, they are worn by tinmost aristocratic people in Europe 21ml Asia,
fhev
2ire a perfect imitation of a $J0 eighteen carat Gold
sell
This
can
for $J or
Engagement King.
King you
$.5 each, very readily.
—1
PRICES
Dozen Caskets, by mail, $:’. 00, sells
for $4 JO;
Dozen Caskets, $S 5o sells for $ U (» >; f>
Dozen, by express, $15 no, sells for $J5 00; U I jozen,
by express $JS UO, sells for $50 It). You get $>: 00
worth of Jewelry for .'55 cents.
If you W2int something that will sell to everybody
that ; on show it to, send for 21 sample of tins W-.aiding Jewelry Casket. 2iud then judge for yourself ir>
value. It is 21 beautiful present for a lady or gentleman.
BOWEN & BICKFORD,
4w45
Brockton, Mass.

rent

CASH

York.

Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at Boston and Providence Railroad Station.
J. W

Administrator

June next, at ten of tin* clock before* noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, win the prayer of
said petition should not In* granted.
PHILO 11 KRSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest— B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

MAin

PROVIDENCE LINE.

and the well-known

appointed

FLANDERS, widow of He/ekiah
Flanders, late of Northport, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
an allowance may be made her from the personal

4w45

AT

he may be
eds estlite.

they

Monuments and Tablets

iiT Proble Street, Portland, Me.

king Mower. Only 42 Miles of Rail.

FURNISHING GOODS!

MOODY, a creditor of John F.
San Francisco, in State of Calihaving presented a petition that

BROWN, widow of Janies L. Brown,
Northport, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that an allowance may be made her troni the personal property of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Julia C. give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy ol

Hand Hay Rakes!
expressly for my trade.
and lor SALE in any QUANTITY, at LOW
Manufactured
DENNISON, Genl Agent, FR1CES.
“Hot Frices.”

VIA

II.

Hull late of
WILLIAM
fornia, deceased,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1877.

Monuments and Tablets

RAKE,

R. FRANK CLARK.

Belfast, April Hi, 1877.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
May, A. D. 1877.

Ordered, That the said William II. give notice
to all persons interested by causing u copy of this
order to be published three weeks Miceessively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tin* s<*cond Tuesdayot

MOODY,
Corner of Main and

i ER W. A YER, Guardian of Parish A. Wood,
minor heir of Levi Wood late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
final account for Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That tin* said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks sucoessh ely in t he
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second l uesday of •June next, and shew cause it any they
have, why tin* same should not be allowed.
PHILO IIKRSKY, Judge.
A truecopy. Attest—B. P. Uu:u>, Register.

P-:

PURE SPICES!

Ayor's IT

8600

Total,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Store i
May, A. I). 1877.

R. H. MOODY'S.

DR. R. MOODY’S
the market.

ot administration for allowance.
«)rdered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
t*» be published three weeks successively in the Re
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of .June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
•Jw47
PHILO II KRSKY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—1». P. Fiki.d, Register.
account

&r, Rv.

Drug

lirst-class

Administratrix of the estate

Waldo, deceased, having presented her second

in Bulk
and Botlh d.

a

MOTiCES.

1ST,
of John West, late of Belfast, in said County
HARRIET
of

Hair Oils,

in

gain

J‘.» tt.

centre

ii

t*

DENTIST,
Km,,

.•

are now putting up Six Pieces of Jewelry,
in Caskets, that could not be bought separate
for less than $0 in any City in America. Having pur
chased the entire stock of’a foreign Importing Jewelry House, we can make this oiler until the stock is
all disposed of. At the rate it is going now it w ill
soon be nil out, and we cannot replace it for live
times the money. For Thirty-jir, Cents in semi a
Casket by Mail eontatnlny
Retail Price.
1 Fine Gold Plated Solitarie Grecian
Diamond Stud,
$150
1 Pair Fine Gold Plated Dollar Buttons,
.»<>
1 Fine Gold Plated Watch Chain,
1 on
1 Pair Elegant Gold Stone Sleeve Buttons, 1 no
1 Very Heavy Grecian Gold Wedding King, :i 0<>

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdayot
May, A. 1>., 1877.
W

rfinnery

S2.50

WE

fhe bust and most durable

points of real excellence quality of work,

HORSE

35 Cents.

of

Shoulder Braoes

Eye-glass

or

BEDDING

FOR

Genuine Patent Medicines
CM ail kinds.

Spectacle

GRECIAN GOLD
*600

Pure

llior-

hunt and a fast sailer. Four berths
in cabin, sails and rigging all in good
►condition. I shall sell the -nine at a
it' called I• >r at onc«.
F. A. I OLLR1T,
so Main Street.
is, 1*;?7. *JMf

CEO. F.

-••

Will be sent on receipt of price to any address by
mail, and a perfect lit guaranteed for five years. In
ordering state ago, and whether glasses had been
used before, and if so, send one of your old lenses if
possible. Address Dr. C. It. Lit 1 II I'll I LL, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. Ligbthili, who is well and favorably known in
this State, for over is years as a successful Physician
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness and Catarrh, can
be consulted on all disease.- of the Eye, Ear, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the Mtinsion House, Alt
4Iff
gusta, Me.

JULIA

satisfaction.

location, and examine

Price of Fine

C.
late ot

Twenty-live hundred ill use by Maine
Farmers, and every one says ’tis with-

A. L.

W O B K.

Mansion House. Augusta,

Mower

King

Ligbthili,

Has taken tin* Agency for Maine of the celebrated
"NH PLl'S U1/LKA” Glasses, tin* best :i 1 riticial aid
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Eve-Sight.

4,’tf

April ly, 1K77.

ai

Belfast, April

magniticeiit

Oculist and Aurist,

HAZELTINE & CO.,
Wadlin Block, Main Street.

Shoes

than any other on tin* market. Farmers
will do well to investigate this statement
before buying.

TAYLOK’S
HAVK KICMOVKl) MV STOCK OK

STOVES & TIN

Dr. C. B.

For Sale in Belfast by

Prices Reduced for 1877.

to

Eye-Sight, Preserve It!

has shown it to be

GOODS

A.

It

II;

—

JAS. W. CLARK.

pleased

FERGUSON & LITTLEFIELD.

OK THE VERY HIGHEST OfAUTV.
PRICE
MODERATE.

of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
rv. All we ask is to call and see us.

WALTER

I-iose!

Liberal Discount to tin* Trade.

at

gn

MKMAI, AND
KilVl >I'S 1 »|> f ,\>
clusively
HS; more than goo roval octavo page.*, t went v »■;*•
gant engravings bound in suk.-ramial muslin. Trie*
only $”.uu. I»a •« ly enough to pav tor printing.
“Hie Hook tor young ami middle-aged men to
read just now, is the Science of Lite, or Self Preservation. The a ithor has returned from I urope in
excellent healt'i, and is again the Thief ( on-ulting
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. t
Huitinch Street, lioston, Mass.”- llepubliean .Journal.
1 be Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— lioston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, situ e the issuing
of these valuable works, published by the penbo.h
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the mala.lie- that sap the citadel <>t
life.” Philadelphia Liujuirer.
“It should be read by the young, the mi.blit aged
and even the old.”—New York fribune.
The lii-'t ami only Medal ever eonf* red upon anv
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of-kill
and professional services, w as present* d to the author of these works, March .’.1st, l*Oh
I be presentation was noticed at tin* time of its occur;* nee by
the lioston Press, atui the leading journals throughout the country,
fhiMedal is of solid
gold, sot with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy.
‘‘Altogether, in its execution ami tin* richness ot
its materials, and sue, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
whatever. It is well worth the inspection
purpose,
of Numisin.itists. It was fairly won ami worthily
bestowed.” -Massachusetts Ploughman, .Jam*
ItCti.
HJ) 'Catalogue sent on receipt of *'-.*. for postage.
Hither of th** above works
nt by mail on r.
ij>t
of price. Addn
PHAli«»l»A All.hi* \|, !N>H
ll l’L, No. t Ii'illincli Sf„ P.ostou, Ma
IP
,op|
vere lions**.
N. It.
I lu* author can !««• consulted on the abo
named diseases, a.*- well as all disease* it*.poring
skill, secrecy and experience. Oltlee b.mt *.•
v.
to t> I*. M.
ly!{

Hem Died Stitel-ed Hundkeyehief soul// \7e.
We have no old stock to <*-11 cheap, but our entire

N. B.

A

long,

oil

New .Stock Ml ST and WILL be sold as ('I! LAP as
be bought in the city.
Many thanks for past favors and hope for 21 continuence of the same.
Don’t forget the place, JJ High Street.

Hails and Childrens' Shoes of all hinds.

II. JOHNSON it 00.,

consignment of those

can

MEADOW KING MOWER

l.adies' Serge Hutton and Congress.
Gooil Line in Men's Low Cut Shoes.

a

UUIIIIIIIgS

Little Rogue,”
hoard,
YACHT
sloop-rig,
11
inch beam,
good able

This Book also contains More than Fifty
the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the book.
Also, anothe- valuable m«*<i• t:t 1 work treating ex

created such excitement in Boston
Market, at 25 Cents Per Pair.

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE

Ladies' French Kill Hoots, nil Grades.
I.allies' American Kid Hoots, fall Line,

AT

just received

III "l-Cliiss

For Sale.

Prescriptions for

IS

IT

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

SUIT THE TIMES

High St.,

receiving all the

Balbriggan
which have

FERTILIZER.

Of

T O-

constantly

are

We have

WE AUK RECEIVING

The (Hoods will he sold at

to see you at

From Boston and New York markets.

Jas .W. Clark

&

as ever

II

UJJ"ll

<

trees.

inputentcy,'

A No. 1

HR.

Stock of

“SCIENCE OF LIFE ;
or, SELF-PRESERVATION.” It treats upon .Man
Hood, how lost, how regained and perpetuat'd;
cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, I
Premature Dev-line in Man, Spermatorrhu-.-i,or Sem
innl Losses
nocturnal and diurnal
N>tvoii< and
Physical Debility, Hypochondria, < iloomv l-on-hod
ings, Mental Depression, Lose ol energy. Haggard
Countenance, Confusion of Mind and Loss of Mem
ory, Impure State of the blood, and all dis»a-es
arising from the !>*:*:«»l: «>F Y<>r it or the indi'cietions or excesses of mature years.
It tells you ail about the .Moral.- of (ieneraf ive
Physiology, the Physiology ol Marriage, ol Wed
lock and O lisp ring, Pin sicaH’outcast s, The Moral a ..
Empiricism, perversion ol Marnage, ('onjugal Pro
cept an«l Friendlv ( damsel, Physical I niirmit v, 11 s
Causes and Cure, Relation- between tin >e\es,
Proofs of the Expansion of Vico, {'he Mi-eries ol
Imprudence. Ancient Ignorance and Errors, Mi ans
of Cfuf, Cun-of body and .Mind.
I'i:i t Pi.im
Ii:i;.\ r.MKXi, Addle— to Patient-and 1:.1M.es otvalid Readers, fhe Author’s Principle.-, flu-price
of this book is only $1 tin.

NEW & FASHIONABLE GOODS

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

lySS

lias removed his

JUST
medical work entitled the

will show you all the latest
novelties in

we

We

LORD’S.
4v\4t>

To No. 3 Phenix How.

I will he

!

Just Received at

L.

glad

II.is

II

an engrafted orchard of bearing
all at office
Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of ;«.he Lincolnville and
Little liivei roads in the south part of this citv.
1. M. BOA HUM AN.
Belfast. April 11877.
lltt

Medical Association,”
March 31st, 1876.
published by the PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, a new edition of the celebrated

Attention !

III.

fruit

“National

Tuscan, Leghorn, Milan, Canton. Florence, French Chip and Dunstable
liruids. Also, all kinds of Fancy
Straws for making Iloniiots.

WhiteVests
H.

as

III'

ough repair, ami

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor by the

Bonnets & Round Hats,
In

A 1ST ew Lot of'

The

Smoked and Pickled Fish, j

Boots

Stoves ami Tin

!

"cents

ordinary Stock

no

offer for sale the very desmall farm on which 1
It is most pleasantly sit
uated, contains thirty acres, is under
.good cultivation and is well fenced
'and watered, and in all respects eonsirable
Iherebv
live.

MURE THAN ON MlELiUU'OFIESS LI*.

WORK

Our New Store, 22

3. F. WELLS.

our

STOCK!

OF

Spring is here. Kvery morning the painter who
agreed to have your house all painted by the 10th
of May comes round and sits in the front yard, and
holds a paint pot between his knees and stirs paint
till three o'clock in the afternoon, and then says
he believes he will go down to the shop aud get a
brush and see if there is a ladder there. [Burling-

only

just

Where

|

2000

autf

High Street,

We, are

prices.

faction.

Dry,

EITHER

CO

Silk Handkerchiefs, only S>

Warranted Strictly l’un* and to give entire satis-

I.adies please call and examine

H

DOZ. HOSIERY, Gents 7, lo, l w
and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at very j

1 OH

“XT*
low

J..

a

Handkerchiefs, 4 for

JUST RECEIVED

the

to

mat

city

in the

A Choice Stock of

Promptly

An excellent man up town, who rebuked

Linen

DOZ,
t cents
each.
IO

CGLLEN’S

Novelties !

JOB-

change.

Ladies
Of? DOZ.
^30 cents.

Revere Hcnse.)

now

made over with neatness and despatch. fiiTCall
and look ut our stock. Our openings are every day
in the week.
MRS. R. SHELDON.
MISS EDO COM B
13 High Staeet.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.— I3tf

Linen HandkerOOO DOZ. Gents Hemmed
chiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
from 10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen.
Considered by every one to be very cheap.

Sponges,

All the varieties of Fresh Fish in their

a

Here's another warning. A man down
town refused to
stay at home after an
early supper and help his wife whitewash the hack-yard fence, and his black
hnir turned white in less than a minute.
11 is w ile's painful aw kwardness with
the whitewash brush caused the sudden

which

ainon.tf

MBH

(Opposite

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

Ladies

and Combs,

Tile best

Comprisin'!' everythina ;nl;ijitfd

3m39

OLD STRAW

Hair Brushes

Goods!

Millinery

an

him.

J/es.s-r.s'. I U»i/.•■-»• o'- /'otter. Centlemen,—Your Collins’ Volt'All1 Plastkk is a wonderful remedy.
1
have suHered with a weak and painful back more
than eight years before I sent for your Collins’
Vtam
pLAsTLii. The pain reached from my
hack to my sides and hips. My left side and hip
are feeling very well, but I think 1
require another
Plaster for my light side. I am so much improved
that 1 can walk and stand, but before I got your
Plaster 1 wa unable to walk or stand.
Respectfully yours,
MRS.’RICHARD GORMAN.
Lynchburg, Va., July 22, 1*70.
P. S.—Since I finished my letter some of my neighbors have come in and wish me to send for some
more of your Plasters.
I am recommending them
to all my friends.
Please send me six of vour Collins’ Voltaic Plastlks. Unclosed timl'$1.2f>.
Mrs. Gorman.
Sold by all druggists for 25 cents each. Sent to any
part ot the United States and Canadas on receipt of
•'5 cent- for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.2) fortwehi
by WKKKS & po l l FiR, Proprietors, Poston.

Id

O F-

1

SAWYER.

Nichols.

Farm for Sale.

No. 4 Bulfinoh St., Boston,

SPECIAL.

REMEDY."

Spring Opening

1

on

WONDERFUL

Fresh Fish !

C. W. HANEY
Jiellast.

M M. I!.

Successors to A. S.

All persons having unsettled accounts with J. li.
Wadlin are requested to call and settle immediately.
tl'-lC

Ft

Main St. Don’t you

A

feit quarter

buy- i

elsewhere.

<

agricultural .nol had been ’bought in
month, except a hand hoe, and the clerk
who sold it hadn’t seen any money for so
long that the purchaser passed a counter-

goods

to call and examine his Stuck in-lore

Cl.I I'KOUI).

Unsettled bills at S. A. Wetherbee’s after the '50th
inst., will be left with an Attorney.

UK.

<

‘•A

CAPS

Those wishing to purchase

II. .S.

s. A. WETHERBEE.
N o. 5 Phenix Row.

Belfast, April >4, 1S77-—-I.'Mf

THE

Our large experience in this business has enabled
us to make such selections as we feel contideut will
suit the times, and our continut d success warrants
tin* belief that our large run of customers have confidence in our choice.

VN

received his Spring Stuck of

HATS,

FOR

SPRfXG AXI) SUMMER TRADE.

We claim lor it the Greatest Benefit to the Confrom the smallest outlay.

Uleetro Galvanic Patterv, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porious Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine,
and utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in u-e. They accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year. They do not palliate,

C. W. IIANEY

the

A Deerfield business man wrote in anto a New \oik linn’s
inquiry how*
business was in Franklin county, that not

of

they

The wife of W. S. Robinson (“Warrington." the
well known newspaper correspondent,) in her hi
Ography of him says
A few weeks before his death h<* sat one
day.
is was his wont, before his
open lire, in a inedita
live posture, with his hands at rest.
His wife
spuke to him; and he looked tip. with the bright
Miiih* so well remembered
by all who knew him,
and said: -It is curious how the belief in the imof the soql grows upon me.
As 1 have
mortality
been sitting here day after day it lias come to me:
and 1 am sure of it- -as sure of it. and of living
again, as I am that I am here-—more sure: for J
don't know half the time whether i am here in
body or not. It is just like going into another
room —into that room,
(pointing to the open par
lor door near him.) -Why. this world and the
next are joined as closely as
:ny two hands,* open
ing them and placing them together, one-above
tlie other, with palms reversed;'‘there
they areno break, no break between, no
I
to pass
gi.
h’cl ‘‘Very day like one who walks
and
a
hedge,
by
is looking for a gate, a
gap to go through, to walk
on the other side.'
After that the subject was one
oi common talk, and was
spoken of in the midst
oj every day affairs.
Frequently when he was
to
he would look up. smile and
spoken
place his
bands as I have described, saying only. ‘No break,
no break.
Cod was very good to him. He bad
iri'-d To lead the people to truth and right in this
1 if‘‘: was it not given him. in some part, to lead
Clem still farther—to a belief in the life
beyond,
toward the great ( outre of Truth and Right itself'"

swer

KP it or

Look! Look!! Look!!!

ll;is just

and all articles suitable for use iu the kitchen.
jfegr-Prices warranted to suit the TIMES..'',*

| pVALITVitST.lSDS 1W

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

Paper.

emption from sufferings.

anyway.’

Jivfcrtollo

MILLI2ST ESTSTI

by

Orders left at C. H. Sargent’s
Store, No. 8 Main St-, and at
Laundry, Beaver St.

Lamps, Chimneys, Cutlery,
!

executed

Experienced Workmen.

Wood, and (Hass Ware,

Iron,

and Summer Hats

SHELDON lias just manufactured,
together with a lull line of

Which Mrs.

sumer

papers and schedule of rates. Address GEO. P. KOVVELL& C<
Advertising Agents,

1'eace does nut dwell in outward
things, but
within tin* soul. We may preserve it in the midst
of tin* bitterest pain, if our will remain firm and
submissive. Peace in this life springs from acquiescence even in disagreeable things, not in an ex

Ckackmakkis. A Hartford clergy
man who
exchanged with another, says
that on liis way home from church iic
found himself behind three ladies engaged ill a lively discussion over the music of
tin- service, one condemnin'* the
soprano
and another the tenor, while a third
stoutly defended lmth. As the discussion
“T'-w warm, the third
lady sought to pour
oil on the troubled waters,
and, in the
words of tile clergyman, “did so to
perfection by a single judicious and truthful
remark, to which ail of them at olio, assented." “And what was that,
pray?”
asked his interested auditors as he told
his story. “(Hi,” said lie, ‘‘she
simple
said ‘Well, it was a miserable sermon,

i. ok

for list of

ourselves to an ae
1 mastered to day
infirmity
temptation resisted.'
what virtue required? Our vices will abate of
themselves if they he brought even day to the
shrift. | Seneca.

■.

in thk sta

compass. In this way Sani okp’s Ra
is di\ csted of the nauseating, worthless
features of all other remedies, while its curative
properties are increased tenfold. It is positively
the greatest medical triumph of the age.

avryX.I2NTH3.
Send

U <• should
every night call
‘•‘•lint:
What
have
what passion opposed
what

misnler that in this life the tilings which make
most ado are not the
things which are the
must important. There is
nothing on earth noisier
than a storm heating on the shore, and
yet what
dues it do'
It is bred in the desert sea. It lashes
itselt into a useless rage.
It thunders in the heavens, and shakes the earth, and comes pouring down,
and is broken into a million
globules on the immovable rocks. By and by its wrath ceases, it
smooths its brow, and the sea is tranquil again.
" hat has happened
Nothing. Not a single tiling
has been done.
\ man s life goes
thundering on, and the things
which are most in the eyes of men are often of the
h-ast possible importance.
The rage of nations,
the march «d armies, the rise of
inconspicuous
tribes to power, and their deliquescence and fad
ing away again—these things seem great to men;
bur they conn* and go, and the earth is no whit
changed, and men an* no whit changed. You
might to-day with a sponge rub out China, and
the world.would not know it. There would not
he a religion less nor a
philosophy less that had
power to do good to mankind.
You might to-dav
fid» out one half, two-thirds, four tiftlis of the
globi-. with their banners, with their armies, with
tht-ir trumpets, with their processions, witii their
crowns and scepters, with their
grandeur that
makes tools ape them or
envy them, and it would
make no difference*. They would break as a bubble, and fly away as a dream.
So th*.* things "’Inch arc
actually worth chroni‘‘ 1 i11" hieii an*
being chronicled, forever and
are the things which no man hears or
toiwer..I “is
great empty scroll above our heads is
'"y
* ''id’s
workshop, and he is writing there the his
ion of Time and the world.
The scroll itself shall
'hrivri and depart but the tilings that are written
that scroll shall never
God’s records
change.
“•
'‘'nnun lite are not of
drums, or banners, or ar:m -s. or governments
or
overthrown,
inaugurated
''aid tin' Almighty. "W ith the broken in heart and
tin- contrite 1 will dwell:" and where God
dwells,
there is tin* center of the
universe; and the things
which shall have eternal tame have no
registration
or notice among men.
The things which men are
ai! agog about, and are striving after, are as tieetiinr ami
unsubstantial as a wreath of smoke.
1 Beecher.

ni:\\si\\i*ki:s

for

a v< ry small
iu< a i. <
i:i-:

COLLINS7

TERMS OF ADVERTISING
auk offkrkd

('rockery.

Distillation.

T71YKUY plant and herb that yields its medical esJ.Lj since to it, is placed in an improved still and
there mingled with a solvent liquid, which, by heat,
is made to pass over into the receiver, bearing with
it tin* healing essences or juices of these plants and
I’ -rbs, free frum every contamination, pure and
colorless. Thus the active, medical constituents of
thousands of pounds of herbs maybe condensed into

package contains l)r. Sanford's Improved
Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use in all
cases.
Price $l.ou. For sale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS
pu r EUR, General Agents, and Wholesale Druggists, Poston.

EXTRAORDINARY

However urgent may bo the necessity for a
breaking up of old modes of belief, the most
strong minded and discerning, next to those who
head the movement, are generally those who
bring up the rear of it.

1

I'.arli

| Tennyson.

A
helping word to one in trouble is often like a
switch ou a railroad track—but one inch between
wreck and smooth rolling prosperity.

Prepared by

Is

HILLS,

liy II. N. Maguirk, who has spent 12 years in this
.legion. Latest accounts of < Jold and Silver prospects,
Agricultural and Grazing resources, Climate, Hunting, f ishing, Indians, an 1 Settlers’ adventures with
them. Mining and Wild Western Life, the Water-

HVPOCRITE.

CATARRH

SANFORD S RADICAL CURE

uk \dv for rsi;.

and Devotion.

CUAE

RADICAL

promptly

added to my stock the house furnishing
goods of J. B. WADI.IN, 1 shall be pleased to supply all my old and new customers with

riTHE subscriber offers for sale his
X. dwelling house and 1-6 acre of land
The house is three
on Bay View Street.
years old, two stories high, and linished
throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The location, commanding a
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in
the city
In the summer season jits close proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable lor a city garden. Ap
It. (*• DVEK.
plv at this office.

undoubtedly had reference to those nice

He

Goods called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and

Having

House for Sale.

“A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever"

Spring

Wetherbee’s.
;
;

When the poet Keats said

LAUNDRY!

and

a

The papers at this time are so filled with price-lists,
it is impossible to obtain even a column; so I will
invite the public to read the low-priced goods advertised, remembering that BETTER goods at the same
LOW RATES can be found for CASH at S. A. il.

Ladies

SANFORD'S

AS worked a revolution in the treatment of
Catarrh. It has demonstrated beyond all doubt
that this disease, even in its severest forms, is curable, and that comfort and happiness may be made
to follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a
persistent use of it. The method of treatment originated by l>r. Sanford, viz. the local and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the only
one ever offered to the public that will bear the test
of time.

THE POTATO BUG

j

.■

For

Forward the Cross. Cplift that sign !
Joy cometh with its morning shijie.
Blossoms the rose and teems the vine
The olive is its fruit benign.
To arms—to arms!
Come Peace divine.

Jewels of

SUFFERING.

ntln/irit —About twelve rears ago, while traveling with l-'ather Kemp’s OldFolksConcert Troup us u
tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up at
»\vark, A. .1. This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which 1 battled with every known
remedy lor four weeks without avail, and was finally obliged to give up a most desirable position and
return home unable to sing a note.
For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing tit all. The first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slightest cold would bring on
a fresh attack, leaving me prostrated.
In this way
I continued to sutler. The last attack, the severest
i ever had, was terrible. 1 suffered the most excruciating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to be
scarcely able to speak, and coughed incessantly. I
thought I was going into quick consumption, and 1
firmly believe that had these symptoms continued
without relief they would have rendered me an easy
victim. When in this distressing condition, I commenced the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as 1 had tried
all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave ine the
greatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose
head aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate
distinctly on r ecount of the choking accumulations
in his throat, to realize how much relief I obtained
from the first application of Sanford’s Radical
<
i:k.
Under its influence, both internal and external, I rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
of the remedy since have been entirely free from
< atari'll, for the first time in twelve
years.
Respectfully yours,
CKO. W. HOLBROOK.
Waltham, Mass., Jan s, 1S7G.
I*. S.—I purchased the Radical Cure of OKo.
Ib R< MILL’S, Druggist, Ruiuford Building.
<•>
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CATARRH.

Bn iiakest,
May IS. |n the Turkish village of
1 ourtokal there is
quite a Christian element,
though subordinate in numbers to the 'Turks. On
the night of the Itith the latter made a concerted
general attack upon the Christians. Scenes of
trighttul atrocity were presented. The males were
put indiscriminately to the sword. Many of the
elder women shared the same fate, and the
younger
ones were
brutally outraged. The cries of the vie
tims were distinctly heard bv ihe outposts of the
Itnumaninn army. This is further corroborated bv
the reports of the Bulgarians, who managed to c>
cape by crossing the Danube. Their account of the
outrages and murder of old and young, and the
cruel deaths indicted, is horrible hevoinl measure

the stock of (Iroceries owned by the
undersigned. A new clean lot of goods. No
dead stock.
Also to let tin* store owned and occupied by the
same, situated iu a good location lor water, country
and city trade. Brick Store, nearly new, twentylive by seventy-five, w it h excellent eellur and chamber, large cistern, counting-room, etc., etc., fitted up
in good shape for business. (Jood trade established.
The owners are interested somewhat in vessel
property, and have some influence which they will
use for the benefit of the purchaser.
A good chance to do either a Wholesale or Retail

17V>R

business.

A. 1*.

Belfast, April 11, 1877.

MANSFIKI.D & CO.
Foot of Main Street.
41 tf

Concern.

orge Washington
pauper of tin town ot Searsport,
has lett hi- home at the Town Farm, and all persons
are hereby forbidden harboring <>r trusting him on
II. V. WI-JtBl It.
town account.
Overseers
D. N. SIMPSO.N.
of Poor,
»
I.. \\ ItoDDINS.
Searsport.
1n77.
J\v47
It,
May
Searsport,
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NOTICE.
Salt

Muy

give notice tlmt

\IrK hereh\

Itowen,

a

Commissioner’s Notice.
undersigned, <'ommissioners
r|MlF
1 examine the claims of

to receive and

creditors against the
McOilvcry, late of Searsport, dcceased. represented insolvent, hereby give notice
tba» their final meeting will be held at tin* office of
Henry II. (trant, in said Searsport, on Wednesday,
the sixth day of June, l.s77, at ten of the clock 111
the forenoon.
WM. (i. CKOS BY,
)
W c. CKOS BY.
> Corns.
estate

ot

William

Dated this

( HAS. F. OOKDON. >
4w4f>

8th day of May, 1>77.
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